Tina Marie
Yesterday at 8:16pm ·
How many of my Facebook friends have a baby or child that died after vaccines? How many of you know of a baby or child that died after a round of shots (or even ONE shot)? Please comment below... (trying to help young parents that beLIEve this is “rare”).
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Kristin Nichole Christine Cashman Indigo Grant Nick Catone Suzanne Fuhri
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Christy Barber My friend's grandchild, at 2 months, a few years ago.
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Be Mel My exe's cousin got her daughter's 2 month vaccines and died of "SIDS" that night. Dozens of FB friends with the same story.
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Holly Michaels I know one.
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Lindsey Perry I know two.

Sherry Boyer I know one, from Japan.

Tara Nolan Following

Nancy Gardner I know of a friend who lost a child in the 90s after vaccines.

Melissa Young My sister stopped breathing 7hrs after her 4mos shots.

Nell Tomassen Reboh So many. Too many to count. Most recently Marijo De Guzman and Jose Ramirez beautiful little boy Daniel Ramirez
I know many

I accompanied a friend and her infant son to Stanford Children's Hospital after he developed purpura, fever etc after his vaccines. He was so sick they did a spinal tap, etc and found nothing BUT the doctors "knew it was not the vaccines." Later, he was diagnosed with autism. My friend went on to have two more children, all vaccinated, all diagnosed with autism. However, the first one was so needle phobic that doctors could not continue vaccinating him. As my friend said, the oldest had the fewest vaccines and he is the most functional (but still autistic). A sales person at one of my local stores had two children who almost died from the DPT (or whatever version they were given). She has a VERY dramatic story to tell.

Aviana died 12 hours after her four month shots (8 vaccines) on 5/25/17. (her mommy is my irl friend)

A coworkers son died at 2 months! Ruled SIDS!!
Amanda Allison  Just had a friend's baby die 2 days ago and they're saying SIDS. Trying to find out if she was recently vaccinated and a 1 year old died yesterday, also SIDS. 😞:(

Irene B. Kopel  My 30 something hairdresser was telling me that she is shocked by how many of her friends and clients seem to be having miscarriages--well into the pregnancy (coincidental timing with the vaccines they are now giving pregnant women, which is something no sane doctor would have done a few decades ago).

Samantha Braun  I know many too. 1 is already too many... #notrare

Erika Lynn Geuser  I have friends here in GA, that lost their beautiful 4 month old baby girl right after vaccinations!! As usual, the officials ruled it SIDS aka VIDS. These are crimes & coverups!! This is why I fight for the TRUTH!! We want justice for these sweet angel babies!!!! 💜❤️❤️

Irene B. Kopel  I wonder how many of these medical personnel are going to be wracked with guilt when the truth comes out?
Erika Lynn Geuser oh so many!!! How could you live w/ yourself after?? 😞😔 this is part of why they're in so much denial about vaccine injury...it's too much guilt to handle, especially w/ people that tend to have very big egos!!

Kierstin Chambers Alix McGovern & Nick Catone

...and I know 2 other personal friends...both SIDS babies 😞😔😔

Brandy Chard Daniel Ramirez, 6, Nicholas Catone, 20 months, Colton Barrett (Gardasil), 18, and so many others..

Kierstin Chambers Oh shoot I just thought of 2 more...both SIDS babies also
Erika Lynn Geuser  I also know many more sweet angel babies. Seems to be happening so often, it is beyond heartbreaking!! I pray for these families daily. 🙏❤️❤️❤️❤️
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Gina Searle  https://www.ctvnews.ca/.../feels-like-a-nightmare-family...

Feels like a nightmare': Family displaced by house fire days after…
ctvnews.ca
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Amy Johnson  My son Ryan 15 months passed away after receiving 4 vaccines
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Miranda Benetti  I'm so sorry for your loss. 🥰<3 My 15 month old cousin died 10 days after receiving the MMR vaccine in 1982. 😞:(
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Courtney Lynn I am soooo sorry. ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

Samantha Van Rensburg-Malopito My nephew had brain damage caused by seizures after shots ruled vaccine damage and lived blind, brain damaged never walked or talked died at 13. 3 friend's babies 1 within a day and 2 within a week of shots. 1 ruled SIDS 1 died in his sleep the week of vaccine boosters diagnosed with viral meningitis through autopsy. And 1 rushed to hospital the day after vaccines, sudden violent vomiting and diarrhoea, went in for testing, died during spinal tap found polio in spinal fluid. This was in the days of oral polio vaccine.

Samantha Van Rensburg-Malopito 3 boys 1 girl.

Irene B. Kopel Beyond painful to even read this. Please, what will it take for parents to AT LEAST research and question? Is it THAT hard?

Samantha Van Rensburg-Malopito I forgot 2 teenagers. I beautiful super fit elite sports women 17 yrs had a cardiac arrest in her sleep luckily a paramedic was visiting and gave her CPR she was in a coma for 3 weeks and thankfully recovered...sadly another healthy boy also elite swimmer and State Rugby
player died of sudden heart issues. They ruled them congenital even though he had several physicals before comps and nothing was found. Both after hpv vaccine.
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Write a reply...

Octavio Perez Rare?!?! 😁

Irene B. Kopel Exactly...not rare at all. However, what IS rare is a doctor looking at the connections.

Irene Pi Through my extended "friends" on Facebook, I've lost count 5 come to mind immediately (I don't have 5 million friends) and my granddaughter nearly died at 7 months from her 1 & only shot, the DTaP.

Mindy Click I know several and one who caught SIDS as it was happening and they were able to save the baby but the hardest was a very close friend I’ve known since I was 14-15 his daughter died at 2 months old the day after Christmas about 6 months later he left t... See More
Samantha Van Rensburg-Malopito  Goobumps and tears

Irena Stepanova The more I think about it the more I realize that have I taken my baby to the pediatrician right away, he would not be here now. We had to go to the pediatrician when he was about 12 months old, and he became deaf and autistic at 18 months. He would no... See More

Amanda Bergmann I know of so many in real life and from groups on Facebook. I just met a grandma today who was explaining that her granddaughter went into cardiac arrest at 7mo for no reason. She was at Stanford for 2 months and they couldn't figure it out 😢 makes me ... See More

Amy Miller Schawan And sadly some are given an alternative cause of death and parents believe “them”
Tina Marie Yeah, the medical staff more often than not refuses to see the obvious connection. Nick Catone and his wife Marjorie Madison-Catone were told (after autopsy through the hospital) that their 18 mth old died of SUDS (sudden unexplained death) even though... See More
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Tina Marie ... but, you’re right - there are many parents that wanted to believe what they were told, and haven’t made the connection 😞😞😞😞😞.
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Amy Miller Schawan Tina Marie yes! I have a friend and this is the case. Baby died in her arms one day after a full dose of shots- 103 fever. It’s hard for me because they don’t believe it was shot related because they “trust” their doctor.
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Tina Marie Amy Miller Schawan - yeah, it’s definitely a difficult subject to broach. And, soooo hard for parents to face - it’s easier to “trust the doctor” (but not wise 😞😞😞😞😞). Heartbreaking 💔
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Leisha Edwards My cousin had convulsions and suffered permanent brain damage, a vegetable, then died.
I have 2 family members that lost babies after a flu shot while pregnant (babies died within 3 days). I have a family member that had a baby die of "SIDS" after his 16 month shots. I have many many friends who lost their babies in these same ways too. It is overwhelmingly common. It is scary how many think it won't happen to them....but then it does. 😞;

I do

I have met two personally at MPVR rallies at our capitol

Two of my Facebook friends lost babies to sids & one lost her baby while pregnant after the flu shot. They all know it was the vaccines. And, I have a ton of friends that have vaccine injured children. My daughter included.

Alix McGovern ❤️

Two of my Facebook friends lost babies to sids & one lost her baby while pregnant after the flu shot. They all know it was the vaccines. And, I have a ton of friends that have vaccine injured children. My daughter included.

Denise Gonzalez Cosner Alix McGovern ❤️
My friend's nephew died at 3 months.
Def. Was vaccinated

Too many to name.

My sister-in-law a had a flu shot when she was eight months pregnant. The baby was fine until then but it died within two days of the flu vaccine. It stopped moving and died right after that flu shot.

6 friends now had flu vaccine while pregnant and all miscarried...but yet they dont
believe me...ive had to go numb 2 it....
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Tina Marie 😞... that is heart-wrenching 😞
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Nora Linehan-Daly Yes...so much so...considering they had morning sickness.were tired...etc..had planned on a baby...
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Stacy Amador I’ve known of babies who’ve died of ‘SIDS’ but I don’t believe the parents connected it to vaccines 😞
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Stacy Amador http://www.stopmandatoryvaccination.com/.../2-month-old.../Manage

2-month old Dies 48 hours After 8 Vaccines: Owen's Mom Speaks Out
stopmandatoryvaccination.com
Channa Jayde Walz I know of one stillborn and one 2 month old local to me that died shortly after vaccinations of course neither is classified as such.
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Lesleigh Tuttamore My sisters second husband lost his first daughter to SIDS. My first cousin on my mother a side lost her 2mo to SIDS. Other than them and in the past 2.5 years I've encountered around 20 in person, and upwards of thousands from online loss groups.
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Kimmie Polinger Two SIDS and one Shaken Baby Syndrome.
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Nora Norton Ever wonder if shaken baby syndrom was vaccine sids with encephalitis? They are not charging people eith that anymore snd revisiting these cases
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ReAnna Zyla I know a family who lost there 2 year old son after the flu shot, I have several friends who lost babies in utero after flu and T-Dap vaccines during pregnancy. And have seen 15 babies die in my birth clubs after vaccines. I'd say a total number of 22-25. It's a serious problem!!
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Mark Milan None that died, but far too many that live with severe and life altering damage done.. including one of my very own - like a light switch. And many who, w the help of smart, informed, determined parents can improve, but are likely never to reach the potential of the path they were on before they were affected.
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Gloria Tilley I had a mom on my caseload, son dx at 2 1/2 with autism. When she told me that she lost a baby to SIDS several years prior, we talked about vaccines. She said that the baby had just had vaccines. Her other children were taken away from her and given to her abusive X. She changed the diet of the 2 1/2 year old and now, at 10, his autism has GREATLY improved!
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Nora Norton My great nephew lost a daughter on day 1, no complications so most likely birth vaccines
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Laura Ann Bombard Roush I know several babies that died from their vaccinations. Plus my pediatrician admitted she had 3 babies die on the table, in her office.
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Nora Norton Omg how can she continue to vaccinate? She knows she is murdering babies
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Laura Ann Bombard Roush Nora Norton she said "As you know, I can't be against vaccination" she told me this when I said I didn't vaccinate. So I'm sure she is pressured
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Amanda MC Oh my gosh! How can she not see the vaccines caused that? Died on her table?! How can she continue to do that job. That would tear me up inside.
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Nora Norton Get her a copy of dr.susanne Humphries dissolving illusions , get her to watch all the drs and nurses on board already on the #vaxxed you tube channel search vaxxed doctors or nurses all the videos will pop up, when the choice is to murder babies or ...
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Maureen Green Of course she has a choice. I'm in the medical field too. We ALL have a choice. She is choosing money over lives. Plain and simple. Enjoy eternity!
Nora Norton You are so right Maureen Green she always has a choice, we all do, to trust our instincts and pray b4 doing anything, and after

Lacey Raye I know if a local 4 mo baby that died 3 hours after shots.

Amy Michele My parent's lost twins (boy and girl) after their DPT shot Feb 1977.

Amanda MC Within 2 weeks after my son’s 2 month vaccines, not only was he more fussy and had more reflux issues and skin rashes, etc but he stopped breathing and became totally limp and unresponsive. Thankfully he had the Snuza monitor on already and had it since we came home from the hospital. From that point on nearly every night for about a year or so when he could manage to sleep for more than 30 min at a time, he would have these intense non breathing spells. He did not have those problems before. The Snuza alarm didn’t go off before he got his shots. I finally got him diagnosed with “mixed apnea.” The obstructive portion may be structural anatomy related as his tonsils and adenoids were ruled out as the cause and for the central (neurological) they have no answers. He was born exactly on his due date, full term and a very healthy baby. If it weren’t for the Snuza, I truly don’t think he would be here today. He still has apnea but the intense non breathing spells have lessened a great deal compared to back then.

Julie Weyer Briggs My child died from his 2 month vaccines. They were his first set, as he did not receive the HepB at birth.

Shaunah Hardy My oldest daughter's heart stopped after a Flu and MMR vaccine at age 2. She was legally dead for 10 minutes until doctors successfully revived her. She is alive now but we know for sure that these toxic cocktails KILL PEOPLE! I would never wish that nightmare on anyone!

Miranda Benetti My 15 month old cousin died 10 days after receiving the MMR vaccine. 😞:(

Alicia Mullins I know of two 😞:( both fairly recent
Lisa Marie  My friend miscarried after the flu shot

Rachelle Davis-doula  This is heartbreaking. Will my sweet, sweet family members please read through this post and then watch the many documentaries that expose the very real dangers of vaccinations. I just love you all so dearly and thus I’m tagging you. It is not enough t...See More

Vaxxed: From Cover-Up to Catastrophe
Movie

Tina Marie, Brian Sharky Archer and 66 other friends like this

Sarah Beck  Rachelle bless you for being brave enough to tag your family! I wish I could be this brave 😊

Rachelle Davis-doula Alyssa Smith Davis  Sorry for some reason I couldn’t tag you in my comment right above. But this is a really important thread to read as it opens our eyes to the reality of how many babies have died, or been seriously injured as a result of vaccines. And...See More

Write a reply...
Beth Ogden I know more families that have lost a child after a round of vaccines than I can count with both hands and feet.
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Sarah Beck I know 3 that have died of SIDs within 15-30 hrs after Vaccines and another baby that died just before birth in utero 😔😔😔 8 other friends or family that have had Vaccine injury or autoimmune disorders happen shortly after and it is so sad none of them have put two and two together 😞
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Sarah Courchaine I have a friend who miscarried after a flu shot. 😞😊
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Dena Michele Salera My son didn't die, but he lost the life he could've had to Autism and Epilepsy
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Jacqueline Jones I just had a conversation with a girl i went to high school with about vaccines she said they dont cause Autism. I wish i would have screen shot the conversation and posted it because she sounded very uneducated
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Christine R. Mignosa Bryan my niece. 😞:(
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Breanna Fullerton Vaccine injured baby boy here MMR 12 months. And too many VIDS stories to tell, sadly 😔
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Cathy Hall I am hearing of babies dying every single day in our vaccine groups.
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Meg Soer Nishita Mike Nishita
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Kathy Kraintz Heart breaking but true vaccines cause SIDS and data shows sharp increase in death/SIDS after each round of infant vaccines at 2 months, 4 months, etc.
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Heidi Lee Carmack We do 😒😢
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Tiffany Babb  My niece, and I know of 2 other people

Maureen Green  Daughters equine teachers neighbors baby died over Christmas break. I'm sure, vaccine results!

Maureen Green  Kayli, just wanted to let you see. Hope you don't mind

Sarah Adams Gibbons  I know of a few. Heartbreaking!

~copied and pasted from a friend~ "As an E.R. nurse, I have seen the cover up. Where do you think kids go when they have a vaccine reaction?

They go to the E.R.

They come to me.

I cannot even begin to guess how many times over the years I have seen vaccine reactions come through my E.R. Without any exaggeration, it has to be counted in the hundreds."
Sometimes it seemed like it was one or two cases in a single shift, every shift, for weeks. Then I would get a lull, and I wouldn’t catch one for a week or two, then I’d catch another case per night for a couple weeks. This was common.

Once, I was training a nursing student, about to graduate, on their E.R. experience rotation in nursing school. This student and I floated up to triage to cover the triage nurse for a break. I was quizzing them on what to ask and look for as a triage nurse on pediatric kids that came through. I made a point about asking about immunizations right out the gates. The student was puzzled, and asked why, and I told the student because we see vaccine reactions every day and it’s their job to catch it, alert the doctor and the parents, and report it to VAERS.

Some higher power apparently smiled on my attempt to open the eyes of another nurse I guess, because not even ten minutes later, a woman brought her child up to the counter. Sudden onset super high fever and lethargy. I asked if the child was up to date on vaccination.

The mother replied he had them just a few hours ago.

I glanced at the student, who looked shocked and looked back at me in disbelief. I nodded, told them to remember this, and then took the mom and her child to finish the triage in back. When I was done I came back and sat down with the student, and asked what he learned that night so far.

The first response: “What I was told about vaccines wasn’t true”.

I couldn’t have said it better. That student is going to go on to be like me, advocating for his patients with his eyes wide open.

The cases almost always presented similarly, and often no one else connected it. The child comes in with either a fever approaching 105, or seizures, or lethargy/can’t wake up, or sudden overwhelming sickness, screaming that won’t stop, spasms, GI inclusion, etc.

And one of the first questions I would ask as triage nurse, was, are they current on their vaccinations? It’s a safe question that nobody sees coming, and nobody understands the true impact of. Parents (and co-workers) usually just think I’m trying to rule out the vaccine preventable diseases, when in fact, I am looking to see how recently they were vaccinated to determine if this is a vaccine reaction.

Too often I heard a parent say something akin to “Yes they are current, the pediatrician caught up their vaccines this morning during their check up, and the pediatrician said they were in perfect health!”

If I had a dollar for every time I’d heard that, I could fly to Europe for free.

But here’s the more disturbing part.

For all the cases I’ve seen, I have NEVER seen any medical provider report them to VAERS. I have filed VAERS reports. But I am the ONLY nurse I have EVER met that files VAERS reports.

Mind you, I have served in multiple hospitals across multiple states, alongside probably well over a hundred doctors and probably 300-400+ nurses.

I’ve worked in big hospitals (San Francisco Bay Area Metro 40 bed ER, Las Vegas NV Metro 44 bed
ER) and small hospitals (Rural access 2 bed ER, remote community 4 bed ER) and everything in between.

When I say NEVER, I mean NEVER.

I have even made a point of sitting in the most prominent spot at the nurses station filling out a VAERS report to make sure as many people saw me doing it as possible to generate the expected “what are you doing” responses to get that dialog going with people.

And in every case, if a nurse approached me, their response was “I’ve never done that” or “I didn’t know we could do that” or, worse “What is VAERS?” which was actually the most common response.

The response from doctors? Silence. Absolute total refusal to engage in discussion or to even acknowledge what I was doing or what VAERS was.

The big take away from that?

VAERS is WOEFULLY under reported.

I am PROOF of that."

Donna Bailey Wolf
5 hrs ·

“I’m a pediatric RN. I’ve been a nurse going on 6 years. I spent most of my career in surgical and started in medical peds last year. It has been so eye opening bc i never dealt in the surgical area, with what i see now.

I have been watching and observing. I’ve seen some very chronically SICK kids, from eczema, allergies, RSV, asthma to behavioral problems, autism, adhd, seizures, and unresponsive events in babies,

And I’m still waiting.

I’m waiting to find a chronically sick child that has not been heavily/fully vaccinated.

They are ALL vaccinated.

So where are these so called unvaxxed children we are told are such a threat to the community!? I can tell you one thing is for sure...they are NOT in the hospitals.

Thank you to the parents whose eyes and minds are open. Your fight may be riduculed by most, but you know you are proactively protecting your childrens health and immune systems, and I hope one day more will open their eyes!!!

The evidence is everywhere.
A child collapsed today after receiving an injection at my doctor's office in Mustang. I was there for an appointment and was getting ready to leave the exam room when the nurses started screaming "the little boy is having a reaction to one of the injections, we need a doctor stat!" The mother and child were at the payment window getting ready to leave when it happened. Obviously, I don't know what he was injected with. It was a frightening thing to witness. As I was paying, I heard the child start sobbing and the medical personnel were talking to him.

From a very smart mama, who is a nurse:

"I posted this the other day so I copied and pasted and gonna leave it right here ❤️

I know it's hard to understand that vaccines are bad. I've been an RN for 12 years, I used to be brainwashed too. I've been there. I believed the same old spouted mantras.

Vaccines are an assault on the immune system. It's like kicking a beehive. We've been brainwashed to believe that injecting poison into our children creates health within them. For Gods sake, it's 2016. Wake up. Do me a favor... go get a smallpox vaccine and then after a few weeks, inject yourself with smallpox and see if the vaccine prevents it. Thousands of kids die from vaccines (in which your tax dollars pay the families of said kids btw). To think that but you injecting proven neurotoxins and dangerous chemicals and viruses into a child will make a child healthy? 🤣😂 Too much cognitive dissonance.

Injecting a vaccine with hundreds of ingredients (including eggs and peanut oil) into a baby without testing to see if that child is allergic to any of those things, and not testing them for methylation issues beforehand, is playing Russian Roulette. No one can argue that statement. You cannot. It's a fact. Thinking that people should damage their child for the theory of "herd immunity" (when the majority of adults are not up to date on vaccines) is asinine. I will not set my child on fire to "save" yours (especially when they don't save).

Instead of arguing with tobacco science, I implore everyone to actually learn about the reciprocal nature of B-cells and T-cells.

If you understood the immune system, you would know that when B-cells are stimulated, T-cells are hindered, and vice versa. Vaccines trigger B-cell to secrete antibodies, thereby suppressing T-cells. This suppression of T-cells enables infections and even cancer to develop.

So tell me again how vaccines work in the immune system to prevent disease. You can't. Clinical
efficacy BS..... "protection against disease" is conveniently never a suitable outcome of clinical studies on vaccines, so instead, measurement of immune responses to the vaccine is an "alternative approach" that's used. However, this must be defined based on scientific "assumptions" and require clinical efficacy after its approval (post-marketing evaluation). Shocking.

So, in actuality, vaccines don’t prevent disease. They might tackle the symptoms of an illness but fail to get to the root of the problem. The organism stays trapped inside the body, where it adapts and changes to its environment.

And to make matters worse, adjuvants, an immunological agent that increases the antigenic response (oh the irony) are added to vaccines and have their own dangerous side-effects. Adjuvants (like oil emulsions, mineral compounds, liposomes and squalene) can trigger allergic reactions and the excessive amount of antibody production causes a host of auto-immune disorders, most of which are caused by auto-antibodies, (which are triggered by adjuvants in vaccines). These auto-antibodies can also attack the brain and spinal cord, causing severe neurological damage.

An individual cannot become immune to future infections from being injected with a foreign antigen.

The United States is the richest nation on the planet.
We are also the most technologically advanced.
We have more hospitals, more doctors, more nurses, more multi-million dollar machines utilized to name every known disease on the planet.
If you have a disease, or even if you're told you have one, then there's a drug for it.
We have better housing, better water, better sanitation, the largest food supply, better transportation than any other country on the face of the planet. Still we have the highest infant mortality rate than all of the other industrialized nations and many of the third world nations enslaved with poverty and dictatorial governments.
They are dissecting this like crazy looking for any and every excuse possible.
That's why it's amazing to me that they conveniently overlook the fact that the United States gives the most vaccinations (49 doses by age 6, 70 by age 18) than any other nation. Countries with 50% less have healthier children than we do.
We have the highest rates of infant mortality, childhood cancer, diabetes, learning disorders, behavioral disorders, allergies, auto-immune diseases. But God forbid you call out the pharmaceutical companies (who collectively make billions of dollars in vaccine sales and billions more from the drugs used to subsequently "treat" the myriad of new illnesses, and buy media and government support) as a contributing factor in the overall decline of health in America.”

Vaccination and autoimmune disease: what is the evidence? - The Lancet
"Another example of confirmed autoimmune adverse effects after vaccination is idiopathic thrombocytopenia, which might arise after administration of the measles-mumps-rubella vaccination.51–55 The reported frequency of clinically apparent idiopathic thrombocytopenia after this vaccine is around one in 30,000 vaccination."

Sandie Tremblay
FACT The current CDC vaccination schedule has never been tested collectively for safety.

FACT There are 13 CDC scientists that have come forward saying that the CDC is committing scientific fraud.

FACT William Thompson, Senior CDC Scientist, turned over 10,000 documents to Congressman Bill Posey, which showed that the CDC lied, destroyed, and manipulated data which suggested the MMR vaccine did and can cause Autism.

FACT The VICP has paid out over $3.3 Billion in vaccine injury cases (which is a small fraction of the cases that are submitted and an even smaller fraction of the cases of injury that are not submitted)

FACT Vaccines contain numerous carcinogenic substances.

FACT Recent studies showed that many of the common childhood vaccines tested positive for high levels of glyphosate. (Monsanto's cancer causing pesticide)

FACT There are aborted human cell lines in vaccines as well as several different types of animal DNA

FACT There has never been any study done showing injecting other DNA into the body is safe.

FACT Vaccines are one of the top grossing products for the pharmaceutical industry.

FACT All major vaccine companies have been convicted of fraud and the pharmaceutical industry is the biggest defrauder of the Federal Government under the False Claims Act.

FACT Your doctor is supposed to go through the vaccine insert and documented side effects with you before administering a vaccine. (This is rarely if ever done, which means you did not receive informed consent for a medical procedure.)

FACT The average doctor receives about 2 hours of vaccine education in their 4 years in medical school.

FACT SB277 was passed in California last year which stripped your parental rights for declining any of the recommended childhood Immunizations on the CDC schedule for your children to enter school.

FACT The Senators that wrote the bill SB277, Richard Pan and Ben Allen, where aware of the CDC fraud and pushed the bill through anyways.

FACT There are hundreds of brilliant doctors and scientists all over the world that are speaking out against vaccines and the lack of safety surrounding them.

FACT Robert Kennedy and Robert De Niro offered a $100,000 reward to anyone that could provide a study showing the thimerosal containing flu shots given to pregnant women and babies are safe.

I could go on, but I think you get the point.
So awhile back a friend asked me what brought me to be antivax and be so vocal about it. Instead of just messaging her I figured I'd write about it and share for all. I wasn't against vaccines but definitely wouldn't have called myself pro vaccine either. Every bit of my gut said not to vaccinate but I listened to those around me and my Dr. We vaccinated on schedule for 18 months. We EBF until 8 months and things were going great, no health issues what so ever. Then I gave up, that's a story for another day, and the first round of shots came. My vibrant, healthy boy went downhill fast. Looking back after every round of vaccines he would always get a virus. Asthma, allergies and eczema all flared up. The asthma only showed up during the so called viruses. My child lived on antibiotics, steroids and a breathing machine. Finally ending in a hospital stay two years ago. About that time I was added to a mommy group, not knowing it was strongly antivax. I'd never heard of vaccine injury or even knew you could refuse. I was told they MUST have vaccines to attend school. Huge lie in my state and most others for that matter. One day while talking about what was going on with my son a woman, who is now a dear friend and I owe so much to, said have you ever thought it's the vaccines making him sick? And that's where it began. She shared info and added me to groups. I devoted countless hours reading studies and inserts. I was appalled at what I found. Everything that was happening was listed right there in the damn inserts. I decided almost immediately that there would be no more vaccines for any of us EVER. I have since dedicated all my free time to research and sharing what I've learned. For once in my life I felt a calling, a passion. This is what I'm meant to do. I remember the guilt, which I still feel, the anger and sadness I felt. How alone I thought I was. I speak out to try and help others not go thru what I did. To not make the same mistake I did.

Two years later and I still learn something new almost everyday. The risks are not laid out for us. And that is costing our children so much. Some call me crazy, I've lost friends and fought with family over our decision. Hell even my husband thought I was nuts at first. Thankfully he sees it now and totally agrees with our choice. And I'm grateful for that. I would have never caved to save our relationship, our children are too important. All of our children are too important for me to stay silent. My son was very lucky he just had typical listed side effects. Many children aren't so lucky. They lose their minds or even worse their lives. Then the parents are told they are crazy and can't prove it. Well I'm sorry that's bullshit. When you watch your child regress or die immediately following the vaccines you know. And if it was your child so would you.

LikeShow more reactions
CommentShare
29 29

Comments

Sandie Tremblay Cassandra Cudney I just want to say thank you from the bottom of my heart because you are that friend. I can never thank you enough for showing me what I couldn't see. I can't imagine what would have happened if I hadn't found you. I'll forever be grateful
QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR DOCTOR ABOUT VACCINATION

Cassandra Cudney Awww 😍❤️❤️❤️ I love you momma! This is why we fight, this is why we subject ourselves to ridicule, this is why we share what we know. So proud of the strong warrior you've become!! 😍❤️❤️❤️

Sandie Tremblay Thank you. And you're absolutely right. There is far too much at stake

Jessica Winston May I share this?? This is all too similar to my story (aside from the hospital stay) and mine began about 9 years ago....next month to be exact. ❤❤️ I am very proud of your for speaking out!

Sandie Tremblay Thank you so much. And so sorry you had to experience this as well. Feel free to share. You never know who it may help.

Sadie Glant Thank you for sharing 😊

Sandie Tremblay You bet. Thanks for asking. Most just judge instead of asking why. I appreciate it.

Sadie Glant No judgement here I've known you for a long time so I was just curious

Sandie Tremblay
Can you show me any studies regarding infant vaccines being tested directly on infants? There are none, those studies have never been done.

Can you show me any studies regarding childhood vaccines being tested directly on children? There are none, those studies have never been done.

Can you show me any studies that prove giving more than one vaccine at a time has been proven safe? There are none, those studies have never been done.

Can you show me any studies that prove that the current vaccine schedule is safe? There are none, those studies have never been done.

Can you show me any studies which prove that the vaccines recommended for pregnant women, have been tested on pregnant women? There are none, those studies have never been done.

Can you show me any studies that prove that vaccinated children are healthier and don't get the targeted diseases, compared to un-vaccinated children? There are none, those studies have never been done by a government or vaccine maker.

Can you show me any studies that prove that the heavy metal preservatives in vaccines (mercury and aluminum) have been proven safe for infants, children or adults? There are none, those studies have never been done.

Can you show me the studies where vaccinated people were exposed to the targeted virus, to prove that vaccinated people don't acquire the targeted disease when the targeted virus enters their system? There are none, those studies have never been done.

Can you show me the studies that follow a group of vaccinated people, after they leave the hospital or doctor's office, which proves that people who get vaccines don't fall ill after the shot? There are none, those studies have never been done.

Can you show me the studies where vaccines were compared to any modality of healthy living (like sleep, exercise, water, vitamins, eating organic vegetables etc) for effects on immunity. There are none, those studies have never been done.

If you were the government and wanted to prove once and for all that vaccines work, wouldn't you survey vaccinated people after they're vaccinated, to prove they're healthier, that they don't get sick in general and don't get the targeted disease?

What about surveying sick people with say the flu, when they enter the hospital? Wouldn't it be a slam dunk to announce that everyone entering the hospital in 2014-2015, who had the flu, were un-vaccinated?

Why do you think your government avoids doing these simple surveys? The governments (ruling families) don't do these studies because they already know what's happening......because they've designed what's happening.

You are free to awaken at anytime.
As my pregnancy progresses I think back to my pregnancy with Weston. I had so many question and I did learn a lot. But not enough. I learned of the dangers of GMOs, delayed cord clamping, skin to skin and breastfeeding. Vaccines and RIC were both on my mind as well. I looked to those around me, my Dr and my own independent research. Unfortunately with vaccines and RIC I kept hearing it's what we do, of course it's safe and so needed. And even more unfortunate I went along with both. And my child paid the price. If the answer is ever it's just what we do, please, please look further. I feel so much more prepared this time. In control of my own body and choices. We should be supported in our decisions during pregnancy. Instead we are told what to do, how to give birth and all that comes after. We aren't given options and choices, we're taught to ignore our intuition and our body's. Well I say fuck that noise and birth for you and your child.

Stole from a friend. ★★☆☆☆

EFFECTS OF MERCURY ON THE UNBORN CHILD: 10 Things That Pregnant Women Need To Know (but aren't being told):

1. If the expectant mother is exposed to mercury (via flu vaccines, amalgum fillings etc), the unborn child ends up with higher levels of mercury than the mother. In short, the fetus acts as a "mercury sink" for the mother.

2. Possibly due to the above point, the unborn child can be damaged, even if the mother shows no symptoms herself.

3. The unborn child is even more susceptible to the effects of mercury at certain periods of prenatal development, especially involving the central nervous system.

4. The neurotoxic effects of mercury on the unborn child can be immediate and severe, OR subtle and delayed (ie. not noticeable until later in childhood).

5. Hair concentrations are often used to measure mercury levels, however this may not be accurate. Studies have found that children with autism can have LOWER levels of mercury in their hair - because they are not excreting it.

6. Breastfeeding the baby results in higher levels of mercury in hair samples. In other words, breastfeeding helps the baby to detox.
7. Long term studies show that mercury exposure in the womb can also affect the cardiovascular system, later resulting in the child's body being unable to control heart rate/blood pressure. (High levels of mercury is also linked to high blood pressure in adults).

8. Unborn baby boys are more susceptible to mercury damage than girls. Stillbirths following mercury exposure more common for baby boys.

9. Despite widespread claims that ethylmercury found in vaccines is "safer" than the methylmercury found in fish, the scientific evidence does not support these claims. (This assumption likely came about due to the ease that ethylmercury clears from the blood. Instead of evidence of it's "safety", this occurs because of how easily ethylmercury is taken up by the cells and/or crosses the blood-brain barrier.) Ethylmercury persists in the human brain at double the amount of methylmercury, and is 50x more toxic to cells.

10. 2 parts/billion = mercury allowed in drinking water
200 parts/billion = toxic waste
50,000 parts/billion = amount of mercury in flu vaccine.

Please note, references for all the above will be included in my upcoming book. Please feel free to share with all the expectant or future or current mamas you know. Anybody who wants to learn more about vaccines and related issues is welcome to send me a friend request.

Sandie Tremblay
7 hrs ·

If there's one thing every parent should know about vaccines, it's this:

There has never been a causal study done showing that antibody response to vaccination is synonymous with immunity. This is the foundation on which vaccination has been built and it completely crumbles under the tiniest amount of scrutiny.

When they measure your titers to determine whether you're immune to a disease, it's based on hope, not science. In fact, there are studies showing the opposite. Vaccine failure occurs even in high antibody responders. (Not to mention babies aren't even capable of mounting an adequate antibody response until around a year old.)

Antibody response is only one facet of the immune response. Vaccination completely ignores the cell mediated immune system which is the first line of defense when natural disease occurs. A lot of the time, antibodies are not needed nor created because the immune system is that good at protecting itself without them.

By vaccinating your children, you're repeatedly illiciting an unnatural, overstimulating, pro allergic, inflammatory response in the body with no proof of any benefit to your child and every evidence of harm.
This constant favoring of the humoral immune system confuses the immune system as a whole so that it no longer works as a cohesive unit. You cause atrophy to the cell mediated immune system which will make your child more susceptible to every little bug going around and you encourage the immune system to turn on itself, manifesting in a slew of autoimmune disorders.

Add to this that vaccines contain neurotoxins, carcinogens and sterility agents, injecting your child is just insane!

We are all born with an immune system. Take care of it through nutrition and lifestyle and it's not going to fail you!

Via Liz Novax

---

**Suzanne Fuhri**

*I don't get paid for telling anyone that VACCINES KILL.*

**Doctors get paid for telling YOU that they are safe and effective.**

**My Son is DEAD after being vaccinated.**

**Who are you going to believe?**

Like

*Comment* *Share*

174 You and 173 others

40 shares

Comments

**Lisa Ann** You. I hear you. I believe you. My heart aches for you. You are my consciousness and I will never forget you whether we ever meet in 3D form. Fortunately more and more are waking up but it is hard to comprehend how unfathomably ignorant and inconsidera... *See More*

*Like* *Reply* 12 · *Edited*

**Lisa Ann Heather De Sisto**

**Sara Bovolenta**

*Like* *Reply* 1 ·

**Shannon Primer** Like = agree

*Like* *Reply* 2 ·
Christina Renee Kinser  My heart aches for you and your loss.
I was only injured and it took that to wake me up.
I hear you!!
More and more are waking up and see the truth!!
We keep telling our stories and they see we have nothing to gain or lose.
Who would you believe?
Me the person that was injured or a drug pushers that makes money off of pushing their products?

I stand with you....keep preaching...you are being heard!

Beth Schultz  I believe the parents!

Stefanie Joy  I cannot imagine what life must be like for you now or how you must feel about doctors. Nothing can fill that void. You are so #brave for posting. I wish I could hug you. What was done to your family IS CRIMINAL! I believe the parents with nothing to gain but to stop the same insanity that allowed them to vax. I am one of those parents. I regret it everyday.

David So  I believe the truth and you are telling it.

Samantha Braun  Me too. #juststopit

Connie Cholensky  I'm so sorry for your loss! Pretty positive my daughter is vaccine injured and they are pure evil!

Adrienne Gallagher  Where there is risk the should always be choice. ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️
Mara López Vélez  I believe in you!
Like · Reply · 1 ·

Paolo Stefano Fratianni  I along with many others believe you
Like · Reply · 1 · Edited

Kerra Icansketchu  😊❤️❤️We need your voice, Suzanne Fuhri
What a tight family we have all become.
#teamvaxxed = #teamtruth! ...See More

Robyn Bonnie Nelson  So sorry, I have a vaccine injured wife who was a Nurse and will never work again!! These damn vaccines that take life and also destroy the quality of life... My heart goes out to you. Keep speaking the truth and maybe more people will be spared heartaches. Rob
Like · Reply · 4 ·

Carrie Baughher  I'm a nurse and I'm so sorry this happened to her. 😦☹️ it's not right to be forced to get anything objected into our bodies.
I was able to get a medical waiver to exclude myself from ever getting a flu shot. If they ever tried to take this away or force other vaccines I will quit. It's not worth it.
Like · Reply · 1 ·

Kira Kirstyn Simpkins  Pro-vaxxholes are you listening???
Like · Reply · 3 · 1 hr

Christina Renee Kinser  On the nurses tray the vials glistenin
Ready or not your getting a shot
Like · Reply ·
Kim Tiner Bonneau  TRUTH! Sorry Suzanne. My son is vaccine injured and that is also why I continue to educate. We are considered conspiracy theorist and are social pariahs. There is no fame or glory in what we do. I just want to save other children.

Carrie Baugher  You. I believe you. I also believe me. My son was injured. I almost lost my son. I walked in on him when he stopped breathing had I not he would be dead. He has so many problems 😢

I wish I could go back and undo what I did.
My heart aches for you and all the other parents who have lost a child. It's criminal what the CDC and the government are getting away with and people still want to believe this shit is safe. Pisses me off 😤

Suzanne Fuhri  I bet you think because you were vaccinated when you were younger that your children/grandchildren will be fine.

Vaccines are different.
Vaccines are combined DTaP(3 in 1-Diptheria, Tetanus & Pertussis
MMR(3 in 1-Measles, Mumps & Rubella and many more!
Vaccines are carelessly made.
VACCINES WILL NEVER BE TESTED FOR SAFETY OR EFFICACY
They weren't when you were younger and WON'T BE NOW.
There were a lot of sick kids when we were growing up, but it wasn't that bad because the vaccine schedule wasn't so enormous, but we still got sick if our parents followed the schedule, but just not sick enough.
The schedule now is out of control and more VACCINES are being added to the list every chance they get. Behind our back.
THEY WANT ALL BABIES/KIDS INJURED & KILLED FOR PROFIT
IF YOU DON'T SEE THAT, YOU'RE NOT PAYING ATTENTION
DON'T LET YOUR BABY/CHILD BE THE GUINEA PIG, THE LAB RAT, THE NEXT VICTIM
YOUR BABIES/CHILDREN ARE THEIR TARGETS
THE NEXT VICTIMS
DO NOT VACCINATE
VACCINES INJURE & KILL
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Daniela Muscio Ruegg So so true. The vaccine makersv, the government and mainstream doctirs are murdering babies and children and we are next!

Like · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs

Joe Tanner Have you ever seen an iron lung? Have you ever met a person suffering from polio? I don't know how you'd answer the first question but the second answer would likely be no; because of the vaccine, polio is a fading memory. Smallpox has been eradicated as well. Would you like to be worrying about those diseases now, wondering if your loved one is going to end up paralyzed with a machine breathing for them?

Like · Reply · 3 hrs

Suzanne Fuhri Get off my page. I know better now and know the truth. A vaccine never saved anyone. Before you comment again on anybody's post, learn the facts first before you start commenting jibberish. What you say is NOT TRUE. There has NEVER been a vaccine that saved anyone.

Like · Reply · 11 · 3 hrs

Christina Renee Kinser I was paralyzed after a vaccine....what about that?
12 hours after my dtap vaccine that was contaminated with mold. I couldnt walk. What about those injured by vaccines? I was pregnant at the time. The manufacturers plant in canada had flooded not once but 2 times..and had mold. Their vaccines were contaminted. The cdc and fda knew this yet let them sale contaminated vaccines.

http://www.fda.gov/.../WarningLetters/2012/ucm312929.htm

Any other drug on the market and I would have been able to sue them for millions! I was unable to sue as my injury isnt on the vaccine table!
I got no help from drs or the people around me. Took 2 years before drs were willing to tell me what
happened..so they didn't get drug into vaccine court. It's a big cover up!

Sanofi Pasteur 7/12/12
CGMP Deviations
fda.gov

Robyn Bonnie Nelson  Joe as a former nurse of 20 years, I would implore you to look deeper than the media and straight medical line!! Polio hasn't been eradicated as you put forward... We still have polio renamed, such as Gillian Barr which you get from the flu injection its in their paperwork!! It is also fact that MMR and Dtap can cause Autism they have a warning on their vaccine insert. Doctor Salk the creator of the polio vaccine told people to stop giving it as it was causing the disease!! By the way the diphtheria injection often gave people polio as does the flu injection today!! Please look at the documentary film called vaxxed.. Many people on this site have lost children and loved ones to vaccines, others have been horribly maimed for life like my wife a former nurse now an invalid due to no Jab no job... Which breaches human rights and our constitution.. Regards rob

Misti Blu Wilmes There was never a widespread smallpox vaccine so how was the disease eradicated?

And nice try on the polio too. It's still around, has NEVER been eradicated, has only changed names once the vaccine was released: http://www.vaccinationcouncil.org/.../smoke-mirrors-and.../

Leila BW That's what I was going to say

Robyn Bonnie Nelson Joe, sadly yes I have seen an iron lung, I nursed a number of polio victims back in the late seventies.....all of them with a vaccination history by the way, in fact the specialist doctor I was working under told me it was the vaccine that had actually given them the disease/paralysis. I have
also nursed a person with Gillian Barre, interestingly the symptoms and treatment were almost identical. It was these experiences and the many in depth discussions with open minded professionals that convicted me that I would never vaccinate my children and would do all in my power to inform others of the danger! I currently suffer auto immune disease amongst other health problems as a result of my vaccines at the beginning of my nursing! Please as my husband said look way deeper than you obviously have, start with the inserts that come with the vaccines.

Heidi Lee Carmack 🤗☕️

Allan St Denis http://vaxtruth.org/2012/03/the-polio-vaccine-part-1-2/

The Polio Vaccine Part 1
The polio vaccine: a critical assessment of its arcane history, efficacy, and long-term… vaxtruth.org

Sandie Tremblay

If you are against vaccines, come out of the woodwork. Let’s show people how many of us there are. If you don’t believe in the flu shot (that’s a lot of people), comment. Have a vaccine-injured child? Comment. Let’s continue to break the ice.

The truth is sweeping the earth, because of courageous whistle blowers, parents and doctors who are speaking up. A lot of researchers and doctors have literally been murdered. Yes that sounds crazy. I know. But it’s real, I promise you with all my heart.

Keep it up. You are not alone. Post it on your page if you haven’t already.

God speed.
You and 24 others

Comments

Chantel Day Myself and all 3 of my children are vaccine injured. I am against them in ALL WAYS!

THEY ARE A VIOLATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS!!

Like · Reply · 2 ·

Sarah Daubert I have a vaccine free almost 2 year old!

Like · Reply · 1 ·

Destiny Vroman 1 vaccine injured. 2 vaccine free!

Like · Reply · 1 ·

Charlene Housen I am against it all, I have 1 vaccine injured daughter, 2 vaccine injured nieces and 1 vaccine injured Nephew!!! We finally work up!!!

Like · Reply · 1 ·

Kelly Powers Me! Vax free for my 4 year old ...and I haven't had a vaccine since 2000, dtap for a stray cat bite ...I didn't know any better!

Like · Reply · 1 ·

Cyndel Jones 3 Vax free boys. I haven't had a vaccine since I was 3. My boys have health complications inherited from their father who was severely over vaccinated.

Like · Reply ·

Coreen Allen I have a vaccine injured son! He is 20months. He had his first vaccine at 6months. That's the only one he got and he has never been the same since. He will never have another one again. I don't believe in any vaccines there all poison.

Like · Reply · 1 · 23 mins

Amanda Campbell 33 years old and fully vaccine free thanks to a smart mama who questioned in the early 80s and I have a 4 year old little girl who is vaccine free as well and I am lucky to have a husband
in the medical field who happily gets his vaccine exemptions yearly and hasn't had any in 8 years

Like · Reply · 3 · 21 mins · Edited

Tina Wooten Opolka AGAINST!!!!!!! I don't even take my animals for posioned vaccines
Like · Reply · 1 ·

Vicki Luck Muterspaugh Totally against! As a registered nurse, I have been tittered a few times. Never once have tested positive despite being fully vaccinated at least twice in my career. After getting the hep b series then a booster because I hadn't converted, I began having auto-immune issues. I now have thyroid disease (auto immune) and discoid lupus. No more vaccines for me!

Suzanne Fuhri
15 hrs ·
How many kids do you have?
How many were vaccinated?
How many were vaccine injured?
Like
CommentShare
63 Jen Andrews and 62 others
17 shares

Comments

Crystal Caisa 8.
2 vaccinated
2 injured
Like · Reply · 15 hrs

Margie Stultz 1. 1. 1
Like · Reply · 15 hrs

Victoria Stewart-Meyers 5 and 5
Like · Reply · 15 hrs
Sheila Baranoski I have 3. The first (who is now 23) was fully vaccinated as a baby but I had stopped vaccinating by the time she would have received boosters at 5.

The second (who is 19) was fully vaccinated except for MMR and chicken pox until he was around 3, when I stopped vaccinating altogether.

The third (who is now almost 18) only was vaccinated for polio, plus one dose of DT (Not DtaP) at the age of 2.

No obvious vaccine injuries.

Sheila S. Schiffman How do you allow a stranger to inject poison in your child, with no safety factor, they are not safe..you are playing Russian Roulette. A harmed child is forever. When in doubt leave it out. www.tinyurl.com/doctorsnvax

Are Doctors Experts On Vaccines?
youtube.com

Danielle Reed Eiler 3 kids, 3 vaccinated, 3 injured, 2 living

Angela Watkins 2 never been vaccinated never had any health issues luckily!
Haven DeLay  1, 1, and 1. I waited for him for a lifetime. We tried and tried, and then when I finally had sort of made my peace with it - I put it in God's hands - BOOM! Pregnant for the first time at age forty! He was my dream and then they hurt him.

Frances Leader  Oh my heart breaks for you especially! xx I have just one son too & I understand how it is to wait a long time too!

Heidi Lee Carmack  😔

Lori Dawson  6 children
0 vaccinated.

Bridget Yeaton  Love this!

Hayley Nicole  🙏🏻

Genna Cousineau  7 kids. First vaccine injured. Second child given hepB against our wishes. Also vaccine injured. Next 5 vaccine free and healthy

Sheila S. Schiffman  No vaccines, all healthy children and grandchildren.
Ada Sepulveda 3,3,1
Like · Reply · 15 hrs

Kiera Leatherman 6. 3 vaccinated. 3 injured.
Like · Reply · 1 · 15 hrs

Rachel Leigh Collins I have two and two angels. One was vaccinated up until 15 months and vaccine injured. She's 4 now. My youngest is vaccine free.
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

Brandy Berg Tarantino I have 4 kids. The first three were fully vaccinated up to their 7th grade boosters (by the time my oldest reached 7th grade I was on the road to self educating about vaccines, and had not even planned on having a fourth child), I learned at that time we had a religious exemption available for us to use in CA and I did use it with my own understanding that there are aborted fetal tissue in vaccines, and being against abortion myself, I could not justify injecting this into my children's blood any longer, in fact I came to my own understanding that it was equal to or far worse then cannibalism. Then we had our fourth child and she had the hep B vaccine and Vit K shot, but that is all. All of my first three children that were fully vaccinated were always sick with infections like bronchitis, and ear infections that always needed antibiotics. my fourth child who was also EBF, who is now almost 4 years old, has been sick a handful of times, but her symptoms are less severe and she never needs to see a doctor. she has never needed antibiotics EVER! I consider my first three fully vaccinated children vaccine injured due to the fact they had lower immunity to infections and had a harder time recovering from them.
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs · Edited

Brandy Berg Tarantino also the only reason our fourth child had the hep B and vit K was because of the pressure I was put under while we were there In the hospital. I had a very easy labor an delivery with minimal bleeding, the hospital was willing to release us after 24hrs...See More
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs · Edited

Rachel Leigh Collins I myself is also vaccine injured
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs
Jennifer Stanton 4, 2, 2 😞:(
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

Therese Holliday 2,2,1. That doesn't include myself.
Like · Reply · 14 hrs · Edited

Monique Mc Goni 2 kids one fully vaccinated and one became a angel at 6 weeks vaccine
Like · Reply · 14 hrs

Sadie Brown I am so sorry ;( Sweet little baby.
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

Lindy Keil Schultz Angel baby❤️❤️❤️❤️
Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

View more replies

Katrina Murphy Roldan 10 - 3 - 0
Like · Reply · 14 hrs

Leslie Maltz you have 10 kids? Wow, you're super woman!! 😞:) Got bless you - that's amazing.
Like · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs

Katrina Murphy Roldan Leslie Maltz 😊😊 thanks!
Like · Reply · 2 hrs

Sadie Brown 1 kid. Not vaccinated.
Like · Reply · 2 · 14 hrs
C E Phillips 3

2

Like · Reply · 14 hrs

Sasha Hamilton 💖💖💖

Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

Dee Latta 3 children. 33, vaccine injured. 31, vaccine injured. Both disabled & living with autoimmune illnesses.. 3rd child age 26, never vaccinated & enjoys robust health & a great education & career.

I also have 4 vaccine injured siblings as well as a vaccine injury myself. And my mother suffered from RA from the time she was a young girl until her passing 10 months ago, so we suspect she was injured also. 😞:

Like · Reply · 5 · 14 hrs

Sasha Hamilton 💖💖💖💖💖💖

Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

Write a reply...

Sandra Munsee 2 children both vaccinated

Cooper- diagnosis of autism, severe (anaphylactic reaction) food allergies. Asthma and eczema. Lydia- Diagnosis Rett Syndrome, the most severe and debilitating form of autism. Also diagnosed with Eosinophilic Esophagitis. D...See More

Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

Lance Hansen 5, 2 injured.

Like · Reply · 14 hrs

Adina Farcas One. No vaccine.

Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs
Lance Hansen  The post won't let me "like" it....

Crystal Hunsicker  4 children, 3 vaccinated, 2 injured, 1 not vaccinated.

Priscilla Arosemena  2 children, 1 vaccinated, 1 vaccine injured

Donna DeForge  2 adult children, both fully vaccinated because I didn't know better. Both injured, my younger one much worse. Brain injured and epilepsy.

Amanda Attebery  2 kids (12 &13 yrs), 2- vaccine free- except for youngest had a tetanus shot at the ER @ 2 yrs. O- injuries. Both very healthy kids with no allergies

Kelli O'Ceallaigh  4 kids

First passed away at birth (28wks)

Second child, partial vax, severely vax injured.

Third child, no vax, perfectly healthy

Fourth child, dead, due to complications from a disease that I have because of being vaccinated so yes I count this as vaccine death.

Michelle Berrett Bodine  4 kids
3 fully thru age 5, 1 only received 4
3 injured
Lindy Keil Schultz 3 kids, now adults in their 20s. all injured in some way as in asthma, OCD, sensory issues, compromised immune system, etc. one injured resulting in complete mental disability....labeled as severe 'autism', tic disorder, OCD, ADHD, prompt dependent, no speech with very little understanding of speech.

Like · Reply · 14 hrs · Edited

Carol Fruscella 3 Kids... 2 fully vaccinated to ages 5 and 7... 2 injured. One has severe autism.

Like · Reply · 14 hrs

Kelli O'Ceallaigh The trend in these testimonies is real

Like · Reply · 6 · 14 hrs

Bridget Yeaton 1 child, he's 100% vax free/no vit k either. 😮 😘

Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

Nina Van Troi 2 kids none vaccinated

Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

Isabella Anstasia 4 kids 2 almost fully vaxxed but suffered after gardisal. 3rd vaxed to 12 months with mmr had some delays and asd traits so stopped vaccinating and he caught up and is a regular kid. Last child is non vaxed 3yo severe asd and global delay....antibiotics did it to him 😞:(

Like · Reply · 14 hrs · Edited

Janessa Marie 1 kid
0 and 0

Like · Reply · 3 · 14 hrs

Denise Torres 4 kids 3 vaccinated. All 3 vaccinated kids have damage. Middle son severely damaged nonverbal requiring 24/7 care, oldest son has asthma and life threatening allergies, my daughter has skin issues and immune issues. My unvaccinated daughter hasn't even had an ear infection. No allergies or developmental issues.

Like · Reply · 2 · 14 hrs
Persephone de Kari 4 children, 2 vaxxed, resulting in 1 with asd, dyslexia, chronic fatigue and depression. 1 deceased, SIDS following catch up vaccines at 26 month's. 2 healthy children unvaxxed.

Like · Reply · 14 hrs

Kim Joyce 3,3,3

Like · Reply · 14 hrs

Jen Andrews 4 BOYS, 4 ALL VACCINATED, ALL 4 WITH SOME FORM OF VACCINE INJURY.

Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

Sasha Hamilton 2kids
1 off schedule, bullied & updated with 9 shots; #INJURED ❤️
1 only vitamin K; #INJURED ❤️

Like · Reply · 14 hrs · Edited

Muriel Hykes Five sons. Four were at least partially vaccinated. Three have/had asthma, including one who was not vaxxed until he was 18. It's a genetic thing. All of us have ADHD/ODD, again genetic. I was vaccine injured at least 3x- bad reactions more than that.

Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

Muriel Hykes replied · 4 Replies · 1 hr

Jason Hommel 2. never vaccinated. So no injury. But I still had the youngest ones tonsil's taken out when he was 3. He was sick for nearly 6 months, and was beginning to wheeze at night, always stuffed up in the throat and nose; constantly infected, and sadly, I didn't know what to do. He's fine now. His mama thought it was genetic; she had hers out, and my mom had hers out. I still have mine. Now, the thing is, he did have a lot of antibiotics, so that's a problem right there.

Like · Reply · 6 · 14 hrs

Deni-Sue Huxtable 4 all unvaxxed

Like · Reply · 5 · 14 hrs
Tami Mays White 2 kids unvaxed

Like · Reply · 3 · 14 hrs

Samanthia Rai Williams 1 unvaccinated boy
1 little girl on the way who won't be vaccinated either

Like · Reply · 6 · 14 hrs

Michelle Parsons 3 young adult children (21,22 & 26 today)
No vaccines.
No vaccine injury. Wholly healthy.

Like · Reply · 10 · 14 hrs

Sasha Hamilton

Like · Reply · 3 · 13 hrs

Katherine Dixon 4 kids
2 vaccinated
1 vaccine injured

Like · Reply · 1 · 14 hrs

Toyah Porter I have 5 plus a grandson and none were vaccinated, nor did they have vit k and they're all so perfect and healthy xx

Like · Reply · 7 · 13 hrs

Jason Hommel Technically, you can't undo a vaccination, because it's a permanent thing once done, so a person who has not been vaccinated is not "unvaxxinated" they, rather, "have never been vaccinated".

Like · Reply · 4 · 13 hrs

Jennifer Ryan Drabik Vaccine free!

Like · Reply · 10 hrs
Robyn Bonnie Nelson I have six children, all now adults, first three recieved vitamin K only at birth (all got jaundice) last three no vitamin K. (No jaundice) No vaccines for any of them. 18 grandchildren, 1 partially vaxed, blinded in one eye by hep B, no more for her after that! The remaining 17 all unvaxxed, no vitamin K.

Muriel Hykes My second son was jaundiced. We didn't do Vit. K back then. He was type A blood and I'm type O.

Danielle Reed Eiler I am super impressed with your influence Robyn. The fact you have 17 grandchildren never getting vaxxed speaks volumes. I only have 1 grandchild and it has been nothing but a battle for me to educate his parents, despite the fact that my son was vaccine injured. My poor grandson.

Unnur Brynjólfsdóttir 2 both unvaccinated

Jeremy Malin 1 kid. He is only 2 so no known injuries. On the bright side the only vax he received were heb b and vit k at birth and none since. So far so good but ive read a lot about long term effect so im keeping my fingers crossed

Mara López Vélez 2,0,0

Mykeisha Lashae 3 kids two partially vaxxed one only received vit k noone injured

Brenda Gardner Jones 2 vax free. I was vaxxed and injured.
Jane Maree  One son, was vaccinated 22 years ago, has many struggles but is a very strong young man who has many battles ahead but is a great guy... I will always worry about him and just hope he sees what he needs to do, hope my being here he will listen to me even if it's gradually. I could go mad if I really thought about it now

Like · Reply · 2 · 13 hrs · Edited

Jane Maree  I will not cry 😊

Like · Reply · 1 · 13 hrs

Erlyn Lazaro-Trinidad  1/1

Like · Reply · 12 hrs

Wayne Baird  9. 2 vaccinated 0 injured

Like · Reply · 1 · 12 hrs

Ashley Walls  2 kids, 1 partially vaccinated and its the same one thats vaccine injured.

Like · Reply · 12 hrs

Kim Hollub Rangel  Three kids, zero vaccines, zero injuries. 😊😊 All three were born at home, nursed til age 4, and loved immensely.

Like · Reply · 6 · 12 hrs

Becky Grisham Mathias  3

2

0 (I feel the two oldest do have vaccine damage, but they don't have a diagnosis with anything major other than obesity. My daughter has horrible migraines and her MRI shows possible MS. I feel that is vaccine induced, she had em all 😔SOR.)

Like · Reply · 12 hrs

Becky Grisham Mathias  My soon to be 18 year old had all recommended vaccinations on schedule because I didn't know any better and blindly followed the doctor's advice. My 15 year old son had everything on schedule up until, but excluding, his seventh grade boosters. When I was pregnant with
their little sister I became aware of the dangers of vaccines and stopped them ALL for my entire family. My youngest daughter just turned five and has never had a single vaccination or the vitamin K shot. She is the picture of health.

Like · Reply · 3 · 12 hrs

Angela McDonough 2 and 2

Like · Reply · 12 hrs

Rosanna Love Two boys, one diagnosed early with ADD and the other had severe eczema and gut problems. I reakon it was the vaccines.

Like · Reply · 11 hrs

Jo Gillies Myself and x 2 daughters

Like · Reply · 11 hrs

Shawna Kakolewski 5, 3, 1

Like · Reply · 11 hrs · Edited

Nicole Renee 4 boys...2 part vaxxed with injuries and 2 vax free and in perfect health.

Like · Reply · 1 · 11 hrs · Edited

Betsey Wilder 2 almost 3 children never vaxxed but I am vaccine injured.

Like · Reply · 11 hrs

Lisa Haislip 1 child; fully vaccinated; injured.

Like · Reply · 11 hrs

Kimberly Garcia 2 kids - 1st was vaccinated until 5 years of age when I woke up. She did have a reaction at 8 weeks old that I did not realize was related to vaccines until she was 5 and she is now 14. I do believe the vaccine altered her ability to process information efficiently and who knows what else. My 2nd child is 8 and is unvaccinated. Both have not been to a doctor for illness in 8 years.

Like · Reply · 2 · 11 hrs
Renee Young 5kids. 5 vaccine. Nothing happen

Helen Krane 2,2,2, in fact, my daughter died, and my son has autism....my son vaxxed until the age of two. He also had a seizure disorder which was cured by homeopathy!

Carolyn Gordinier Simpson 2
2...See More

Julia Graham 4 kids, 0, 0

Susan Carlson Four kids, two diagnosed vaccine injured. Otjer two children and one grandchild had upper respiratory after each set of shots. Two relatives diagnosed with autism and aphasia after MMR. Me, went to ER after flu jab and TDaP.

Olivia Brown 3 kids
2 unvaxxed
1 vaxxed first 24 months of life

Tracie Graphman Two. Both have vaccine injuries. I held then down---- listened to them SCREAM----- and believed----- the lie----- that it was "for the best".

Kendra Renée Widd 2, 1, 1
Melanie Mia One daughter, received her 2 & 4 months vaccines with none since, she just turned 6. No known damage.

Lisa Smith thats rhetorical, right?! because everyone and every child ever vaccinated has been vaccine injured whether they realize it or not!!!! you have heard of Dr Marys Monkey? and so many other symptoms with dis ease names in those toxic shots

Lisa Smith https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhB0aFm6MP4

'Dr Mary's Monkey' Edward Haslam; The...
youtube.com

Lisa Smith and Antoine Béchamp was Right! ❤️<3 https://www.amazon.com/Bechamp-Pasteur.../dp/1467900125

Bechamp or Pasteur?: A Lost Chapter in the History of...
amazon.com

Lisa Smith "Top Customer Reviews

5.0 out of 5 starsA major bifurcation point in medicine!...See More

Like · Reply · 8 hrs
Lisa Smith AND THIS is a big part of the reason Why everyone continues to be injured...
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3178858/

The Flexner Report — 100 Years Later
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
Like · Reply · 8 hrs

Lisa Smith They knew it back the turn of two centuries ago! Vaccination: A Curse and a Menace to Personal Liberties by Peebles
Like · Reply · 2 · 10 hrs

Like · Reply · 8 hrs

Danica Tory Alvord I have 4 an a 5th on the way 🙁🙁 first two are only missing a few 😞🙁my third has a few feom her first year of life . An my 4th has 0 my fifth will also have 0 . My boys had bad reactions always I just never though about it back then . My 3rd got a rash an gave it to the whole family my second son was deathly ill feom what he caught from her vaccine. After that I researched N never vaccinated again after that.
Like · Reply · 2 · 10 hrs · Edited

Kim Käplitz 1 1 0
Like · Reply · 10 hrs

Kyla Davis 3 only first one had one lot of shots at 8 weeks and no more. None for the other 2.
Like · Reply · 10 hrs

Marta Smiertelny I have 3 children, first one got almost all the vaccines, second one got few and was vaccine injured and third one not vaccinated at all
Like · Reply · 10 hrs
Halka Liss 4 kids. Two older ones are vaccinated, my older one has some seasonal allergies, my second one's injuries are bigger - leaky gut, yeast overgrowth. But I say we lucked out. My 3rd who is vaccine free and is 3yo has never been on any meds. My 12 weeks old is also perfect.

Like · Reply · 2 · 9 hrs

Shonta-Brian Fogarty 4 kids.
3 vaccinated.
3 injured.

Like · Reply · 9 hrs

Dianna L. Anderson Three, 1 died, 1 injured

Like · Reply · 2 · 9 hrs

Julie Igel So sorry!!! 💔💔💔

Like · Reply · 1 · 9 hrs

Write a reply...

Julie Igel My girls are 26, 25 and 21. All vaccinated minus chicken pox and gardasil -and nothing else new since then. Middle daughter was sick all the time and was on antibiotics her entire babyhood. Now all sorts of digestive issues which we have been trying to repair since she was in HS. Oldest has horrific periods not sure if that is related....youngest was fine until HS and had strep every year until we finally had to remove tonsils. Found homeopathy when they were toddlers and that saved us from a lot of other things.

Like · Reply · 1 · 9 hrs

Tonya Luedtke Mills Gah! I just wrote a book and Facebook ate my post!

Like · Reply · 9 hrs · Edited

Lisa Kathleen Lasker Wow

Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Julie Igel Interesting-95 comments, all of us with stories and at least 5 angel babies if I counted correctly including Suzanne Fuhri's.❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

Like · Reply · 9 hrs · Edited

Dianna L. Anderson I'm aware of many more

Like · Reply · 3 hrs

Lisa Kathleen Lasker 😊

Like · Reply · 2 hrs

Lisa Oshea 😊😊

Like · Reply · 9 hrs

Debbie Gravois I have 3 children, one vaccine injured and I have several doctors who said he was vaccine injured... oh wait, one of those Drs are dead now bc he was murdered. My two daughters are fine but they were not vaccinated at all until 6 months of age- Matt...See More

Like · Reply · 9 hrs

Joan Ward Vasquez All vax cause injury because they all cause at least temporary swelling of the brain.

Like · Reply · 1 · 9 hrs

Jessica Perez 7 kids.

6 vaxed.

6 injured. ...See More

Like · Reply · 3 · 9 hrs

Melissa DiBiase 5 Kids #1 partially vaxxed until age 3, vaccine injured, #2 partially vaxxed until age 8 months, severely vaccine injured, #3, #4, #5 Totally and completely nonvaccinated and healthy, none of the 3 unvaccinated children have ever been sick a single time (knock on wood). Not a cold, cough, ear infection, nothing. My 2 oldest and part. vaccinated were always sick until about 8 years ago. Not so much since then. I have been beyond blessed when it came to the health of most of my kiddos. It took many years of therapy to recover the health of my oldest two children. Yet, I am the lucky mom, I count
my blessings daily.

Debbie Gravois I say my daughters are "fine" but my second daughter had horrible digestive problems and he worst colic on planet earth for 6 months and......neither of my daughters could digest formulas of any kind and they had lots of issues like asthma and allergies. We think bc they have no autism that they "are fine" and that just is not true at all.

Melissa DiBiase Can you imagine the anger when the majority finally realized that they were not "fine" that they are infact vaccine injured. I personally cannot wait for the awakening, but the heartache will be terrible to watch. I hate this, I wish more than anything I could take this one thing back (for all of humanity!) My soul aches and cries out for the innocent. This is so wrong.

Lisa Kathleen Lasker Agree completely...

Irene Kondostanos 2 boys both vaccine injured now autistic

Meghan Maska-Goldyn 4 kids
2 vaxxed and autistic
2 non vaxxed and healthy

Veronica DePrato 3
0
0

Cassandra L. Smith 3 kids.

First two vaccinated and both injured.
Last child was home birthed and completely untouched by modern meds.

Mary Hernandez Ceribello 2 kids only 15 mos apart. Both vaccine injured, the first (classic autism) much more so than the second (sensory processing disorder and selective mutism). Both recovered.

Nancy Gardner 3 kids. 1st partially vaccinated. Not sure if first was injured or not. Did super delayed and eventually stopped before the mmr. Never had the hep b shot.

Heather Lynn Brown 6 children living. One stillborn a week after I took my boosters for work. One of my living children is diagnosed vaccine injured, I believe another has some injury. Two of my children are 100% vaccine free.

Heidi Lee Carmack 4
All free from poisons
All super healthy!
All 5 siblings and myself vax free!
All 18 grandchildren on my side of the family vax free 😊
All smart & healthy.
Thank you, mom & dad for your wisdom and conviction through chiropractic in the 70's!
Thank you God 🙏
This thread breaks my heart, bc all of these injuries should NEVER have happened. 😞
Greed and deception by the pharmaceutical and medical professions 🙅‍♂️!

Danielle Appleby Wow that is AMAZING!!!
Carrie Baugher 3 children
2 were vaccinated
1 was injured at 1.
My youngest has never had any and never will.
Will never vaccinate anyone of my children again.

Like · Reply · 1 · 8 hrs

Alisha Michelle 2 kids, unvaccinated, no vaccine injuries

Like · Reply · 2 · 8 hrs

Chila Alcantara I have two children. One was vaccinated till 6 months, and the other has had 0 shots including no vit k. I am due in April and they will not be vaccinated, either.
My oldest that was vaccinated till 6 months, has gut issues and eczema. Thankfully that is the extent to her issues, that I can see, right now. (she will be 4 soon)

Like · Reply · 1 · 8 hrs

Tessa Marie Nelson 3
0
0

Like · Reply · 8 hrs

Kristi Bybee 4
1
1 ...See More

Like · Reply · 8 hrs

Ellen Diann Very sad truth is that if the child received vaccines, the poisons do damage at various levels from eczema to asthma, to cancers to brain tumors, and more. It is just that the doctors NEVER EVER SAY the toxins from the vaccines made your child sick because these doctors are trained to be sick, sick, sick, sick, evil, evil, evil drug pushers of death and destruction. Parents need to stop IDOLIZING (you make an idol what you fear), demonic, deceiving, death pushing doctors. The AMA pretends to do good. It pretends to look for "elusive cures". It pretends that they saved your life (many believe it, not knowing they were dying because of the drugs prescribed). This AMA is now profession from hell since in the 1900 when allopaths (poison pushers) took over medical schools. Fire the AMA MDs and get a natural doctor that does not push poisons as medicines. It is not just about vaccines
killing and damaging our kids, it is PHARMACEUTICALS lying and killing for profit, from selling poisons as medicines to flooding our food, land, water, air and medicines with toxic concoctions that are no better than witches brews of death. WAKE UP... the medical profession is an arm of satan's alters of death seeking human sacrifices. Abortion is done by this profession, body parts sold by this profession, murder by harvesting organs is done by this profession. I have witnessed myself doctors BADGERING parents to give up organs of their child because the doctor took the place of GOD to predict the outcome. Doctors LIE to get organs too. You have to realize that satan has a body of people who purposefully become doctors, lawyers and law makers. Why else has this nation gone to the pit of hell in its thinking...THINK ABOUT IT! Child molesters who murder their victims get less time than a man who saves rain water on his land. Come on...something is amiss and evil prevails because GOOD MEN and WOMEN do NOTHING! The children whose parents would not give up the organs lived. Both lived to be healthy and normal. YOU CANNOT HARVEST organs from a DEAD BODY, the doctors have to MURDER the person as they harvest the organs without any pain relief given to the murder victim. Gads, I pray more people wake up. Satan has deceived the nations with his sorcery being merchandized by pharmaceuticals and satan trains the drug pushing AMA quacks. Why do you imagine God nor even intelligent design is allowed in the science community? Science means to KNOW...these quacks of the AMA do not want to know the cures, they want to sell you lies and death. I don't care if your doctor goes to your church, he was trained by satanic sorcery if he went to medical school. If natural doctors have cures, why would anyone in their right mind run to the AMA drug pushing quacks? Because people have been bamboozled by voodoo like curses made up through false medical research that is controlled by pharmaceuticals. They FEAR you into buying into the lies. Have faith in GOD, God has not withheld the cures. Find Real doctors who DO NO HARM.  

www.doctoryourself.com http://VaccineTruth.123Look.com NO POISONS are good for the body. Vaccines are poisons and so are most all of these so called prescribed drugs. Cannabis oil is NOT evil and killed nobody and is a medicine that cures cancer, epilepsy, nerve damages, seizures etc. Why? Because it is green leaves that has healing nutrients for cells; which means it feeds the cells and stops the work of the poisons, so God's Word in you DNA can speak healing without being BLOCKED by toxins in the pharma poisoned water and foods, and in the so called medicines of pharmaceuticals. If you have a vaccine injured child...why not cannabis oil or cannabis CBD oil? Why not heal versus poison your child with these prescribed poisons from hell. www.drcarley.com www.drbutter.com www.drday.com are a few doctors who turned away from the evil they learned in medical school. Separate what is good from evil. Don't be deceived by a little good or the false signs and wonders of sorcery, to accept a lot of evil pushed by pharmaceuticals. God heals when you give your cells HIS FOODS. Poisons kill. Common sense must return and replace the FEAR foisted on you by lying research. Doctors are constanting fearing people with voodoo curses like your baby will die without vaccines, vaccines are safe, blah, blah, bla , lies, lies, lies. TRUTH will make you free.
Heather Lynn Brown I agree. I believe every child vaccinated is vaccine injured at some level. It's just not always as obvious as it is in others. Yes

Chila Alcantara I agree as well. Every shot does harm. Every single one. The extent to that harm can be obvious or not, but it's still there.

Debbie Allsup 1, 0, so 0. 😄)

Jenna Smith 3,1,1

Herb Shannon 1 child vaxxed for the first year had a couple of small reactions

Lori French Waters 2 kids. Both partially vaxxed. One autistic/ vax injured and one with celiacs.

Amanda Richardson 3, 2, 2 - eczema, asthma, food sensitivities and seasonal allergies.
Heather Turano 2 and both. My eldest suffered biological injury gastrointestinal issues my younger was hit more severe brain gut immune and metabolic injuries sustained by the over toxification from vaccine ingredients she received when she was a baby at 15 months old she severely regressed and was diagnosed with what they call autism by Age 2. She don't have autism she has brain damage from vaccine injury.

Like · Reply · 8 hrs

Jennifer Fera 1, 0, 0 Because of stories and recounts like these, you are teaching everyone a better way!!! You are all so inspirational for sharing your stories

Like · Reply · 2 · 8 hrs

Lisa Mathews Prado 4 children. My oldest is fully vaccinated and had autism, adhd, plus mult other medical problems. My 3 youngest not vaccinated and are healthy as can be.

Like · Reply · 8 hrs

Nychole Ball 4 kids 2 partially 1 with "just with vit k" and 3 are vaccine injured.

Like · Reply · 8 hrs

Stephanie Coker 7 children, 4 girls vaccinated on CDC schedule, 5th child boy suffered encephalitis for 2 weeks and is a special needs 4-year-old. @ more boys after that are 100% non-vaccinated!!!!!!

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Connie Cholensky 3 and 2 were vaccinated. My first I didn't know how to do the exemptions, second was vaccinated behind my back. My middle I'm pretty sure was vaccine injured with all of her conditions and my youngest is my healthiest

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Sara Ashley I have 2 kids. My daughter was delayed until 6 months, reacted at 9 months. Within hours she was having tics and kind of regressed into her own little world. Thankfully she's recovered now. My second is vaccine free.

Like · Reply · 1 · 7 hrs
Tammy Jean Martino  My youngest got tics from the dpt shot.

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Jackie Steinhofer 2 kids
1 vaccine injured and recovered
1 with digestive issues

Like · Reply · 2 · 7 hrs

Lea Kristin 1,1,1

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Kathleen Turner  grand babies.... 2,.. One died 3 days after her year shots.. H1N1.. that flu shot killed her.. and one stopped being vaxxed at 10 months... mild eczema... for now...

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Steve Gardner sorry to hear this Kathleen Turner

Like · Reply · 1 hr

Tammy Jean Martino 3 and 3.

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Sherry Frady I have 5 kids. All of them are vaccine injured. With the four oldest being severely mentally impaired..Taylor, my youngest has many of the gardisil side effects. Also have four grandchildren. Bella, forever 14 weeks. We lost her 10/5/14 to vaccine poisoning...Boo, who's 3 and had her first shots. She currently suffers from diagnosed ADHD and can't speak..Rose and Zaya, 1 and 6 months. Unvaccinated..Uncircumcised..All natural births..Healthy!

Like · Reply · 2 · 7 hrs

Steve Gardner OMG. sorry to hear this.

Like · Reply · 1 hr
Elena Travassos  2.2.2.
I also have one on the way, and no one can touch this baby.

Like · Reply · 1 · 7 hrs

Brittany Armstrong Lambert  2 kids. One fully vaccinated until 15 months in which he reacted very severely. He's 7 and hasn't been vaccinated since. His little sister is 4 and hasn't been vaccinated. She's so healthy.

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Richard Hazen  1,0,0

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Cliff Davis  One. One. And one.

Like · Reply · 7 hrs · Edited

Allison Whitehead  1,0,0

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Nichole Etienne  I have 3. First was fully vaccinated and injured. Second was partially vaccinates and we got damn lucky. Third is vaccine free

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Katie Smith  2 kids, both vaxxed, both injured by their vaccines.

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Hayley Nicole  2 kids! My 9 year old was vaxxed up until 6 mos my 2 year old son is vaxx free... no vaxx injuries that I am aware of. My daughter is pretty healthy other than getting sick at public school which I'm sure is from all the vaxxed kids that shed their vaccines

Like · Reply · 1 · 6 hrs

Ashley Cassidy  4 children. Oldest was vaccinated once. Had about 7 or 9 at once. He's being evaluated
in January for SPD and autism. He's the only one that has any special needs.

Kim Tiner Bonneau 2 kids, 1 vaccinated and 1 vaccine injured.

Stephanie Orosz-Miller 4, 2, 2

Sharol Stockett Taylor 4, 2, 2. My oldest two fully vaccinated, always sick, ear infections, flu you name it!! My Twins had the first round of vaccines and screamed for three days. They were pretty much inconsolable... this is when I started researching vaccines as I felt ...

Molly Tyskie Claeys I hope you are counting the 3 kids you kept. I don't count.

Dee Courtwright Two boys, oldest vax injured, second yells at us for his big brother's injury quite often...

Nivarra Bretz 3, ages 12, 9 and 6

Suzanne Langstroth 3 kids - 3 injured. Two permanently with lifelong skin conditions & related gluten intolerances, and one with very severe infant colic which he eventually recovered from. All 3 are adults now.
Nancy Sue Peery Six children. All five were fully vaccinated with some shots denied. My sixth child is vaccine free. It was because of brave women like yourself who shaped my current views on the danger of vaccines. I believe all five of my vaccinated children show signs of vaccine damage. Faith in God has helped me to forgive myself and prayer I believe is what holds me up. Thank you for being a strong voice in this war. I believe your testimony is saving lives.

Sue Morgan I have three grown kids, ages 42, 37, and 32. I believe they are all, in some way, vaccine injured. ADD/ADHD. The middle one screamed all day every day and wouldn't sleep. He has the worst ADHD. He literally could not see five minutes in front of him. He also probably has a forebrain injury from getting his head run over by a pick-up truck (seriously). My youngest, my daughter, has OCD and anxiety. The grandkids? The oldest boy has autism. He's 17. The next boy (the one I am raising) has autism and severe ADHD. My little granddaughters have sensory issues and ADHD. The newest little boys, unvaccinated? Seem to be ok so far, although the three-year-old is just now starting to talk. He's brilliant, though, and knows his numbers, letters, and colors. His mom is rH negative, so shots all around for that. Plus the littlest ones all had vitamin K, I'm pretty sure. I also believe I am vaccine injured (ADHD, social skills deficits), and I also believe I was injured by my mercury amalgam fillings. Big answer to a small question.

Linda Barry I have 4! I do believe 3 of them all suffered adverse reactions growing up! One had asthma, chronic bronchitis and ear infections! One was diagnosed with speech apraxia, and one has obesity after receiving boosters at 13!! I had arthralgia after my flu shot in 2013!! My children are 22,20,15 and 13! I always felt something was wrong with vaccines in my gut! We delayed shots and they have had 26 total and the youngest has only had 23 total before I woke up! I nursed all my babies! The last one till she was 3!! I also homeschool the last 3 ! The oldest had to play catch up on shots when he was 5 to go to private school!!!!I didn't know about exemptions!! I didn't know what vaccines were made off! I had to take pharmacology in nursing school!! I even took immunology for my BSN degree in nursing! I can tell you I learned how to give them! When to give them!! They only teach you that vaccines are safe and effective

Amanda Saucedo Bergmann 2kids earthbound, 1 womb bound, zero vaccines for any of them.
Kate Giddey Bruner 1 child. Not vaccinated. Not injured. (Just like her momma).

Candice Csaky 3 kids, 2 vaccinated. No known vaccine injuries.

Lori Wince 4 kids. All vaxxed. Stomach issues. Skin issues. ...All extra sensitive. Teeth discoloration from flouride..

My great nephew withdrew at the 18 mth shot. Is autistic....

Lori Wince Oh and asthma in two...

Andrea Raabe Blackburn 1 son, vaccinated till 2 1/2, autistic

Lisa Perez Sullivan 3 boys! 2 were vaccinated. One fully and one partially. The two who were vaccinated had eczema, ear infections, asthma, allergies, and AUTISM!

My youngest who was not vaccinated has eczema food allergies but absolutely no autism and no asthma! He is super social and academically advanced.

Leslie Duncan 2 children. 1 vaccinated - eczema, colic, celiac. 1 vit k, colic (chiropractic care helped), 1 DTaP at 9 mos. No damage to her. No ear infections, nothing. She is the healthiest kid!

Carrie Park Sears 3 children. 5 year old daughter was on a delayed schedule until 9 months then I never went back for vaccines. I knew in my gut they were wrong and caused her to be colicky. My mom warned me. She was right. She has never seen a doctor for any illness. My twin boys are 3 and are unvaccinated and healthy and have never seen a doctor for any illness. Only minor colds that I use essential oils for. No fevers, no ear aches, perfect and healthy. It's warriors like you that help to educate parents. I continue to pray for you to have strength. The lives you help to save is such a blessing. God
bless you.

Like · Reply · 4 · 6 hrs

Lashonde Bernotas 3 kids.
My oldest daughter had a seizure and stopped breathing due to her first hep b. That is what got me questioning vaccines and she never got another vaccine. My other two are not vaccinated either.

Like · Reply · 6 hrs

Kassie Block 3.
We lost our first child.
Our second was fully vaccinated until 3 years old and struggles with behavior problems, gut and digestion problems, ear problems, nose bleeds and other vaccine related complications.
Our last child is unvaccinated, ahead developmentally, rarely gets sick and recovers quickly if he does.

We are now 100% non-vaxx and working to purify the body of accumulated toxins via organic, mostly raw plant based diet.

Like · Reply · 5 hrs

Whitney Paugh 2 kids, 0 vaccinated. Thanks to parents like YOU!!! ❤️<3 ❤️<3

Like · Reply · 4 · 5 hrs

Conni Bassett Culp 2 kids only one was partially vaccinated..No major injuries that I know of but the one that was not vaccinated is way healthier then the one that was..

Like · Reply · 2 · 5 hrs

Monica Onken I have two kiddos & #3 the way. First two were vaccinated, my oldest until he was two and my middle until she she was about a year. Both of them suffered horrible eczema. We also dealt with ear infections, breathing issues which required albuterol treatments, horrible reflux, and constant sickness. Baby number 3 will be completely Vax free!

Like · Reply · 1 · 5 hrs · Edited

Merriah Girard 2
Crystal Love 3 kids.
1 vaccine injured.
2 never vaccinated.

Like · Reply · 5 hrs

Forestine SugaMama LaRose-Williams 14 / 14 / 0

Like · Reply · 5 hrs

Timaree Torres 4 total
2 vaxxed
2 damaged

Like · Reply · 5 hrs

Mae Smith 4 total kids
2 partially vaxxed.
2 have vaccine injuries.
My unvaxxed 2 have ZERO health issues.

Like · Reply · 5 hrs

Sarah Carrasco Three kids. Two are vaccinated and both vaccine injured. The unvaccinated child is healthy.

Like · Reply · 5 hrs

Jamie Ashley I have 3 children, now in their 40's, who were all vaccinated (with 12 vaccines) I have 8 grandchildren....and for some reason THEY were vaccinated with 48 vaccines! (I don't know WHY....the childhood diseases weren't on the RISE or anything.....can't imagine how the vaccine manufacturers promoted this quadrupling of vaccines based on NO good reason!) Out of these....I have one who developed auto-immune disease (Myasthenia Gravis) She went through 2 years of hell and finally had a complete thyroidectomy....now on 6 medications for LIFE just to be most of the way normal again. I didn't KNOW the risks when my kids were young....I DID, and spoke out against vaccination, when my grandchildren were young. Their parents didn't listen....so yes...they were ALL vaccinated as well. Is ONE damaged out of EIGHT too high a risk to take....YES! Think about it.

Like · Reply · 2 · 5 hrs
Courtney Charles 2, 0, healthiest kids in the planet. ❤❤

Like · Reply · 4 hrs

Sarah Hanviriyapunt 2 children. 1st child is vaxxed up to age 3, is vaccine-injured (luckily most ill-effects have gone since doing GAPS and other gut-healing). 2nd child had vitamin K inj. only, and has mild autism. He regressed a great deal after having surgery for a hernia.

Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs

Dee Dee Haugen 3,3,3

Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs

Fawn E Caldwell 2 kids. 1(oldest)vaccine injured, went into immediate anaphylactic shock and almost died. Was told to never vaccinate him again. No apology, no report, no nothing but to never vaccinate him again! Afterwards I did not vaccinate my other child but her grandmother stole her and vaccinated her with many all at once when she was 12! Luckily, nothing happened to her! Boy was I ever pissed!

I, myself, have had 2 vaccine injuries and now suffer from severe food, drug and environmental allergies and have M.S. and fibromyalgia along with Asthma, that I did NOT have before the vaccine injuries! So very pissed again as I can no longer have any of my favorite foods and had to find homes for my 2 cats! Grrr, @ big pharma!

People should realize that science is a field created by fallible human beings and their standards. And that field is ever-changing. So to put your trust into them is very ignorant and naive!

Like · Reply · 3 · 4 hrs · Edited

Annie Kruckel 3,3,2 😞:

Like · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs

Carisa Johnson I have three. Two were vaccinated, one injured.

Like · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs

Amy Harrison 2 kids
0 vaxxed
0 damaged
Elizabeth Brandegee Byszeski 2 Children. 1 vaxxed spread out/split, injured, healed w/ homeopathy, algae, energy clearings, organic diet, now 25 y.o. electrical engineer. 1 got 2 vaxxes over 4 yrs, healthy as could be, grew up with above lifestyle.

Sylvia Pimentel I am two for two - two boys ages 21 and 18, both vaccine injured that went on to get autism dx's. My 18 year old is non-verbal.

Holly Job 1, none and none

Cara Shelton 2 kids. 1st had/has eczema, asthma (mild now after holistic treatments) and dyslexia (much better after therapy). 2nd has asd (verbal, continuously stemming teen).

Suzanne Heredia *5 Kids
*5 vaccinated
*5 vaccine injured
-------------
*6 Grandkids
*5 Partially vaccinated
*5 vaccine injured
*1 vaccine free & perfectly healthy with no medical issues.
-------------
*Injuries to the (10) vaccinated & partially vaccinated include Asthma, Eczema, G.I. problems, Epilepsy (Seizure disorder) Allergies, Vitiligo, Cerebral Palsy, Fibromyalgia, Hip problems requiring (2) Hip surgeries. Brain damage requiring (12) Brain surgeries. Lupus, Miotitis, Colitis, GI Pseudo Obstruction, Weak Intestinal function, Vision issues including Glaucoma, & the list goes on..... It's truly sad & horrific that our world, society & government depend on & swear by vaccines! I believe that this epidemic is much bigger than any of us realize! So sad!

#DoYourResearchPeople
#VaccinesInjureAndKill
#OurEyesAreFinallyOpen
Lisa Kathleen Lasker  It certainly runs much deeper than anyone can see at face value.

Dawneen Pardini-Caovilla 2 kids, partial vaxed, I stopped when my oldest had a vaccine injury. Since their health has improved greatly. Vaccines were destroying their health.

Tonya Little 2 kids, no vaccines, no vaccine injury.

Mike Thompson Janice Thompson Spears Lorra Popatop Fenley comments

Janice Thompson Spears 2 boys
2 Vaxed
1 injured (severe ADHD or Aspergers)

Leslie Maltz 2 kids, 2 vaccines, 0 injuries. I can't say that my son's anxieties come from anything other than life. Blaming vaccines is easy and i guess if my kids had really alarming issues like Autism or seizures, I would want to blame vaccines. i feel for everyone here who has written about their injured babies. it's so sad. i wish there was more research and care given to those of you who have had tragic circumstances happen after vaccination.

Lisa Kathleen Lasker 6 kids. all vaccinated both girls suffer. 1 has asthma the other severe damage from Gardasil. 2 obviously injured. The boys seem to be ok, but granddaughter who will be four in
February is unvaxxed and thriving. Bright and bushy tailed. Today we eat organic and healthy.

Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs

Brindle Markey-Molina 3,2,2 baby boy is 100% vaccine free & super duper healthy, haven't vaccinated the others in over 10 years & they are much much healthier now! No more asthma, psoriasis or allergies!

Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs · Edited

Brooke Haid 2 girls

Both vaxxed up to kindergarten before I found friends like you and saw the light..
Neither as of yet but you know as well as I do there's still time

Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs

Brooke Haid My girls have not been sick in about 2.5 years other than maybe something upsetting their tummy and one bout with pink eye for each of them but at different times.

Like · Reply · 2 hrs

Write a reply...

Jainie Lonshall 3 kids

2 vaxxed
1 suffered loss of acquired speech plus severe eczema, very weak immunity, insomnia and cellulitis..
1 developed sleep apnea & severe eczema.
Both have recovered so well since stopping chemical waste drug injections two years plus ago.
1 not vaxxed. He was free birthed at home. He is intact and pure.
Just had his first cold at 6.5 months old. Last 4.5 days. So healthy, so smart and so happy.

Like · Reply · 4 · 2 hrs

Brooke Haid That is so awesome!!!! God bless!

Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs

Write a reply...
Lee-Anne Bergin 3, 1, 1.

Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr

Brittney Kara 3 kids, 2 barely partially vax both had reactions, one was injured. Never again. 3 rd is completely vax free

Like · Reply · 1 · 27 mins · Edited

Rachel Nottnagel 3 kids, two partially vaccinated. 1 not at all. The two that had a few vaccines I saw reactions immediately and stopped. I myself was vaccine injured from the MMR and Pertussis.

Like · Reply · 1 hr

Bella Icenhower 2/0/0:)

Like · Reply · 1 hr

Megan Grundy 2 kids
0 vaccines
0 vaccine injuries/health problems!...Both vibrant, healthy and very advanced both mentally and physically for age.

Like · Reply · 2 · 59 mins

Shanon Sturgeon-Betgeorge 4 boys 3 girls
All seven Vaxxed
5 injured (one stopped breathing in the middle of the night, now has severe allergies), two with eczema, one with asthma, one speech delayed.

Like · Reply · 57 mins

Kellie Green Hugs

Like · Reply · 5 mins

Write a reply...
Naomi Lisa Grillinzoni  3 Kids and hopefully one on the way!
1 vaxxed
1 vaccine injured- learning difficulties!

Like · Reply · 34 mins

Casey Albertson Ohlsson  2 kids.
1 vaccinated- always ill, cognitive issues
1 not vaccinated NEVER ill- gifted cognitively.
That's my vaxed/unvaxed study.

Like · Reply · 2 · 26 mins

Julie Mitchell  5 kids - 3 fully vaxxed, 1 partially, 1 100% unvaxxed. Partially vaxxed was vax injured.

Like · Reply · 24 mins

Allan St Denis  Here is a doc everyone should watch. Connects vaccines to illnesses and why.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IktAYg9YCPA

In Lies We Trust: The CIA, Hollywood and...
youtube.com

Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 11 mins

Donna Zahnle  4, 2, 2

Like · Reply · 6 mins

Kellie Green  My oldest is partially vaxxed til age 2, has a severe speech delay and is mildly autistic, my
second had only a couple of vaccines and suffered from asthma until we stopped. My youngest is
completely vax free and is one healthy little girl.

Like · Reply · 1 min
Melanie Johnston Boyle

Four kids, stopped vaccinating when the oldest was 8 and youngest was 2. All four have issues related to vaccines. Two have neurological vision issues. One has ADHD, SPD and anxiety. One has ASD and SPD. Two have PANDAS/PANS. That is the short list.

Scott Alford

Consider this: By vaccinating your 12-Year Old, you put the rest of your children and family at risk. Once the mass vaccinations begin, you will want to keep your son home anyway so he does not catch the mumps from vaccinated children. CDC: "Therefore...

Pertussis Infection in Fully Vaccinated Children in Day-Care Centers,...

wwwnc.cdc.gov

Exposed: The Truth About Vaccines

Here are the titles of each section of this post: – Overview – The Truth About Vaccines and the Vaccine Industry –

Suzanne Humphries

http://healthimpactnews.com/.../dr-suzanne-humphries-on...

Scott Alford

Vaccine connection with infertility


2-phenoxyethanol (ethalene glycol) connection with infertility Please see first link under general articles (refurbished rogue) for more info. Children receive 17 injections with this chemical before the age of 18
Assessment of ethylene glycol monobutyl and monophenyl ether…

Scott Alford Lethal Injection: The Story Of Vaccination
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hITYIT02rA...

Scott Alford HERD Immunity is Flawed Science!
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/.../herd-immunity-flawed...

Herd Immunity: Flawed Science and Mass Vaccination Failures
greenmedinfo.com

Scott Alford The concept of herd immunity came from a time when people were not vaccinating
https://thereisnoherdimmunity.wordpress.com/.../the.../

The concept of herd immunity came from a time when people...
thereisnoherdimmunity.wordpress.com

Write a reply...
Scott Alford EVERY Vaccine Causes Harm EVERY Time!
http://healthimpactnews.com/.../dr-andrew-moulden-every.../

Dr. Andrew Moulden: Every Vaccine Produces Harm
healthimpactnews.com
Unlike · Reply · 1 ·

Scott Alford 108 DEATHS from Measles Vaccine!
http://edgytruth.com/2015/02/24/measles-vaccine-death/
Unlike · Reply · 1 ·

Scott Alford MERCK Lies about Mumps Vaccine!
http://blogs.wsj.com/.../merck-is-accused-of.../

Merck is Accused of Stonewalling Over Effectiveness of Mumps Vaccine
blogs.wsj.com|By Ed Silverman
Unlike · Reply · 1 ·

Scott Alford Merck mumps vaccines are a total fraud:
http://www.naturalnews.com/050061_Merck_mumps_vaccine...

Merck mumps vaccines are a total fraud: Company can only provide...
naturalnews.com
Unlike · Reply · 1 ·

Suzanne Fuhri
1 hr ·

Dr.'s say, "I didn't do it" after a baby/child is damaged after being vaccinated.
The doctor signs the order and their nurses do it.
How do the nurses feel doing the doctors dirty work?
Do the pharmaceutical companies take the nurses out to lunch?
Do the nurses get compensated from any of the pharmaceutical companies the way doctors do?
The most nurses get is the opportunity to inject the poison into the patients so they can do the job their "TRAINED" to do.

HEY ALL YOU NURSES- Is it worth it when there are babies and children dying daily and getting irreparably damaged by the poison you're injecting into all of them?

If you knew first hand of the murder being committed or the damage being done by your actions, would you be able to sleep at night?

Most parents with deceased and damaged babies/kids cannot!

RESEARCH DOLLARS FOR DOCS-TYPE IN THE DR'S NAME
YOU WON'T FIND A NURSES NAME THERE WHO GETS COMPENSATED EXCEPT FOR THEIR HOURLY PAY

CommentShare
47 47
14 shares

Carrie Baugher Actually they aren't even real nurses that are doing these injections. They are medical assistants. Which they aren't even really medically trained to know adverse reactions or have knowledge in pharmacology, they are trained to poke people with needles. Sad world we live in 😞

Like · Reply · 4 · 1 hr

Cathy Carlson Sick!

Like · Reply · 1 hr

Shannon Grow Nurses are not trained on adverse reactions to vaccines and if they are at all they are taught it's very very rare

Like · Reply ·

Heidi Lee Carmack The whole racket is disgusting 😣。

Like · Reply · 6 · 1 hr

Kathy Sullivan My ER nurse SIL is all for vaccines so much so that he took the twins to make sure they showed titers for their vaccines.

Like · Reply · 1 hr
Kathleen Colfer Seravalli  A RN injected my son...injured....I don't know how they live with themselves...truly. I don't. Is a paycheck that important? Of course but a paycheck that consists of hurting and killing innocent children is murder and attempted murder!!!!

Like · Reply · 5 · 1 hr

Linda Barry  I am an RN and until 2013 I didn't know that vaccines were not safe !! I can tell you that doctors and nurses don't know that we are hurting people or especially babies! Yes I still give the Tdap in the ER to adults! I hate it! I try to get another coworker to give it for me! I try to give information to the patients but yet they choose to get the shot! It's their decision! They believe they need it!! So I say a prayer before I give it!

Like · Reply · 3 · 1 hr

Brandi Watson  I am an RN and before I was awake I believed the lie that vaccines save lives. When I started waking up I would try to talk my patients out of getting the vaccines. Not all nurses are aware of the big deception. Big Pharma has ingrained since Med schools the dangers of not vaccinating

Like · Reply · 10 · 1 hr

Denise Ward  Your voice could be instrumental in changing people's minds. Honor to you!

Like · Reply · 3 · 1 hr

Brandi Watson Denise Ward  I openly speak against vaccines. I hate them

Like · Reply · 3 · 1 hr

Linda Barry  I have been an ER nurse for 28 years! The Tdap or tetanus toxoid or rabies vaccines are what I have to administer! Before 2013 it was no big deal! It wasn't until the mandatory flu vaccine came after me and injured me did I start researching! I thought I was educated about vaccines! We took pharmacology in nursing school!!! It want until I did my own research on ingredients and adverse effects did I see the truth!! I hate to give these shots at work! I had the CDC information sheet! Circle the adverse effects tell patients about the vaccine injury compensation program!! I then ask them again are you sure you want the vaccine!!! They say yes!!! So it's not my fault that people don't educate themselves! I'm there to do a job and not push my beliefs on people no matter how much I hate giving vaccines!!! I say a prayer and administer it! Some people decline but most people want them!! We have so much teaching to do!! We don't get any $$$ from big pharmaceutical companies in the ER! When it comes down to vaccines it's choice! I educated my family! My sister is also a nurse! She got her flu shot to avoid wearing her mandatory mask at work!! Really! Frustrating! Then again it should be a choice !! I now thank God that I see the truth!!
This is a note I wrote about the tetanus shot at the ER. These are the questions I would ask. If it won't open it's because there is a link there facebook is calling bogus.


Tetanus Shots...You want to give me one WHY? *

You cut your finger or stepped on a piece of glass in the carpet at your house, You need stitches so you go off to the ER. They sew you up and then try to give you a tetanus shot. I cut my finger on a piece of glass in my kitchen sink last night. It bled like crazy, but I didn't need to go to immediate care. I did however think how much fun it would be to ask them some questions about Tetanus and make them answer. #1 - Why are you asking me to get a tetanus shot? #2 - Are you trying to give me a TDaP and not a tetanus at all? That means that you are trying to sneak in Pertussis (whooping cough and Diphtheria vaccines at the same time?) #3 - Let me see the package insert. No I don't want the hand out, I want the package insert from the actual box. #4 - Since tetanus is mostly found in animal feces are you suggesting that I have animal poop in my kitchen sink? #5 - Are you aware that tetanus is an anaerobic bacteria and requires no oxygen to multiply? Since my kitchen is not an oxygen free environment, why would you think tetanus would be living there? #6 - How long will it take for the vaccine to create antibodies for tetanus? (answer about 3 weeks) #7 - If this wound contains tetanus spores in the correct environment, how long before the spores start off-gassing toxins? (answer about 1 week) In other words taking into account #6 and #7 the shot would take effect a week after I am dead! #8 Are you aware that there have been 22,143 adverse events in children and adults reported to the Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) following tetanus or tetanus containing vaccines combined with diphtheria vaccine (TT, TD, DT) and 67 deaths? Now tell me again why I need a tetanus shot!

National Vaccine Information Center Quick Facts on Tetanus http://www.nvic.org/Vaccines-and-Diseases/Tetanus.aspx


The Truth About Tetanus TETANUS SHOT: HOW DO WE KNOW THAT IT WORKS? ~ By Tetyana Obukhanych, PhD http://www.vaccinationcouncil.org/2014/07/10/tetanus-shot-how-do-we-know-that-it-works-by-tetyana-obukhanych-phd/

Tetanus Shots, as bad as other vaccines http://www.thehealthyhomeeconomist.com/tetanus-shot-just-as-bad-as-other-vaccinations/


Dr Suzanne Humphries on Tetanus and Wound Care https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Slcz4wpVUzl
Dolly Jewell You are a saint. But to be honest had you not been vaccine injured would you still educate? Not happy you did get injured but it made you smarter the hard way.

Like · Reply · 55 mins

Suzanne Fuhri You say you do your job. If you know what they're capable of doing, why do you still do it? Give the needle to the patient. Let them do it themselves.

Like · Reply · 1 · 43 mins

Cathy Carlson There was a whistle blower receptionist of a Ped practice who said they are told to tell parents who call with concerns about adverse reactions that it is normal and that they know not to tell the doctors or nurses. So corrupt. So usually it is only the ER doctors who see them and they also won't admit it was vaccine related.

Like · Reply · 5 · 1 hr

Dolly Jewell The pharmaceutical reps bring lunch in so they can brainwash everyone in a lunch meeting.

Like · Reply · 1 ·

David Weiner I think that the primary blame really belongs to the government. It is the entity that creates the schedules, licenses the vaccines, creates mandates, the propaganda, and licenses medical schools, gives immunity to Pharma, and so forth. And yes, I know that Pharma is a big driving force, but it is ultimately the government that has committed all of these crimes.

Like · Reply · 1 ·

Cathy Carlson Individually they are guilty, every politician who takes money (and they do) and then pass laws about vaccines. They pass laws as to which vaccines are mandated. They pass laws regarding exemptions. So yes they are guilty for taking the bribe and causing us harm, but it is the pharma companies who make the poisons and who benefit from them to the tune of billions that are the most guilty in my opinion.

Like · Reply · 2 ·

Shannon Grow Nurses do not benefit in any way from administering vaccines

Like · Reply ·

Shannon Grow I am a RN. We are taught NOTHING about the dangers or toxins in the vaccines in college. We are brainwashed just like the doctors. Once we realize what is happening, as I did and we question the doctor or administration, you are immediately silenced and labeled not a team player. I
stopped giving any vaccines to kids or adults and refuse to do so to this day! It sickens me to think I did that out of pure ignorance to those poor children. God please forgive me. 🙏

Scott Alford Ayoub: Global vaccine agenda - Eugenics & Genocide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S39kmstBNkk

Mercury, Autism & the Global Vaccine Agenda - Dr. David...
youtube.com
Unlike · Reply · 1 ·

Scott Alford Vaccines-The True Weapons Of Mass Destruction DR. Carley
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WoMps4Pmpo

Vaccines-The True Weapons Of Mass Destruction
youtube.com
Unlike · Reply · 1 ·

Allan St Denis If you want to know the truth, you're going to have to discard everything you were taught and everything you thought you knew.
Like · Reply · 1 ·

Scott Alford 5 Links Aluminum: Dr Suzanne Humphries. Aluminum is toxic to all life forms: The case against aluminum in vaccines.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZe99K12740...See More
Dr Suzanne Humphries. Aluminum is toxic to all life...
youtube.com

Scott Alford https://truthkings.com/over-100-seniors-die-after.../#

Me: No.

Me: No... I don't think that the Aluminum, Mercury, Dead Baby DNA, animal viruses and other toxins help me fight the flu... and it might not even work to prevent the flu. Besides, I just read on this pamphlet that it can cause Guillain-Barre syndrome - paralysis. Can you guarantee me that if I get paralyzed from the flu shot that I will be promptly and justly compensated by the vaccine court or this pharmacy?

Pharmacy employee: No.

Me: Then I'm sure that the risks outweigh any possible benefits. I have not had the flu in over 20 years, and it only lasts a few days... and the flu won't paralyze me.

The look on her face... Priceless 😂;-)

This is a vaccine hearing. Read it, they say at the hearing that brain damage from the vaccination is normal. Really?
http://www.fda.gov/.../dockets/ac/02/transcripts/3854t1.htm

Scott Alford http://naturallynicole.com/evidence-based-proof.../

Evidence-Based Proof Elderberry Syrup Is Better...
Scott Alford of course liking because I want to be informed but don't like the terrible things happening!

Evidence that Food Proteins in Vaccines Cause the Development of Food Allergies and Its Implications for Vaccine Policy

Nobel Laureate Charles Richet demonstrated over a hundred years ago that injecting a protein into animals or humans causes immune system sensitization to that protein. Subsequent e..

Can I inject your infant with:
Ovalbumin, human serum albumin, bovine albumin, aluminium hydroxide, aluminium
hydroxyphosphate sulfate, aluminium phosphate, aluminium potassium sulfate, amino acids, ammonium sulfate, amphotericin B, ascorbic acid, bactopeptone, beta propiolactone, benzethonium chloride, brilliant green dye, calcium carbonate, calcium chloride, chlorotetracycline, cystine, dextran, DNA, Dulbecco’s modified Eagle Medium, ethylenediamine- tetraacetic acid sodium, egg protein, ferric (III) nitrate, formaldehyde-formalin, gelatin, genetamicin, glucose glutamine, glutaraldehyde, glycerin, glycine, histidine, hydrochloric acid, hydrocortisone, lactose, magnesium stearate, magnesium sulfate, monosodium glutamate, mouse serum protein, MRC-5 cellular protein (aborted fetal cell line), neomycin, phenol, phenol red, 2-phenoxyethanol, phosphate buffers (eg. Disodium, monosodium, potassium, sodium dihydrogenphosphate), polydimethylsiloxone, polymyxin B, polyoxyethylene9-10 nonyl phenol, polyoxyethelated octyl phenol, polysorbate 20, polysorbate 80, potassium chloride, potassium glutamate, bovine calf serum, sodium acetate, sodium bicarbonate, sodium chloride, sodium deoxycholate, sodium hydrogenocarbonate, sodium hydroxide, sodium phosphate, sodium pyruvate, sorbitol, streptomycin, sucrose, Thimerosal [49.6% ethylmercury], tocopheryl hydrogen succinate, tyrosine, urea, vitamins unspecified, xanthan, and yeast protein that are used to manufacture vaccines grown on the following production media: bovine protein, calf skin, chick kidney cells, chicken embryo, Cohen-Wheeler modified (pertussis components), human diploid tissue culture-MRC-5 and WI-38 [aborted fetal cell lines], Lathan medium derived from bovine casein, Linggoud-Fenton medium containing extract, Medium 199 (including amino acids, vitamins, sucrose, phosphate, glutamate, human albumin, fetal bovine serum), minimum essential medium (including amino acids, vitamins, fetal bovine serum, human albumin), monkey kidney tissue culture-Vero (Vervet or African green monkeys), mouse brain culture (SMB), Mueller-Hinton agar medium, Mueller-Miller medium, Puziss-Wright medium 1095, Rhesus [monkey] fetal lung tissue culture, Stainer-Scholte medium, soy peptone broth [probable GMO product], synthetic/semi-synthetic [what that exactly is, is not defined! Nanoparticles?], Watson-Scherp medium, yeast or yeast extract (typically Saccharomyces cerevisiae) Rubber particles, Latex, Monkey Viruses, Foreign proteins, Peanut Oil, Pol, Horse blood, Rabbit brain, Dog kidney, Monkey kidney, Chick embryo, Duck egg, Pig blood, Porcine (pig) protein/tissue, Dog kidney cells-Madin Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK), Mouse Brain- inactivated mouse brain (IMB),JE virus (Beijing-1), Diploid and Continuous cell lines, (PERC6, HEK-293). Baculovirus, Serum From Aborted Calf Fetus Blood, Cells From Armyworms-ExpresSF+ Cells, Antifreeze, Lead, Cadmium, Antibiotics, Acetone..
I will warn you that most of your vaccines are made in China.
I will not be held liable and the manufacturer not accountable if something were to go wrong.
The NVICP Has paid out over 3.5 billion dollars in compensation for injuries and death.
There are 8,000 different adverse vaccine reactions listed in the complete CDC’s VAERS database - "None of these have been evaluated for carcinogenic or mutagenic potential, or their potential to impair fertility."
The long-term risks to human health of injecting infants, children and adults with human protein/DNA have never been studied.
None of these have been evaluated for their combined (synergistic toxicity)
I warn you that Cell cultured products can transmit infectious agents.
We have no double blind placebo controlled studies on this mandated schedule.
We have no scientific studies in infants, children or adults to help us understand the nature of the progression of TH1, TH2 and TH3 immune responses to any of the injected materials in vaccines.
We use albumin in vaccinations. They are known to carry pathogens and prions.
I'm not sure what your vaccine is contaminated with? Or what is "detectable"
Shhhh > "The key word here is "detectable". You can only find what you have a test to identify.
Plus it costs a lot of money to test for contamination..
But don't worry they are safe.
Would you choose to inject your infant still?
I will also give you a list of some possible side effects:
Intussusception
SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome)
Infertility
Crohn's
Parkinson's
Seizures
Juvenile-Onset (Type-1) Diabetes
Obesity
Asthma
Guillain-Barre syndrome
Autism
AIDS
Neurological Disorders
Atypical Measles
Lupus
Encephalopathy
Mycoplasma infected
“paralytic polio.”
Viral or aseptic meningitis
Cancer "SV40"
Idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura
Anaphylactic Reaction
Cellulitis
Grand mal convolution
Hypotonia
Neuropathy
Somnolence
Apnea
Etc etc
Okay, so are you ready for your MULTIPLE DOSES?"
Real Organic Truth added 2 new photos.  

January 7 at 4:54pm ·  

📍☺️!!!  Oh--considering vaccines? Have you heard about the #glyphosate found inside those vials?!?!?”!

📍‼️!!!

How about your doctor and you even the playing field? 🟢➡️They can sign this first: *PHYSICIAN'S WARRANTY OF VACCINE SAFETY*

I (Physician’s name, degree)_______________, _____ am a physician licensed to practice medicine in the State/Province of _________. My State/Provincial license number is ___________, and my DEA number is ____________. My medical specialty is _______________

I have a thorough understanding of the risks and benefits of all the medications that I prescribe for or administer to my patients. In the case of (Patient’s name) ______________, age _____, whom I have examined, I find that certain risk factors exist that justify the recommended vaccinations. The following is a list of said risk factors and the vaccinations that will protect against them:

Risk Factor __________________________
Vaccination __________________________

Risk Factor __________________________
Vaccination __________________________

Risk Factor __________________________
Vaccination __________________________

I am aware that vaccines may contain many of the following chemicals, excipients, preservatives and fillers:

* aluminum hydroxide
* aluminum phosphate
* ammonium sulfate
* amphotericin B
* animal tissues: pig blood, horse blood, rabbit brain,
* arginine hydrochloride
* dog kidney, monkey kidney,
* dibasic potassium phosphate
* chick embryo, chicken egg, duck egg
* calf (bovine) serum
* betapropiolactone
* fetal bovine serum
* formaldehyde
* formalin
* gelatin
* gentamicin sulfate
* glycerol
* human diploid cells (originating from human aborted fetal tissue)
* hydrocortisone
* hydrolyzed gelatin
* mercury thimerosal (thimerosal, Merthiolate(r))
* monosodium glutamate (MSG)
* monobasic potassium phosphate
* neomycin
* neomycin sulfate
* nonylphenol ethoxylate
* octylphenol ethoxylate
* octoxynol 10
* phenol red indicator
* phenoxyethanol (antifreeze)
* potassium chloride
* potassium diphosphate
* potassium monophosphate
* polymyxin B
* polysorbate 20
* polysorbate 80
* porcine (pig) pancreatic hydrolysate of casein
* residual MRC5 proteins
* sodium deoxycholate
* sorbitol
* thimerosal
* tri(n)butylphosphate,
* VERO cells, a continuous line of monkey kidney cells, and
* washed sheep red blood

and, hereby, warrant that these ingredients are safe for injection into the body of my patient. I have researched reports to the contrary, such as reports that mercury thimerosal causes severe neurological and immunological damage, and find that they are not credible.

I am aware that some vaccines have been found to have been contaminated with Simian Virus 40 (SV 40) and that SV 40 is causally linked by some researchers to non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and mesotheliomas in humans as well as in experimental animals. I hereby warrant that the vaccines I employ in my practice do not contain SV 40 or any other live viruses. (Alternately, I hereby warrant
that said SV-40 virus or other viruses pose no substantive risk to my patient.

I hereby warrant that the vaccines I am recommending for the care of (Patient’s name) ______________ do not contain any tissue from aborted human babies (also known as "fetuses").

In order to protect my patient’s well being, I have taken the following steps to guarantee that the vaccines I will use will contain no damaging contaminants.

STEPS TAKEN: _________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

I have personally investigated the reports made to the VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System) and state that it is my professional opinion that the vaccines I am recommending are safe for administration to a child under the age of 5 years.

The basis for my opinion are itemized on Exhibit A, attached hereto, -- "Physician’s Bases for Professional Opinion of Vaccine Safety." (Please itemize each recommended vaccine separately along with the basis for arriving at the conclusion that the vaccine is safe for administration to a child under the age of 5 years.)

The professional journal articles I have relied upon in the issuance of this Physician’s Warranty of Vaccine Safety are itemized on Exhibit B, attached hereto, -- "Scientific Articles in Support of Physician’s Warranty of Vaccine Safety."

The professional journal articles that I have read which contain opinions adverse to my opinion are itemized on Exhibit C, attached hereto, -- "Scientific Articles Contrary to Physician’s Opinion of Vaccine Safety."

The reasons for my determining that the articles in Exhibit C were invalid are delineated in Attachment D, attached hereto, -- "Physician’s Reasons for Determining the Invalidity of Adverse Scientific Opinions."

Hepatitis B

I understand that 60 percent of patients who are vaccinated for Hepatitis B will lose detectable antibodies to Hepatitis B within 12 years. I understand that in 1996 only 54 cases of Hepatitis B were reported to the CDC in the 0-1 year age group. I understand that in the VAERS, there were 1,080 total reports of adverse reactions from Hepatitis B vaccine in 1996 in the 0-1 year age group, with 47 deaths reported.

I understand that 50 percent of patients who contract Hepatitis B develop no symptoms after exposure. I understand that 30 percent will develop only flu-like symptoms and will have lifetime immunity. I understand that 20 percent will develop the symptoms of the disease, but that 95 percent will fully recover and have lifetime immunity.

I understand that 5 percent of the patients who are exposed to Hepatitis B will become chronic carriers
of the disease. I understand that 75 percent of the chronic carriers will live with an asymptomatic infection and that only 25 percent of the chronic carriers will develop chronic liver disease or liver cancer, 10-30 years after the acute infection. The following scientific studies have been performed to demonstrate the safety of the Hepatitis B vaccine in children under the age of 5 years.

In addition to the recommended vaccinations as protections against the above cited risk factors, I have recommended other non-vaccine measures to protect the health of my patient and have enumerated said non-vaccine measures on Exhibit D, attached hereto, "Non-vaccine Measures to Protect Against Risk Factors" I am issuing this Physician’s Warranty of Vaccine Safety in my professional capacity as the attending physician to (Patient’s name) ______________________________. Regardless of the legal entity under which I normally practice medicine, I am issuing this statement in both my business and individual capacities and hereby waive any statutory, Common Law, Constitutional, UCC, international treaty, and any other legal immunities from liability lawsuits in the instant case. I issue this document of my own free will after consultation with competent legal counsel whose name is ______________________________, an attorney admitted to the Bar in the State of ______________________________.

_________________________ (Name of Attending Physician)
_________________________ L.S. (Signature of Attending Physician)
Signed on this _______ day of ______________ A.D. ________
Witness: _________________ Date: _____________________
Notary Public: _______________ Date: _____________________

Thanks to my friend @Sherrie Saunders. ❤❤
#realorganictruth #doctor #vaccines #truth

Scott Alford https://medium.com/.../an-angry-father-s-guide-to-vaccine...

An Angry Father’s Guide to Vaccine-Autism Science (understanding...
medium.com|By JB Handley
Like · Reply · 2 · 4 hrs
13 Things You Don't Know About Polio

1. A pesticide common in the 1800's was called Paris Green. A green liquid because it was a combination of copper and arsenic or lead and arsenic. Some of the most toxic substances known to mankind.

2. This pesticide worked by causing neurological damage in the bugs, causing organ failure.

3. Polio consists of symptoms synonymous with neurological damage, causing organ failure.

4. Heavy metal poisoning from lead, mercury and other similar heavy metals manifest lesions on neurological tissues, meaning the toxin destroys the nerve/communication pathways connecting the brain to the organs in the body.

5. Polio victims present lesions on neurological tissue, that cause the organs to malfunction all around the body. (lungs, heart, nerves that control walking etc)

6. Polio outbreaks hit throughout the summer, only during pesticide spraying times. (not the sunless and damp winter/spring seasons regarding other disease outbreaks)

7. Polio had NO ability to spread from infected victims to the uninfected. Polio infected clusters of people in the exact same areas, suddenly and swiftly.

8. Parents report finding their children paralyzed in and around apple orchards. One of the most heavily pesticide sprayed crops of the time (with lead arsenate or copper arsenate) were apple orchards.

9. President Roosevelt became paralyzed over night while on his farm in the summer, which contained many crops, including apple orchards. He also swam the day prior in a bay that was heavily polluted by industrial agricultural run off.

10. Dr. Ralph Scobey and Dr. Mortind Biskind testified in front of the U.S Congress in 1951 that the paralysis around the country known as polio was being caused by industrial poisons and that a virus theory was purposely fabricated by the chemical industry and the government to deflect litigation away from both parties.

11. In 1956 the AMA (The American Medical Association) instructed each licensed medical doctor that they could no longer classify polio as polio, or their license to practice would be terminated. Any paralysis was now to be diagnosed as AFP (acute flaccid paralysis) MS, MD, Bell's Palsy, cerebral palsy, ALS (Lou Gehrig's Disease), Guillian-Barre etc etc. This was orchestrated purposely to make the public believe polio was eradicated by the polio vaccine campaign but because the polio vaccine contained toxic ingredients directly linked to paralysis, polio cases (not identified as polio) were skyrocketing...but only in vaccinated areas.

12. The first polio vaccine was worked on by Dr. Jonas Salk and human experiments using this vaccine were conducted purposely on orphans in government/church run institutions because they were
vulnerable and didn't require any parental consent signatures, as they had no parents. The vaccine was "declared safe" by "medicine" (as they always are) and that vaccine gave 40,000 orphans polio, permanently paralyzed hundreds and killed at least 10 children. All injuries and deaths under reported of course by the same authorities who orchestrated the atrocity. This was called The Cutter Incident. Have you noticed the medical industry's obsession with poisoning children?

13. The next "improved" polio vaccine, given to hundreds of millions, carried both the SV 40 cancer virus as well as the AIDS virus. Every step of the way, medicine declaring they know for sure, that this time, they have everything straightened out. Same story then, same story now. The only thing larger than the pile of broken medical and government promises, is the pile of broken and dead bodies.

When someone talks of any disease, in this day and age, they're just repeating what they were told by the government. Repeating what you're told and intelligence aren't the same thing. Repeating or intelligence. The choice is yours.

Suzanne Fuhri added 2 new photos.

2 hrs ·

DO NOT VACCINATE. You CANNOT take it back after it is done. You CAN CHOOSE not to do it. Regardless of what doctors or hospitals say, WE CAN CHOOSE NOT TO VACCINATE. We as parents are forced by the GOVERNMENT, DOCTORS, HOSPITALS and PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES to give "OUR" BABIES LETHAL(DEADLY) INJECTIONS that is making them rich. Most DO NOT vaccinate their own children because of the risks involved, but WE let them force them on "OUR" children.

Here's Thomas's(MY SON) story. I was born HEALTHY September 28, 2012. I was given the 1st required by law in Illinois, Hepatitis B shot the day I was born in the hospital. I went home 3 days later and everything seemed to be fine. I was growing little by little. I was happy. My Mommy and Daddy loved me. On November 29, 2012 I had my 1st set of immunizations appointment. They injected me with poisons. My Mother didn't know any better. She trusted the doctor and what she told her. That the vaccines they were given me were safe. My Mommy made the wrong decision. Little did she know, they poisoned me. I wasn't able to talk. I didn't want to be injected by a pointy needle, but My Mommy let them do it anyway. A day and a half later on December 1, 2012, Jesus came and got me. He wanted me to be My Mommy's Angel. I often see My Mommy crying. I know everyday she wakes up in pain. She cries herself to sleep at night. She sometimes cannot bare to even go outside. She has trouble in the nighttime. Maybe because I'm not there. I know she longs to hold me, but she can't anymore. I know
she still knows how it felt with her head next to mine as she was holding me. I remember how Happy I made her and Daddy. They loved Me. They did everything they thought they should do for me, but when My Mommy took me to the doctor to get shots, it wasn't what she should've did because I am not with her and Daddy anymore. I went to sleep and never woke up. My Mommy had to find me lifeless that morning and it broke my Mommy's heart. She will never be the same. She still cries daily more than a year later because she just won't get over losing me. She lives with guilt and what ifs. She was suppose to have me with her, but I am not. The doctors don't feel the pain that I went through when they stuck me with the shots. The pharmaceutical companies don't feel any pain because they don’t care that My Mommy lost me. The Government don't feel any of the pain that My Mommy feels everyday because I wasn't their child. Here is a picture of me the day at the doctor's office before they gave me those shots. Didn't I look so HAPPY AND HEALTHY? I was. And here is a picture of me the next day after the shots. I was so out of it. My eyes just don't look right. It looked as if I was drugged and poisoned and I was. I slept mostly and hardly ate and then the very next day, had to leave My Mommy! MY MOMMY MISSES ME.
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JordonandMariah Butzin Prayers always.

Maureen Christilles So sorry for your loss, be brave and share your story. I lost my daughter at 30 to cancer and I know that Mercury played a role in her death at such a young age. She left behind 3 children who will never be the same. I too have a mothers broken heart.

Nick Johansen ❤

Sabrina Martinez

Danielle Reed Eiler Murder. 😒😢😢😢

Monica Sokoloski I'm so sorry 😞:( You did the best you could. We all do our best 😞:(

Rebecca Katie Kofman Tragic and heartbreaking. ❤❤❤❤❤

Alicia Mullins I hate that vaccines are legal. It should be a crime to poison babies 😞:(

Like · Reply · 2 · 12 mins
So sorry for your loss, Suzanne.

I actually made a full post about this earlier today:

Very long and informative post in 3, 2, 1...

Jack was born in 1/8/2014. He was 9lbs and 21” at time of birth. He held his head up on his own at only a few days old. He crawled the first time at 5 months 5 days old. He sat up unassisted as well as pulled himself to stand on July 4th for the first time at 6 months old. He stood solo unassisted around 7.5 months. He took his first steps at 8.5 months. He was full blown walking by 9.5 months. He said his first word at 13 months which was "bubble". He had a photographic memory. He well beyond made all of his milestones. At 15 months old on 4/14/15 he received his MMR vaccine. By 16 months old he had regressed. By 17ish months old he had lost all language. By 20 months old he qualified in all areas for state therapy. By 2y5m old he received the diagnosis regressive autism moderate to mild. I have video evidence of his regression. Prior to the MMR he was a happy healthy well advanced little boy. Within a month afterwards he was completely different.

In 2006 1 out of every 110 children were diagnosed with autism. In 2012 1 in every 88. In 2016 1 in every 68. You're going to tell me something isn't going on? 1 in every 6 children have some sort of issue - asthma, autism, autoimmune disease, allergies, eczema, ADHD, thyroid dysfunction.

In 2014 1,820,000 autism cases were documented. As of November 1, 2016 $3,495,897,615.82 had been paid out of the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program, and they throw out over 60% of cases entered.

On December 22nd Mark F Blaxill, government affairs committee chairman, declared autism is a public health crisis of historic proportions and declared an autism national emergency.

No medical protocol is a one size fits all, but vaccines are. It is also proven and stated that you can get a vaccine and still contract the disease. Also, you can spread the disease by "shedding" you were vaccinated for for up to 4-6 weeks afterwards.

Look up former electrical engineer for the department of defense who holds a doctorate, Janet Edghill. Her son is vaccine injured and I applaud her for the extensive knowledge now.

Side effects of the dTap vaccine which are listed on the FDA website include: SIDS, epilepsy, and autism. But yet we aren't told about this at pediatrician visits.

More and more mainstream doctors are coming forward against this epidemic and medical scam. The
HPV vaccine is one of the most dangerous ones out there.. do your research.

What would you say if I called you and said "I'll be over in a half hour. I'm going to inject your child with dead viruses, live viruses, aborted baby DNA, guinea pig cells, aluminum, Mercury, monkey DNA, antibiotics, MSG, polysorbate 80, and hundreds of neurotoxins, you in?" I'm pretty sure I would get the cops called on me. Do you know these are the ingredients of vaccines? So actually you're telling the government to sign your kid up for this.

Dr. Paul Thomas brought awareness to the aluminum in vaccines. I will quote him, "Hep B vaccine was prior given to teenagers. In 2001 it was changed to infants. The Hep B vaccine contains 250mcg of aluminum. The adult daily max for injectable aluminum is 50mcg and infants 4-5mcg. How can objecting 250mcg of aluminum into a 1 day old infant be a good idea? This is a blood born illness from drug use and sex".

Dr. Patricia Ryan is a mainstream pediatrician and family doctor who refuses to administer vaccines. We got jack tested in many, many areas. We discovered he was vitamin deficient, had malabsorption, low immune, low thyroid function, is toxic for Mercury, copper, aluminum, and lead, has the MTHFR C677T gene mutation which is causing detoxing issues, methylation dysfunction and mitochondria dysfunction. Thankfully we are addressing issues 1 by 1... new tests show his thyroid and vitamin levels are now good to go.

Did you know people with the MTHFR C677T gene mutation are more susceptible to vaccine injury? I've been reading all about it for 2 days. If we had known this from birth things may have been very different.

I won't even touch on the subject of toxins in our foods and processed foods as I think everyone knows where I stand with that.

With all of this being said, I am not against vaccines. I want safer ingredients, better schedule, and infant testing. I'd bet my life the health and special needs epidemics would be cut in half AT LEAST.

Open your mind and do your research. The science and evidence is all at our fingertips. Stop listening to people who get awarded a pretty penny for giving out the most vaccines. I know if I ever have another child I will do things very differently. I wish I knew 3 years ago what I know now. Thankfully thanks to doctors opening up and standing up against the epidemic Jack has a shot of recovery as his case is more mild, which we were very lucky for. Other kids aren't so lucky. Please do your research. Text me and I'll provide you with links and videos if you'd like.

Jason Christoff
5 hrs ·
This from a health care professional inside a large hospital......

"I'm a Surgical Assistant in the Operating Room of a large hospital that has "mandatory" flu shots for
all employees. Today during a routine procedure I overhear the nurse saying that she has been sick for weeks, has strep throat, and is on antibiotics. In that same conversation I hear the Surgical Tech coughing uncontrollably saying she has bronchitis and is also on antibiotics. Later during the procedure, the Surgical Tech is relieved for a lunch break by another Tech that after 10 minutes runs out of the room to vomit because she has the flu. The other staff in the room continue talking saying how there were 8 calls ins today because the flu is going around. I stand there shaking my head being one of the only people in the entire hospital that got an attorney to fight the mandatory flu shot and get an exemption. This is your current state of healthcare... The sick treating the sick, mandatory vaccines keeping everyone pharma customers for life. Sickness is just accepted and is the new normal.

My comments....... Take the poison or you can't eat or pay your bills. The holocaust 2.0 Agenda is rolling out nicely for our social engineers. It all starts in school where our human farmers have the "slaves to be" start passionate love affairs with government and then the human cattle are herded into government jobs (what's called job focus).........then once that 100 year agenda hits maximum density, you start telling everyone in those government positions that they need to inject themselves with poison in order to keep those jobs. This holocaust takes a lot longer to organize but the benefits are obvious...the sheep to slaughter offer little resistance in comparison to the gun, barbwire and death camp holocaust models of our recent past. This stealth euthanasia model is designed to start with nurses and then move to children but it's then designed to move to teachers, people visiting the schools, parents picking up their kids, people visiting the hospitals, all government workers etc etc......until the society collapses into a massive heap of disease and dysfunction. Are you up to date with the current 70 vaccines and the 300 additional vaccines now in development? Once our "freeish" society collapses, based on this planned toxin and poison application, the society will be rebuilt in the image of the people who are organizing all this in the first place. In 2017 resist the poison. The government has been hijacked and staffed with inept people purposely, in order to lubricate this entire process. Not only is our system fully controlled by an invisible hand, that invisible force hand picks the most corrupt and inept humans to staff the highest levels of the control pyramid. These people are promoted up the pyramid because they're literally too inept, self centered and immoral to put even one tenth of this together for themselves. Protect yourself. Health is wealth. Everything else is illusion.

Sandie Tremblay
Shared

Hospital employee has a story to tell.....

"I work at a hospital. (I don't want to say which one). Anyways, I was down in the ER about to pull some medications for a patient when I overheard 6 doctors in the doc box talking about a patient who had tested positive for both strains of the flu after getting the flu mist 6 days ago. They were debating
amongst themselves if.....
A.) the flu mist was a live vaccine or not
B.) could you get a disease from the live vaccine
C.) if they would have immunity or not 6 days post vaccination
Needless to say, they were getting no where & confusing themselves.
They saw me standing there & I said 'Those answers are on the vaccine insert.' One of the doctors (who I truly do love, he's a great man) said 'Oh! Yeah! I have it right here!' & pulled out the sheet of paper they give you at the pediatrician office. I said 'no, the actual insert from the manufacture'
They all looked at me confused.So, I got on the computer & printed the vaccine insert (19 pages). They started looking it over & talking amongst themselves again.
I went on about my day & a couple hours later, one of them stopped me & asked if every vaccine has an insert that in-depth. I told him it did. He said he learned a lot from the insert & some of the data troubled him & he'd like to look into the others. I asked him what bothered him & he said 'I had no idea live vaccines shed. I feel incompetent saying that out loud but I truly didn't. I also didn't realize how ineffective the flu vaccine was. We were always told numbers of greater than 50%. I also didn't realize those adverse events could happen from a vaccine. It really has me thinking.'
So, there you have it ladies & gents. An MD, a VERY knowledgeable ER doctor who knows close to nothing about vaccines. But, the seed has been planted & I pray he looks into things. I told him to let me know what he finds out."

Dinah Everett Snyder shared Alberto Cos’s photo.

13 hrs.
I am leaning more and more towards brevity, the better to capture the twitter feed mentality overtaking all reason.
Likewise:
Vaccines= biological weapons international law and transportation regulations confirm
Vaccines introduce disease and chemicals in ways the body systems are not designed to withstand
Vaccine components comprise prions, which Nobel winning science confirms entices human prions to adapt/ change/ conform to " alien" prion conformation this irretrievably rewriting the human genetic code
In this way vaccines biologicals override the immune, organizing structural take down if the defense system exactly like a computer virus would.
Vaccine adjuvants are selected for their comparability with the end result: taking engineered biologicals across the defense systems, invading and depositing their loads, then to hunker down where they have been designed/ selected to travel to : usually the brain.
The brain has its own separate immune system called the blood brain barrier.
Polysorbate 80 and squaline are designed to piggyback GE prions (proteins) across this defense system
where they deposit their load and wreak their own havoc in a two for one payload of destruction.

Today you have an epidemic of neural disfunction metabolic syndromes as a result of the collective fraudulent science of vaccines:

- 95% of autism
- 100% of Nodding Disease
- 98% of Parkinson’s
- 90% of Alzheimers
- 85% of all immune disfunction
- 98% of All food allergies
- 82% of All chemical allergies
- 85% of the increase in the Decline of Human Intelligence of which an additional 8% is attributable to the starvation of the brain in the absence of beneficial fats and whole uncontaiminated proteins
- 85+8=93% to which you can add 3% selective inbreeding protocols for a total of 93% all of which also suffer the ill effects of two generations of exposure to The Chemical Age and the wholesale contamination of the entire Food Supply Chain for a total burden of synergistic compounded harm of 99.99% of the full complement of humanity, the fauna flora water ways and the air itself.

That there is anyone left at all, able to articulate a defense against these CrimesAgainstHumanity is the true Miracle in need of highlighting.

Think Tanks began circulating White Papers in the late 1990's exploring the question of Who Would Be Left to Plead on Behalf of Humanity in the evolving state of Intellectual Biological Warfare of silent weapons for mass destruction. If you believe for one second that the alarmingly long list of dead scientists physicists and doctors is coincidental then you are already relegated to the list slated for extermination, which just goes to show how rapidly the war evolved and how successful it's been.

Underwritten by those driven to distraction in their quest for immortality via upload to thrive in the absence of the codes the universal systems had guaranteed to turn atoms to matter manifestations in this time, place and space.

The above is a volume of books reduced to the brevity I am seeking to conquer.

DES

---

**Dawn Lancaster** Polysorbate 80, which is gras when consumed, specifically weakens the blood-brain barrier when injected, and it was in the favored H1N1 vaccine version for pregnant women and children during the contrived epidemic that began about a year after Medimmune patented the H1N1 virus. Injecting a substance is very different from ingesting it... Injecting bypasses all the safety barriers God designed to preserve our genetic material. Injecting takes the toxin past the castle moat, past the drawbridge, all the way to the throne room (cell nucleus/DNA).

*Like · Reply · 3 · 13 hrs*
Dinah Everett Snyder  Gardasil vaccine (3 recommended doses) contains polysorbate 80, aluminum and many other damaging adjuvants that attack the neural pathways. Autopsy of dead girls indicated cervical cancer cells tagged as lab creations, in the brain. The only way for...

Like · Reply · 2 · 13 hrs

Dawn Lancaster  Yes, irrefutable! It really is shocking that Gardasil is still on the market. I remember a woman researcher had said it was never tested on girls under 15, yet they started pushing it for 11-year olds... just as the brain is getting ready to go through...

Like · Reply · 2 · 13 hrs

Douglas Hattendorf  just allowed oxies for 11yr olds last month, great stuff that did for adults. 11 is the age for them, whats that going into 6th grade on oxies? for a broken bone?

Like · Reply · 11 hrs

Dinah Everett Snyder  Gardasil was also not tested on boys when it was approved for them. Gardasil does not prevent cervical cancer

More people have been damaged BY gardasil than deaths attributed to cervical cancer itself. ...

Unlike · Reply · 1 · 10 hrs

Larry Alger  WOW... Strike the WOW and add in Holy Shit... Today you have an epidemic of neural dysfunction metabolic syndromes as a result of the collective fraudulent science of vaccines... The REAL Dumbing Down of the World Eh?
Suzanne Fuhri

7 hrs ·
My daughter's friend got her son vaccinated. The last time was November 1st. He was all up to date and now the doctor is saying he's showing signs of being autistic. He was progressing normally and now he is not. He is slamming and butting his head into things. He stopped identifying things such as animals, etc..
Can any and/or all help give ways to detox?
His head may be swelling also?
TIA ❤️<3
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Kiera Leatherman Gaps or other healing diet, epsom salt soaks, Andy cutler chelation protocol
Like · Reply · 3 · 7 hrs

Paul Fassa homeopathy
Like · Reply · 2 · 7 hrs

Susie Pellum I agree - homeopathy
Like · Reply · 1 · 7 hrs

Suzanne Fuhri He will be 2 in March 😞:(
Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Melissa Howell Messaging you!
Like · Reply · 1 · 7 hrs
Crystal Caisa I'm sooooo sorry. This is killing me! F@#$ pharma!
Like · Reply · 2 · 7 hrs

Gabriel Silva heart breaking
Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Paul Fassa http://healthimpactnews.com/.../healing-from-vaccine.../
Healing from Vaccine Injuries through Homeopathy
healthimpactnews.com
Like · Reply · 8 · 7 hrs

Crystal Caisa CDC protocol
Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Haley Liz He needs Andy Cutler’s oral chelation therapy protocol
Like · Reply · 7 hrs

Mary Aspinwall May adversely affect Krebb’s cycle
Like · Reply · 6 hrs

Write a reply...

Tiffany Lynn Generationrescue.org
Generation Rescue | Jenny McCarthy’s Autism Organization » Generation Rescue | Jenny McCarthy’s Autism Organization
Generation Rescue, Jenny McCarthy’s autism organization, is dedicated to recovery for children with autism spectrum disorders by providing guidance and support for medical treatment to directly improve the child’s quality of life for all families in need.
Michelle Berrett Bodine Ugh, so many kids being harmed!!

Margaret Ellen Bradford Heavy metal detoxes. Hold on, I've got the link.

Tiffany Lynn Get that autistic diagnosis, if she qualifies n meets th e guidlines she can get autism grant for biomedicine

Michele Angelucci Can you tell me more? My 6 year old was finally diagnosed in September. We're having a difficult time getting anything for him.

Tiffany Lynn I imd you

Lila Marley Can you pm this to me too?

Margaret Ellen Bradford https://www.davidwolfe.com/vaccine-detox-children-adults.../

Gentle Vaccine Detox For Children and Adults: Remove Heavy Metals...
Izabel B Kattuah I would get him over to homopathic dr and chiropractor! Have his stool tested for parasites and toxins. His gut is affected.. change diet, supplements and stop all vaccines

Lila Marley Many stool tests do not show parasites, remember that ❤❤

Izabel B Kattuah Of course a homopathic dr would be the best person to go to. I just hope this child will heal ❤❤ true about tests

Melissa Howell Have someone document the injury & keep track of everything

Mary Aspinwall Report to VAERS
Get a free vaccine court appointed attorney asap
Bella Icenhower liquid vitamin D vitamin D vitamin D. 

Like · Reply · 3 · 7 hrs

Nick Merolesi Take a look at this Suzanne. Hope it helps. 

http://www.thehealthyhomeeconomist.com/vaccine-detox.../

Vaccine Detox: Do This IMMEDIATELY if Baby Regresses…
thehealthyhomeeconomist.com|By The Healthy Home Economist

Like · Reply · 2 · 7 hrs

April Bowen Homeopathy is the fastest acting. What remedy depends on the symptoms being expressed. She should look for an experienced homeopath.

Like · Reply · 2 · 7 hrs

Sarah Hanviriyapunt Michele Iqbal

Like · Reply · 7 hrs

April Bowen I don't think Michele generally deals with those in the acute stages of autism. Brain swelling requires prompt action and direct communication with the homeopath.

Like · Reply · 1 · 7 hrs

View more replies

Write a reply...

Mel Thornburg I would get him into a Vitamin C IV clinic asap. It may be able to stop IT. 

Like · Reply · 2 · 7 hrs
Fix the gut before detoxing or it will be an endless cycle.

How do you fix an almost 2 year old's gut before detoxing?

Probiotics

Lee Stevenson can lead you better than I can on this.

Lee Stevenson, can you help me?

Kerri Rivera's HEALING THE SYMPTOMS KNOWN AS AUTISM. step-by-step guide. Very comprehensive. Careful with high doses of vit c until you know there are no parasites present. Hi dose vitamins can actually feed the illness in some case. Sending ❤️ And support. So sorry to hear this

Agree. All detox pathways have to be open before a detox

Are there any other vaccine groups I can recommend to her to join for more help?
Gale Stark I have a lot on my timeline Suzanne.

Like · Reply · 1 · 7 hrs

Sarah Hayden Is she in re-Ed? I can help facilitate that if she isn't.

Like · Reply · 4 hrs

Lindy Keil Schultz Be very careful, trolls are taking over fb groups--- she should join the Vaxxed groups... Generationrescue.com

Like · Reply · 2 hrs

Lindy Keil Schultz Nationalautismassociation.org

National Autism Association | Help and Hope for Families…
nationalautismassociation.org

Like · Reply · 2 hrs

Lindy Keil Schultz Homeopathy has been helpful in reversing the effects of vaccine damage

Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs · Edited

Write a reply...

Mel Thornburg I would ask the vax team. I know a clinic in Iowa giving IV vitamin C and a cancer clinic using IT. My friend got it for her bones that wouldn't heal.

Like · Reply · 2 · 7 hrs · Edited

Linda Memmesheimer There are doctors in the Chicago area who do IV's of vit c.

Like · Reply · 1 · 6 hrs
Tammy Jean Martino Which vaccine? Please have her retain video of her son before and after. She may file a claim. Even if it goes nowhere now there may be recourse down the road. I'll be putting my findings together regarding neurological injury and vaccines. Hoping that it's acknowledged and vaccines are made never mandatory.

Jennifer Redwine Homeopathic CEASE therapy

Tammie Reeves

Cheri Wanek F

Brenda Moll none will win claims..on documentary finally made ive been posting(anonymous death by medicine) as ive been saying since on here..their legal disclaimer is the dam side effects on everything...most lawyers r in it for the money..so very few research on own to b able 2 do nothig more than take more of your oney sadly

Tammy Jean Martino The vaccine injury lawyers only get paid when the client wins. I mention because the special master who denied my claim put in a statement that it could be reinstated if the law on time frame is lifted. Lawyers wouldn't file. I filled my own claim.
Paolo Stefano Fratianni Chlrolla 200 mg per year of age per day. Also vitamin D, filtered water, and as much organic non processed food as possible.

Lila Marley I've been told that it's unhelpful to supplement vit D, to raise magnesium levels instead. What's your take on this?

Haley Liz Chlorella is also not a strong metal binder. This could hurt the immune system.

Paolo Stefano Fratianni Lila Marley I'm sure there is many things one can do. Vitamin D is integral for the immune system. From what I've read there are adjuvants in vaccines, nagalase, that block ones ability to completely utilize vitamin D. Though adding it might not completely fix that problem vitamin d supplementation is still one of the strongest things you can do for your immune system outside of taking probiotics which I would also highly recommend. As for the magnesium almost everyone is deficient in magnesium and would also be a helpful thing to supplement. However ultimately you shouldn't just supplement magnesium outside of a month or so. Really we need a complex which would include magnesium, calcium, vitamin D, and K. Basically a high quality supplement for the bones would work. Avoid magnesium oxide and calcium carbonate which is just ground up rock. They are low uptake forms of each and are super common in many supplements because they are cheap.

Remember the cheaper the price the greater the chance of subpar ingredients if they actually put what they say on the bottle in the supplements. A really good vitamin brand is vitamin code. It's spendy but what in there is what they say without GMOs, artificial colors, excess sugars, etc. also I like brand called Sundrops for infants and young child vitamin d supplementation. I've been taking that my self too.

Paolo Stefano Fratianni Haley Liz heard the exact opposite. In fact it's the number one selling supplement in Japan because of their worries over mercury in the fish. I've been using it to treat my daughter and have had good results.

BTW owned two health food stores in my life.
Lila Marley: I am a member of Magnesium advocacy group here on fb and they would strongly DISAGREE. interested for you to hear their reasoning!

Paolo Stefano Fratianni: I've advocated magnesium for years myself. However one does not necessarily preclude to the other. No matter what we all need vitamin D. Especially because of its immune system role and how vaccines additives inhibit its use is why I suggest it.

Paolo Stefano Fratianni: you might be interested to know there is potentially a link to vitamin d and increased magnesium absorption.

Here's the link that cites it. ...See More

Magnesium Absorption and Bioavailability | Ancient...
ancient-minerals.com

Lila Marley: Thank you. They have pretty sound reasoning for their stance, will try to share it with you when I have a moment. ❤️

Josie Grace Ritsema: 'My Lord and My God when is this Pediatric-devil-vaccine-crime Going to END'....how many More have to Die in their beds, because of the vaccine poisons in their heads' ....how many More will endure a Life of mental and physical damage....having to go back to the very Ones who Poisoned their brain and gut....someone tell me How this is allowed to On and On and On....covered-up and hidden for 7 decades ??????? !!!!!!
Lila Marley  Read Kerri rivera's book HEALING THE SIGNS KNOWN AS AUTISM immediately. Wakefield is also part of a trwatement center for helping kids detox from vaccinations, as far as I know.

Susan Richards Day  She has helped children from all over the world heal from it 😊)

Susan Richards Day  I can put a link to her book here or in message for you.

Sarah Wolfrom  Fruit fruit fruit, hyperbaric chamber- high dose C

Bev Pattenden  http://livingtraditionally.com/a-gentle-vaccine-detox.../

Homeopathy healing of Autism...See More

A Gentle Vaccine Detox For Children and Adults. Remove heavy metals…
livingtraditionally.com|By Anya V

Valerie Nulton Joseph Delgado

Barbara Brindza  My file on detox from when I adminned: Google: Natural Vaccination Detox

High doses of liquid vitamin C and bentonite clay over the injection site to draw out the toxin.(Michelle
Parsons)... See More

Vax or Get Fired? How to Prepare for Forced Vaccination | The Healthy…
thehealthyhomeeconomist.com

Paolo Stefano Fratianni  Noticed serval mentions about cilantro. I've heard cilantro can help unearth the metals but something else is required to remove it from the body. Have you heard anything about this? Also what do you think about using chlorella instead. I've had good experiences with it.

Barbara Brindza  I'm not sure what else is needed to effect the cilantro benefit. I do know chlorella is very good.

Joseph Delgado  There are NUMEROUS strategies using products from Young Living Essential Oils. If the interest is serious, have them contact me for a consult!!

Deborah Clubb  I don't know about the different protocols in detail and it may be mentioned here already, but absolutely get the child off of ALL processed foods, reduce sugar consumption and feed fruits and veggies, organically grown if possible. This isn't a fix per se but essential for health especially with autism.

Cheryl A. Allen  Put him on the Ketogenic diet and do it religiously. I recommend it because I have seen
this diet stop seizures in two days. Anything that affects the brain can benefit from the Ketogenic diet.

Samantha VanZant Start with the book "Children With Starving Brains" by Jacqueline McCandless and look into CEASE therapy as Jennifer suggested.

Benedetta Toni Salerno Magnetic clay baths for autism .... google it....

Sarah Anne He needs a naturopath asap. One that is super knowledgeable on detoxing.

Susan Richards Day Moringa leaf and moringa seeds, aloe vera or ambrotose by mannatech, cannabis oil, olive leaf. plenty of distilled water with lemon or lemonade, MMS known as miracle mineral solution. No more fluoride which will make everything worse. The sooner the better. Some of these helped my son survive leukemia and chemo, he also had low level autism.

Kimberly Forbes I was vaccine injured as an adult and used a zeolite product from Wāiora, NCD, that has helped me get brain function back. It's non toxic and no side effects. Any one, any age can safely use it.

I also healed my gut through cleaner diet and drinking homemade kefir everyday.

Porche Berry black seed oil twice a day to any lymph zone (neck, armpits, groin)

Rona Alexander Thank you. I usually only drink it. I am going to try this.
Write a reply...

**Jainine Anderson** Oh no. I hope she stops giving shots and detoxes.

*Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs*

**Wendy Daniel** Genevieve Mlotkowski-Milton

**Patricia Vandenberg-Smith**

**Rita Kara Robinson**

*Like · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs*

**Wendy Daniel** Start with the GAPS diet at once, **Lyndsy Karrie** and Leaving the Spectrum have ways to make this eating regime appetizing and easy.

*Like · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs*

**Wendy Daniel** The faster she acts the easier it may be.

*Like · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs*

Write a reply...

**Haven DeLay** [www.fightautismandwin.com](http://www.fightautismandwin.com)

**Fight Autism and Win**

Purchase the book Fight Autism and Win: Biomedical Therapies That Actually Work!

[fightautismandwin.com](http://fightautismandwin.com)

*Like · Reply · 3 hrs*

*Center for Advanced Medicine & Clinical Research*

drbuttar.com

*Like · Reply · 3 hrs*

Patricia Dow [https://www.facebook.com/DrRashidButtar/](https://www.facebook.com/DrRashidButtar/)

**Dr. Rashid A. Buttar**

Medical Center · 21,741 Likes

---

*Like · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs*


..... I have his book it is very good

*Like · Reply · 3 hrs*

Steve McCaffrey She could start with Dr. Russell Blaylock’s recommendations:
I would also use a far infrared sauna (the manufacturer of the Relax sauna is raising the price in February, so you can still get it at the current price; see oneradionetwork.com), and the non-oxidized coriander seed oil (just a few drops, very potent!; listen to this podcast: http://oneradionetwork.com/.../andreas-wecker-sickness...). Sulfur would also help as that primarily pulls out mercury; I use the Ani-Med MSM from horse.com, very inexpensive (my notes are at http://tiny.cc/sulfur << currently hosted on dropbox and they recently quit streaming html files so it will prompt you to download). And I would recommend BioSil which is a liquid silica product; a few drops in a bit of juice is used, and then later take a teaspoon or two of modified citrus pectin in a beverage to bind to the heavy metals (primarily aluminum) that the silica will mobilize. I recently started on BioSil and instantly my eyesight improved a lot. For experienced medical guidance, contact Dr. Rashid Buttar in North Carolina; he cured his own son's autism and has helped thousands of others.

Russell Blaylock, MD - What To Do If Force Vaccinated
rense.com

Like · Reply · 1 · 3 hrs

Sheila S. Schiffman Google detoxin of heavy metals. My friend cured her sons autism from google.

Like · Reply · 2 hrs

Janet Edghill Knowing your family--how could she have vaxxed her kid? So sorry to hear this.

Like · Reply · 2 hrs

Genevieve Mlotkowski-Milton Thanks Wendy Daniel. Hi Suzanne, I'm a GAPS Practitioner. I specialize in helping children recover from Autism. I have one fully recovered boy and another little girl who is almost there. Feel free to pass on my mobile if you think she would be interested in helping her son recover. 0400631146. https://getwellwithgen.com

Get Well With Gen

naturopathy and natural health remedies
getwellwithgen.com

Like · Reply · 2 · 2 hrs

Rona Alexander Where are you located Gen?

Like · Reply · 1 · 2 hrs

Genevieve Mlotkowski-Milton Hi Rona Alexander I practice from Quakers Hill and North Rocks in Sydney and I do Skype all over the world. Currently have my first overseas fertility patient pregnant
after many miscarriages.

Write a reply...

Rona Alexander I am learning a lot about #HBOT for detoxing the brain. Have her go to Autism Mothers on Facebook. This is Polly Tommey's (VaxXed) group, I am praying.

Rona Alexander How old is her son?

Sarah Buerkle Learn about Asea - it can help boost production of our own innate anti-oxidants in the body (Glutathione, SOD, Catylase) which expedite detoxification and healing. The man who discovered it was at the last 2 Autism One conventions. There are some who w...See More

Dianna Rising Phoenix 😞:(

Kim Parker Homeopathic chelation

Jo Scuderi Ramos My daughter is vaccine injured and was diagnosed autistic
I detoxed, repaired gut she also went to see chiro and did biofeedback
She is NOT autistic anymore ... all signs are gone
She is super bright
Allan St Denis  Haven't read it, so I don't know what they recommend. Healing the Symptoms Known as Autism - Second Edition - pdf  http://www.healingthesymptomsknownasautism.com/Healing...

Like · Reply · 1 min · Edited

Gillian Allan  Bentonite clay, gentle detox baths. I've had great results with my son. Check out holistic saffron xx

Sandie Tremblay
When the first, injectable, Salk polio vaccine was tested on some 1.8 million children in the USA in 1954-55, cases of paralysis in the vaccinated and some of their contacts started occurring within days (Francis et al, 1955; Peterson et al., 1955). It became known as the Cutter Incident. Cutter Laboratories was accused of distributing vaccines which contained live polioviruses. Even though paralysis also occurred after injections of other polio vaccines produced by different manufacturers, Cutter Laboratories became the scapegoat and was asked to withdraw all batches of its vaccines. The disasters with the injectable polio vaccines causing paralysis seem to have been one of the main motivations behind developing an oral poliovirus vaccine (OPV), which was believed to simulate the natural infection. The reality proved such expectations wrong.

Henderson et al. (1964) wrote that since 1961, when oral poliomyelitis vaccines were first made available for general use in the USA, scattered cases of paralytic disease have occurred in association with these vaccines. Many of these cases have been clinically indistinguishable from paralytic poliomyelitis. Epidemiologically, the pattern of their occurrence has raised the possibility that some cases may have been caused by the vaccines. In 1962, when the existence of this problem was first appreciated, the Surgeon General of the US Public Health Service convened a Special Advisory Committee which met on a number of occasions between August and December. The committee reviewed in detail the reported cases of paralytic disease occurring within a period of 30 days following ingestion of the oral polio vaccine. Of these, 11 followed "type III vaccine" and seven followed "type I vaccine". The committee concluded that "the maximum potential risk for types I and III vaccine is in the order of one per million or less overall; but higher for those over 30 years of age".

Now we know how the much-quoted rate of these vaccine-caused cases as "one per million or less overall" was born: it was created as a typical desk-top statistic by a committee and not achieved by a proper statistical study. (A proverbial camel: a horse created by a committee. Sorry, camels; only joking!)

Importantly, poliovirus type III was the one most implicated. The committee also made this allegation: "The total number of such reports [meaning paralysis after the administration of OPV] received by the Public Health Service through June 1964, is 123. This number includes those cases reviewed by the Committee in 1962. Of this total, 36 cases occurred in epidemic areas where mass immunization programs were undertaken as emergency control measures. The remaining 87 cases were widely
scattered and occurred in nonepidemic areas usually following community-wide oral poliomyelitis
programs."
I find it hard to believe that, in a country with some 220 million people and 2.5 million live births per
year, there would only be some 200 cases of paralysis. Even if it were true, then the number certainly
would be more than the much-quoted "one case in a million".
Because of the continued incidence of vaccine-associated cases, a committee was again convened by
the Surgeon General to reassess the problem and to develop recommendations for the future use of
oral poliomyelitis vaccines. The committee met on 17 and 18 July 1965. Its recommendations, as far as
the diagnosis of poliomyelitis is concerned, were as follows:
"1. Onset of illness between four and 30 days
following feeding of the specific vaccine in question, with onset of paralysis not sooner than six days
after the feeding;
"2. Significant residual-lower-motor-neuron paralysis;
"3. Laboratory data not inconsistent with respect to multiplication of the vaccine virus fed;
"4. No evidence of upper-motor-neuron disease, definite sensory loss or progression or recurrence of
paralytic illness one month or more after onset."
Of the 87 cases considered, 57 were judged "compatible" and 21 were excluded after careful
consideration. In nine of the cases, the data were considered insufficient upon which to make a
judgement. The "compatible" cases occurred largely among adults, 44 being 15 years of age or older
and eight over 50 years of age. The onset of illness fell between four and 28 days, with the majority of
cases occurring within eight to 21 days following vaccine administration. There was no apparent
association of cases with specific lots of vaccine or vaccine produced by a particular manufacturer.
It is obvious to me that this committee's main motivation was to exclude as many paralysis cases
associated with vaccination as possible. There was no concern for the affected recipients of the polio
vaccines; they were discarded and left to fend for themselves. A truly mediaeval, feudalistic and, to say
the least, unscientific attitude!
Under "Evaluation of the risk", the committee wrote that it "recognizes that it is not possible to prove
that any individual case was caused by the vaccine and that no laboratory tests available can provide a
definitive answer".
The committee went further and stated the following:
"1. The extent of the associated risk is sufficiently low relative to the risk of naturally occurring illness
in children to warrant continuation and intensification of the poliomyelitis immunization program
throughout the nation, although with some changes in emphasis;
"2. Primary emphasis should be given in all communities to the immunization of all infants during their
first year of life. All communities which have not already organized continuing programs for the
effective immunization of their infants and preschool children in all socioeconomic groups are urged to
do so. (The success of such programs is requisite for attaining the goal of the elimination of paralytic
poliomyelitis since it is primarily these younger children who serve to transmit the natural infection
within the community.)
"3. Communities which have not yet embarked upon mass immunization programs are encouraged to
do so during the coming fall and winter (1964-65). (Such programs will be of value only if they
succeed in reaching unimmunized persons, particularly preschool children, in lower socioeconomic areas. Before embarking on mass programs, all communities should develop definite plans for continuing immunization programs to care for new susceptibles born into or moving into the community."
The statements and conclusions in the above paragraphs are important in that they started the avalanche of denials of the causal link between the documented administration of the offending vaccines and the resultant symptoms (paralysis)—which, in my opinion, defies common sense. While it may be partially true that the contemporary methods in the 1960s may have been insufficient to prove the causal link, the obviously flawed methods and criteria for accepting causality developed soon afterwards. Moreover, the repetition in innumerable countries of documented outbreaks of polio within 30 days after vaccination drives is sufficient to see that polio vaccines of all kinds (OPV, IPV) do cause major outbreaks of paralytic poliomyelitis, following vaccination drives, in areas that have not had any polio cases for a number of years. The most important development was the publication of Bradford Hill's 1965 paper, in which he defined nine points to be fulfilled for accepting causality. All documented outbreaks of polio after vaccination drives fulfill these nine points. Outbreaks of other infectious diseases in the vaccinated follow suit.
It is interesting that the pro-vaccinators frown upon those, including myself, who study relevant medical papers published before the 1990s, yet they try to write off such articles as automatically obsolete. As the above published information shows, they are very relevant to the present situation in vaccination. Pro-vaccinators themselves still act upon obsolete information such as outlined above (notwithstanding practising Jennerian vaccination) and keep denying that it is possible to prove causality and/or that serious vaccine reactions are in the order of one in a million. Surely, modern medicine's diagnostic methods have progressed since the 1960s—or haven't they? With modern statistical methods, it is possible to calculate the rates more precisely.
Similar "reasoning" applies to the pro-vaccinators' constant assertions that there are no known treatment methods to effectively manage infectious diseases of childhood and therefore that's why we have to continue preventing them by vaccination. They totally overlook the vaccines' obvious and documented ineffectiveness in preventing any diseases, and the never-ending trail of disasters and very serious immune, autoimmune and degenerative diseases created in the process by modern medicine which earns billions of dollars from the vaccines.
Here, I agree with one thing, though: it is only orthodox modern medicine that does not know how to effectively and correctly treat—or, rather, handle—infected diseases, or any other diseases for that matter. They "treat" everything with antibiotics, fever suppressants and painkillers despite the obvious uselessness inappropriateness and dangers of these drugs and without any regard for individuality.
Outbreaks of paralysis during mass vaccination programs in the USA
Besides the infamous Cutter Incident described above, outbreaks of paralysis after vaccination continued occurring in the USA. Nathanson (1984) presented epidemiological aspects of poliomyelitis eradication. He wrote that mass vaccination with oral polio vaccine was begun in the USA in 1963, and the last outbreak of natural poliomyelitis occurred in 1972. Then he alleged that there was only one more outbreak, in 1979, due to
the introduction of wild poliovirus to an undervaccinated Amish population. "Paradoxically, eradication occurred even though 5%-10% of the population zero to 1 year of age was unvaccinated and susceptible". First, this statement is inaccurate, because not even 5%-10% of the Amish population are vaccinated (they claim religious exemption to vaccination). Second, the first case of paralytic polio occurred in a nine-month-old Amish baby who became paralysed five days after being given a dose of OPV. Even though the US health authorities opened a vaccination clinic, the Amish residents shunned it. They eradicated the outbreak by giving it free rein and letting it eradicate itself. That's exactly what happened. After all, all outbreaks are self-limiting.

MMWR (1993) reported on the outbreak of 68 cases of poliomyelitis among members of religious communities in The Netherlands. Because members of an affiliated religious community in Alberta, Canada, had direct contact (i.e., travel to and from The Netherlands) with members of the affected community, health authorities in Alberta conducted an investigation during January-February 1993 to determine whether the poliovirus had been imported. The investigation focused on a small rural community in southern Alberta that reported the only cases of poliomyelitis from the province during the last poliomyelitis outbreak in Canada in 1978 (11 cases). The author of this report wrote: "The community comprises members of a religious group that generally opposes vaccination."

Interestingly, according to the MMWR report: "...wild poliovirus type 3 (PV3) was isolated from stool specimens obtained from 21 (47%) of 45 persons (primarily children). Laboratory investigations conducted by the National Center for Enteroviruses in Halifax, including application of molecular technique in collaboration with laboratories at the CDC (Centers for Disease Control), determined that this PV3 was virtually identical to the strain that caused the outbreak in The Netherlands."

Perhaps the most revealing information was unwittingly presented in an article by Schonberger et al. (1984). Their figure 1 shows the annual reported paralytic poliomyelitis case rates for the USA during the period 1951-1982. The graph shows a steady fall in the incidence of paralytic poliomyelitis until 1974-75, when it shot up threefold and remained high (with slight up and down fluctuations) until 1979; then the incidence seemingly fell down again to the 1974 level.

This graph is practically identical to the graphs of whooping cough incidence published by Hutchins et al. (1988). Their graphs show a steady downward trend in the incidence of (and mortality from) whooping cough until 1976, when the incidence shot up threefold. This coincided with the "nationwide childhood immunization initiative", when individual states were gradually passing legislation requiring three doses of DTP (diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis) vaccine and OPV for school entry, no doubt preceded by an advertising campaign for some time beforehand and accompanied by intensified vaccination activity. The incidence of both whooping cough and polio quite obviously went up threefold when vaccination became virtually mandatory. I see it as clear evidence that the vaccinations caused the recipients to contract the diseases which the vaccines were supposed to prevent.

Paralytic poliomyelitis outbreak in Taiwan

Kim-Farley et al. (1984) described an epidemic of poliomyelitis cases (1,031) which occurred between 29 May and 31 October 1982, after seven years of freedom from major outbreaks. Already by 1 September, the outbreak had become one of the largest reported in Taiwan's history. Importantly, before this outbreak, approximately 80 per cent of infants had received at least two doses of trivalent oral
polio vaccine before their first birthday. Because the outbreak occurred in the face of high community-wide vaccination levels, the CDC (Atlanta, Georgia, USA) was invited to help determine the extent of the outbreak, why it had occurred and whether OPV was an effective protective agent. (I have no doubt that the outbreak sent shock waves through the vaccinators' camp—particularly so, since it was freely admitted and publicised and could have not been swept under the carpet.)

Kim-Farley and colleagues wrote that Taiwan's total population at the end of 1980 was 18 million, with approximately 400,000 births per year. Persons under the age of five comprised 11 per cent of the population.

Polio was first reported in Taiwan in 1913 and became officially notifiable in 1955. Inactivated polio vaccine (IPV) was introduced in 1958 and OPV in 1963. At the time of the 1982 outbreak, routine vaccination in Taipei and Kao-Hsiung (the two largest cities in Taiwan) consisted of a three-dose OPV schedule before the first birthday. An additional dose at about 18 months was also recommended. From 1975 to 1981, no fewer than nine cases of paralytic poliomyelitis were reported to the Taiwan health authorities each year. No polio deaths were recorded after 1978. Cases of polio were defined as physician-diagnosed paralytic poliomyelitis. The vaccination status of cases was determined from information supplied on case reports and, importantly, "(vaccinations received in the 28 days before the onset were not counted because they might have been given after exposure". These represented 65 per cent of the cases. So, most cases were excluded as vaccine-caused.

It is well established that most cases of vaccine-derived paralysis occur after the first dose of any polio vaccine. Marking the cases of paralysis in the recipients of the first dose within 28 days of the vaccination date as "unvaccinated" is not only a major fraud—no doubt designed to "improve" the effectiveness of the vaccine—but it also contravenes the definition of vaccine-associated paralysis as determined by the US Special Advisory Committee (a case which occurred within 30 days of the vaccine dose; Henderson et al., 1964, as above).

The indisputable reality of what happened in Taiwan is that 65 per cent of vaccinees developed paralysis within 28 days of the first vaccine dose, thus confirming observations of others that the majority of vaccine-caused paralysis occurs after the first dose of any vaccine, the polio vaccine being no exception. The case fatality rate was nine per cent. However, this rate was calculated as per total population, even though the definition of polio is "infantile paralysis". It should have been calculated on the numbers of children in the relevant age groups.

Moreover, because before this 1982 outbreak there had been no outbreaks of polio in Taiwan for seven years, it is not likely that all those who developed paralysis within 28 days of the first vaccine dose were already incubating the disease. In addition, less than seven per cent of the surveyed population had not received any OPV.

Equally flawed is the conclusion of the authors that failure to vaccinate, rather than vaccine failure, was the most important risk factor for the polio epidemic in Taiwan.

What sends shivers down my spine is the ease with which the pro-vaccinators got away with an obviously fraudulent analysis of the vaccine-caused outbreak of paralysis. At the same, I praise both the authors and the Lancet for publishing it in a way that enables any intelligent reader to see through the smokescreen and mirrors. John (1985) wrote: "The proposed explanation— namely, pockets of low vaccination coverage sustaining poliovirus transmission and seeding an outbreak (5.8 cases per 100,000
—was unconvincing. Cases did not cluster in pockets and, since the mean coverage rate was very high, pockets of low coverage could have been infrequent...Taipei and Kao-Hsiung cities had high incidence despite better vaccination efforts.

Outbreak in Oman

Virtually the same thing as described in Taiwan happened in Oman. Sutter et al. (1991) and Sutter et al. (1992) described an outbreak of paralytic poliomyelitis type I (118 cases) between January 1988 and March 1989. They wrote: "Incidence of poliomyelitis was highest in children younger than 2 years (87/100 000) despite an immunisation programme that recently had raised coverage with 3 doses of oral poliovirus vaccine (OPV) among 12-months-old children from 67% to 87%." Despite?

Eighty-seven per cent of case patients in Oman received at least one dose of OPV, and 50 per cent received at least three doses. The authors wrote: "Accumulation of enough children to sustain the outbreak seems to have been due to previous success of the immunisation program in reducing spread of endemic strains, suboptimum efficacy of OPV, and delay in completing the primary immunisation series until 7 months of age. Additionally, the estimated attack rate of infection among children aged 9-23 months exceeded 25% in some regions, suggesting that a substantial proportion of fully vaccinated children had been involved in the chain of transmission."

Their statement that "3 doses of OPV reduced the risk of paralysis by 91%" is facetious: if most cases occur after the first dose, there will be fewer vaccinees left to develop paralysis after the second dose and even fewer after the third.

While alleging that "(widespread use of oral poliovirus vaccine (OPV) has led to the virtual elimination of paralytic poliomyelitis in industrialised countries, in addition to substantial reduction in the incidence of the disease in the developing world", the authors also stated: "However, the efficacy of OPV in inducing humoral immunity against poliovirus type 1 and 3 in some countries has been lower than expected. Recent outbreaks in The Gambia, Brazil, and Taiwan have also raised concern that primary reliance on routine immunisation may be inadequate to achieve the goal of eradicating wild poliovirus infection globally by the year 2000."

The authors also wrote: "...vaccination coverage with 3 doses of OPV at the time of the outbreak was 87% for children aged 12 months. Based on the number of reported cases, the overall attack rate of paralytic disease in children 9-23 months was 57/100 000. There was no correlation between vaccination coverage and attack rates by region; the region with (the) then highest attack rate (Batinah, 117/100 000) had one of the highest coverage rates (88%), whereas the region with the-lowest coverage (Capital, 71%) had a low attack rate."

No correlation? In fact, there was a perfect correlation showing that the vaccines caused the outbreak, the highest incidence of paralysis occurring with the highest compliance.

Sutter et al. (1991) also wrote: "Among the most disturbing features of the [paralytic poliomyelitis] outbreak [in Oman] was that it occurred in the face of a model immunisation programme and that widespread transmission had occurred in a sparsely populated, predominantly rural setting." This represents further evidence that vaccination caused the outbreak. The vaccinators had travelled into sparsely populated communities.

Sutter et al. (1992) reviewed vaccination records for 70 children aged 5-24 months with poliomyelitis
and from 692 matched control children during a poliomyelitis outbreak investigation in Oman. "A significantly higher proportion of cases received a DTP vaccine injection within 30 days before paralysis onset than did controls (42.9% vs. 28.3%). The proportion of poliomyelitis cases that may have been provoked by DTP injections was 35% for children 5-11 months old." They concluded that their study confirmed that "...injections are an important cause of provocative poliomyelitis. Although the benefits of DTP vaccination should outweigh the risks of subsequent paralysis, these data stress the importance of avoiding unnecessary injections during outbreaks of wild poliovirus infection."
The fact is that previous injections of other vaccines (such as those containing a pertussis component) causing provocation paralysis was described in the 1950s (for instance, McCloskey, 1950). So, the situation in Oman was just another example of the phenomenon of provocation paralysis. However, time and again, mass vaccination programs have ignored this important fact and continued causing suffering and disability to children all over the world. Another important well-known fact is that the significant majority (65 per cent) of recipients of any vaccines actually get the disease which the vaccines are supposed to prevent, after the first dose (Hedrich, 1933). Hedrich studied outbreaks of measles for 30 years in the Baltimore (USA) area. He established that when about 63 per cent of susceptibles get measles, an epidemic stops. Strebel et al. (1992) wrote that vaccine-associated paralysis in recipients of OPV usually occurs after their first dose. In Oman (and elsewhere), those who became paralysed after the first dose were simply excluded from efficacy calculations as unvaccinated or such vaccinations "were not counted".
Sutter et al. (1993) published an article on another outbreak in Oman after the post-vaccination polio outbreak of 1988-89. For obvious reasons I cannot quote the entire article, so I highlight certain sentences which reflect the observed reality. The authors wrote: "Investigation of the outbreak suggested that its occurrence was due to several factors, including accumulation of children susceptible to poliomyelitis due to a reduction in overall immunity levels from exposure to wild poliovirus in 1987-1988, suboptimal efficacy of trivalent oral poliovaccine (OPV), provocationpoliomyelitis from antecedent injections with DTP vaccine, and participation of fully vaccinated children in the chain of transmission... A total of four laboratory-proven cases occurred in 1991. The first two cases occurred in the Batinah region in March 1991 (44- and 49-months-old children), both of whom received four doses of OPV. Two additional cases (25 and 30 months old), all after 5 doses of OPV, occurred in August and October 1991 in adjoining Eastern and Interior regions. The same genotype of wild type 3 poliovirus was isolated in all of them." They concluded that the experience in Oman indicates that uniform implementation of the present WHO strategy "may not be sufficient to interrupt transmission" and that several additional doses of OPV to all children may be needed. (Obviously, no doses would do the trick.)
Paralytic poliomyelitis outbreaks in Romania
According to Strebel et al. (1994), although poliomyelitis due to wild virus infection had virtually disappeared from Romania, with no cases having been documented between 1984 and 1989, vaccine-associated paralytic poliomyelitis was reported at very high rates for over two decades. In November 1990, to decrease the risk of vaccine-associated paralytic poliomyelitis, oral poliovirus vaccine produced in Romania was replaced by imported oral vaccine produced by a Western European
manufacturer. The overall risk of vaccine-associated paralysis in Romania was 14 times higher than the "reported" risk in the USA. However, the risks of recipient vaccine-associated paralysis relating to the first dose of oral vaccine were similar for the Romanian and imported vaccines. The word "reported" is crucial due to a chronic endemic underreporting of any "vaccine-preventable diseases" after the introduction of mass vaccination, which consequently seemingly improves the efficacy and masks the real risk. All this is further compounded by a new definition of the disease poliomyelitis introduced after mass vaccinations were started in the 1950s and 1960s. The classical definition of poliomyelitis is "a disease with residual paralysis which resolves within 60 days"; the new definition is "a disease with residual paralysis persisting for more than 60 days". Since only less than one per cent of the cases develop a residual paralysis persisting for more than 60 days, the new definition "eradicated" the vast majority of cases in which paralysis resolved within 60 days as not being poliomyelitis.

Strebel et al. (1994) wrote: "Cases are confirmed if they meet the following definition: an acute illness characterized by flaccid paralysis which is compatible with the clinical presentation of poliomyelitis in the acute phase and residual neurologic deficit 60 days (or later) after the onset of paralysis."

Additionally, cases were defined as "vaccine-associated" if there was no direct evidence of wild poliovirus infection and if there was a positive history of recent exposure to oral poliovirus vaccine. This definition is interesting in that it highlights the fact that vaccine-caused paralysis acquired very high significance. Just in case someone may think that vaccination eradicated the wild poliovirus in the environment (as claimed by the vaccinators), note that natural infections with wild poliovirus resulted in the development of natural immunity without paralysis. The outbreaks of paralysis were directly connected with the mass administration of a variety of vaccines, starting with smallpox and continuing with diphtheria, tetanus and, especially after World War II, all the other vaccines. A great number of articles have been published about "provocation poliomyelitis", meaning "provoked by prior injections with a variety of vaccines".

Even in the case of Romania, Strebel et al. (1995) wrote about intramuscular (IM) injections within 30 days of immunisation with oral poliovirus vaccines as a risk factor for vaccine-associated paralysis. They wrote: "In Romania the rate of vaccine-associated paralytic poliomyelitis is for unexplained reasons 5 to 17 times higher than in other countries. Long ago it was noted that intramuscular injections administered during the incubation period of wild-type poliovirus infection increased the risk of paralytic disease (a phenomenon known as 'provocation' poliomyelitis). We conducted a case-control study to explore the association between intramuscular injections and vaccine-associated poliomyelitis in Romania.

"Of the 31 children with vaccine-associated disease, 27 (87 percent) had received one or more intramuscular injections within 30 days before the onset of paralysis, compared with 77 of the 151 controls (51 percent) (matched odds ratio, 31.2; 95 percent confidence interval, 4.0 to 244.2). Nearly all the intramuscular injections were antibiotics, and the association was strongest for the patients who received 10 or more injections (matched odds ratio for more or equal 10 injections as compared with no injections, 182.1; 95 percent confidence interval)."

So, the risk of paralysis was strongly associated with injections given after the oral polio vaccine, but not with injections given before or at the same time as the vaccine. However, in all cases, OPV was
given simultaneously with DPT vaccine. Interestingly, as reported by Strebel et al. (1995), the timing of the onset of paralysis, with IM injections given after DPT and OPV, was 9-30 with a median of 16 days (the highest risk being at 8-14 days, 15-21 days and 22-30 days), and 0-7 days and 15-21 days with DPT and OPV injections given before the onset of paralysis. This reflected the phenomenon of critical days as discovered and defined by Scheibner (2004).

Poliomyelitis epidemic in The Gambia

OttenetaL (1992) and Deming et al. (1992) reported on the epidemic in The Gambia of poliomyelitis associated with type 1 poliovirus involving 305 cases (estimated 1986 population of 768,995) from May to November 1986, following a six-year non-epidemic period with only five reported cases. The highest attack rate was in one-year-old children: 394 cases per 100,000 of population. The national attack rate was 40 per 100,000 of population. A vaccination coverage survey showed that 64 per cent of one- to two-year-old children were vaccinated with at least three doses of trivalent oral polio vaccine at the beginning of the epidemic. Fifty-seven cases became paralysed more than two weeks after a national mass vaccination campaign, in which 95 per cent of children aged one to seven years old were reported to have received a dose of trivalent oral polio vaccine. The authors concluded that the mass vaccination campaign may only have been partially successful in ending the epidemic.

Wyatt (1987) addressed another well-known problem of provocation poliomyelitis caused by injections of DPT together with OPV in The Gambia. This phenomenon was addressed in the above section on Romania.

Paralytic poliomyelitis outbreak in Namibia

Van Niekerk et al. (1994) described an outbreak of paralytic poliomyelitis in Namibia. They wrote: "The last confirmed cases of poliomyelitis in Namibia had been reported in 1988. However, between November 8, 1993, and January 7, 1994, 27 cases of paralytic poliomyelitis were confirmed in the country. The outbreak was limited to the south health region; at least 80% of infants in this region have received four doses of oral poliovaccine (OPV) by the age of 1 year. The patients ranged from 13 months to 12 years; 24 were younger than 5 years. Of the 26 patients whose vaccine status was known, 14 had received four doses of OPV, 6 had one or two doses, and 6 no vaccine." The normal health services and hence vaccination in the north had been severely disrupted by a long war. Interestingly, the authors reasoned that since due to poor vaccination efforts the wild poliovirus was circulating freely in the northern health region, children developed solid immunity to it (without developing paralysis).

This interesting and important information was repeated by Biellik et al. (1994), who wrote: "In late 1993 a poliomyelitis epidemic occurred almost exclusively in residents of the south health region (the area that was highly vaccinated). We speculate, therefore, that endemic wild poliovirus circulation continued uninterrupted in Angola and the two north regions of Namibia across the well-travelled border since 1989, when cases were last reported. Although OPV coverage was fairly low in northern compared with southern Namibia, a higher proportion of northern children may have been protected, at least to type 1, by natural immunity, thus suppressing epidemics. In 1993 OPV3 coverage among infants aged less than 1 year was higher in the south than the north. However, evidence suggests that a substantial pool of susceptibles, especially among children aged 1-3 |years), was created when |vaccine


coverage was low, and the apparent interruption of wild poliovirus circulation limited the acquisition of natural immunity (in the well-vaccinated southern health region)."
The same situation of poliomyelitis occurring in fully vaccinated children, usually straight after mass vaccination drives, has occurred in many other countries, both developed and developing. The difference was in the truthfulness in reporting.
Mechanics of vaccine-associated paralysis

There is more than one aspect to the mechanics of vaccine-associated paralysis. One of the most important suspects is increased neurovirulence associated with a single nucleotide change in a noncoding type 3 poliovaccine genome.

Evans et al. (1985) wrote: "Most of the small number of cases of poliomyelitis which occur in countries where Sabin's attenuated poliovirus vaccines are used are temporally associated with administration of vaccine and involve polioviruses of types 2 and 3. Recent studies have provided convincing evidence that the Sabin 2 and 3 viruses themselves may revert to a neurovirulent phenotype on passage in man [meaning babies] ... a point mutation in the 5' noncoding region of the genome of the poliovirus type 3 vaccine consistently reverts to wild type in strains isolated from cases of vaccine-associated poliomyelitis. Virus with this change is rapidly selected on passage through the human gastrointestinal tract. The change is associated with a demonstrable increase in the neurovirulence of the virus."

Inherent problems with inactivation of viruses (including those contaminating polio vaccines) were already known as early as 1961 and 1962.

Gerber et al. (1961) described inactivation with formaldehyde which is subject to asymptotic factor, meaning that within about 40 hours most viruses are inactivated but afterwards there is a viable residue of live viruses indefinitely.

Fenner (1962) described reactivation of animal viruses: "It is still a common practice among medical men [and women] to speak of 'killed' and 'live' viral vaccines, and the everyday meaning of the terms is clear enough. But, as I shall demonstrate, virologists now recognise a variety of situations in which 'killed' virus may multiply and produce new infectious virus. They have therefore discarded the term 'killed' and adopted the word 'inactivated' to replace it. Even 'inactivated', however, is used in a restricted sense; it refers to the loss of viral infectivity—that is, to the inability of the virus particles to multiply and produce a new infectious virus in susceptible cells, when these cells each receive only single particles of the inactivated preparation, and no other virus particles or derivates thereof." More recently, inactivation has been used as a method of studying the structure and function of viruses. "This approach received its principal stimulus from the discovery that inactivation was sometimes reversible." (Fenner, 1962)

Little attention has been given to viral intracellular reactivation. Multiplicity of reactivation of UV-irradiated influenza virus was demonstrated in 1951, and cross-reactivation was shown to occur with the same virus in 1956 and 1961. Recently-irradiated vaccinia virus was shown to undergo both multiplicity and cross-reactivation (Fenner, 1962). (In my opinion, this shows the fallacy of irradiating food: irradiated bacteria are only temporarily weakened and revert to their original virulence.) In 1936, Berry and Dedrick (quoted by Fenner, 1962) had already demonstrated that some rabbits inoculated
with a mixture of heat-inactivated myxoma virus and active fibroma virus died of myxomatosis. These data emphasise the dangers of injecting dubiously "inactivated" or "non-genetically" reactivated viruses."

Published orthodox medical literature has documented many outbreaks of paralysis connected with mass vaccination programs time and again and in many countries. In this article, I've only described a few examples, but it would be easy for the interested reader to search the existing literature for more examples.

Not only has mass polio vaccination not eradicated paralytic poliomyelitis, it has caused a number of outbreaks of paralysis directly linked to the administered vaccines."

These days, when a vaccinee develops poliomyelitis, it may not be called poliomyelitis; instead, it may be called viral or aseptic meningitis, ascending paralysis (Guillain-Barre syndrome), cerebral palsy (over 75 per cent of cases are not diagnosed at birth but after six months) or other such names.

According to MMWR (1997; 32[29]:384-385), there are 30,000 to 50,000 cases of aseptic meningitis every year in the United States. Considering that the vast majority (99 per cent) of the reported cases in the pre-vaccine era were non-paralytic and would have corresponded to aseptic or aviral meningitis, then vaccination has actually increased the incidence of poliomyelitis. In the pre-vaccine era, such high numbers only occurred in some epidemics. Now, such numbers occur every year, year by year.

Reesha Leone
9 hrs

From a horrified grandmother: "In October 2009, Lansing, Michigan, my oldest daughter's one-yr-old son went into the pediatrician for a check-up and was doing well at the time. The nurse came in at the end of the visit with pockets of two vaccine needles, five vaccines including the HINI and did not even discuss it with the parents; she shot him in the leg and another in the arm. It was a Friday, she laughed at my daughter when she was asked why she did this without their consent and says, ” Oh get over it, it's not gonna hurt him and walked out...Sunday a.m., he did not wake up, he was blue, medics came to get him, even keeping my daughter out and by 3 pm they got to see their dead son. When she screamed about the vaccines, they took him for an autopsy, even removing his brain...[we believe they also harvested his organs at the hospital since he had tubes everywhere in this body when they saw him] - 12 weeks past and she was informed Homeland Security took the reports, in two months this same pediatric office declared he had no shots, records were gone. Our grandson did not even have a tombstone for one year because we all could not afford it...Safer vaccines seems like an oxymoron to me when you do not need anything other then what is naturally provided for you. I believe many young people need much more education on all issues such as chemtrails, fluoride and much more, including GMO foods and other genocidal toxins..."
Most Interesting Information on Tetanus and the Vaccine

I am clipping and pasting this elaborate post on tetanus and tetanus vaccine in its entirety for you with its original source. I am sure there are medical people on this page. I encourage you to comment. Please, no name calling or character assassination. Go for the message, not the messenger. Thank you.

May 7, 2013 by DAVE MIHALOVIC
Why You Never Need A Tetanus Vaccine, Regardless of Your Age or Location

As with most vaccines, we have been led to believe that a tetanus shot is a necessity to protect us from a supposedly virulent germ that can lead us to our death. When we carefully consider some of the facts on tetanus reported in the medical literature, we find many contradictions, inconsistencies and even falsities in relation to actual facts on the bacteria that produces the neurotoxin. If spores of the bacteria have been found in vast numbers of wounds without producing any tetanus, then why is it considered such a threat at all?

Tetanus is unique among the so-called vaccine-preventable diseases as it is not communicable and therefore the ‘herd immunity’ argument is not applicable. Tetanus as a clinical entity is linked to the bacterium Clostridium tetani, however this bacterium is recovered from a wound in only 30% of cases, and is often isolated from patients who have not developed tetanus. The tetanus bacterium is ubiquitous. It is not here today gone tomorrow. It is found on the surface of the body, in the mouth, in the gastro-intestinal tract, in house dust and clothing. It occurs extensively in cultivated soils. The organism lives as a harmless commensal in the gut of many animals, in addition to humans (rural residents tend to have higher rates of intestinal carriage than city dwellers). In spite of the ubiquity of the so-called cause, the incidence of tetanus is significantly low. It is not the bacterium itself that causes the development of tetanus but the toxins it produces under anaerobic conditions. “Under normal conditions, no disease will occur if spores are introduced into a wound.” (J. Ark Med Soc Vol 80, No 3 p134) and “It is the compromised host, or traumatised patient, either by surgery or accident, who is most apt to develop tetanus.” (J Foot Surgery Vol 23, No 3 p235). The clostridium tetani is relatively innocuous but it elaborates a certain toxin, tetanospasmin, the effects of which are hard to determine. Drs. Cecil and Loeb, in their Textbook of Medicine, say "Tetanus toxin fails to produce any recognisable pathological lesions in the tissues it affects, nor do any specific changes occur at the site of infection by the clostridium tetani." Let us consider some of the facts reported in the medical literature in 1920, Sir Leonard Hill said in a report to the Medical Research Committee, "Tetanus and gas gangrene bacilli washed clean and injected are innocuous." In 'A System of Bacteriology' Vol III, page 307, Drs Bosanquet and Eyre say "The bacilli are in pure culture incapable of vegetating in vitro," ie of multiplying in the body. Furthermore, in the Official History of the War, Pathology 1923, it is stated "Tetanus bacilli have been found in 20% of war wounds although no symptoms of tetanus were present," and "in 50% of undoubted tetanus cases the bacilli have been
undiscoverable." In the same volume also appears clostridium tetani has been "cultivated from the wound of a man showing no evidence of tetanus, 882 days after it had been inflicted," and "it has been realised during the war that the tetanus bacillus or its spores may be present in vast numbers of wounds without producing tetanus."

We may deduce from the above facts that we have, as the cause of tetanus, a bacterium which is (a) harmless in pure culture (b) incapable of multiplying in the body (c) absent in 50% of cases of undoubted tetanus (d) present in 20% of cases where no tetanus symptoms appeared and often remaining in the body for months or years without producing symptoms. This is certainly a peculiar cause. It is thought that whilst the bacteria themselves are somewhat feeble, their spores may remain dormant in the tissues for lengthy periods. If this is so, what are the factors which enable the spores to develop into bacteria and elaborate their toxins? What causes them to become active? Why do they remain dormant for long periods? As yet the answers to these questions are not forthcoming. They could supply the answer to the cause of the disease, in fact, all disease, for these questions obviously concern the host rather than the bacteria, and it is to the host that we must look for causes. Here we will find the cause of tetanus, not in some microscopic piece of protoplasm which we endow with almost omnipotent properties. Bacterial diseases, so-called, have a biochemical basis. The tetanus bacteria may be a factor in tetanus. The toxin may be involved in some way but that these are fundamental causes is nonsense, otherwise the disease would be more common, in view of the fact that the bacteria is so frequently found on and in our bodies. The geographical distribution of tetanus across the globe generally follows the areas of moist, warm climate and fertile soil -- the highest rates occur in the developing world, particularly in countries near the equator.

Most people associate tetanus with the wound from a rusty nail or deep puncture wound where it is difficult for oxygen to reach. These kind of wounds account for just over half of the cases in the developed countries, as other causes have been observed, i.e. middle-ear infection, tonsillitis, appendicitis, dental infection, abortions and in some cases there is neither a history of injury, nor a detectable wound! Also laboratory investigations frequently produce negative results. What is the real cause of tetanus? How may it be prevented, and how may a patient recover once tetanus has developed? The real cause of tetanus is not a germ, but dirt and filth. The bacteria are harmless when placed into a surgically clean wound. Tetanus develops when drainage of a wound is checked and dirt is retained in the tissues. The bacilli do not circulate in the blood. They remain at the point of entry and produce toxins. One of these poisons, tetanospasmin, is one of the most dangerous poisons known to man which occasions vigorous activity in the nervous tissues. The other toxin, tetano-lycin, occasions a breakdown of the blood cells. If good drainage is facilitated from the beginning, tetanus will not result from a wound. If tetanus has developed, an incision should be made to afford drainage, removing the foreign matter, and once the wound is drained and cleaned, the bacteria will not be able to elaborate the powerful toxins which are poison in the body. Once the poisoning ceases, the patient will start to recover. The ability to combat, destroy and eliminate the toxins will depend on the health and vigour of the patient. The patient suffering from tetanus should be put to bed, permitted to rest, kept warm and fasting should be immediately instituted. They should receive all the salubrious hygienic influences and the fasting should be continued until all symptoms have disappeared. Wounds should never be permitted to become pent-up. Drainage must be afforded, and if this is done, there is no danger.
Types of Tetanus
A 1940 text still provides some of the most valuable information on Tetanus that there is. It was written before antibiotics, and at a time when people had a very thorough knowledge of tetanus. There are five kinds of tetanus.

All can be preceded by nonspecific premonitory symptoms such as restlessness, irritability and headache.

1) Subacute tetanus which is characterised by some degree of neck stiffness involving the muscles at the back of the neck; spasticity, as well as increased muscle stretch reflexes, especially in the lower limbs. Patients usually have brief nocturnal generalised spasms.

2) Local tetanus(rare) where the contractions of the muscles are only in the area of the injury. These contractions can persist for weeks when treated by the traditional hospital method.

3) Cephalic tetanus(very rare) which can often occur after otitis media with a burst ear drum, or removal of teeth or dental work, with inappropriate wound management. (But again, host conditions determine the outcome). Clostridium tetani can be found from swabs taken from the middle ear, but sometimes the entry point can be from the cone put in the ear by the doctor to have a look, or from fingers transferring tetanus spores into the ear. The main symptoms for this form of tetanus are in the head and face area.

4) Generalised tetanus(most common sort about 80%) The symptoms start at the head and work down. Reflex spasms normally occur within 24 - 72 hours, known as the “onset time”. First the person will find it hard to open their mouth; will have a stiff neck and have difficulty swallowing.

5) Neonatal tetanus was eliminated from developed countries BEFORE either a vaccine or antibiotics were invented primarily because of basic cleanliness.

Tetanus spores are everywhere in the environment. On your bookcase, in your back yard, in clothing and house dust and in your mouth and feces. Tetanus has been known to follow surgery and innocuous procedures such as skin testing or intramuscular injections of medications and vaccinations themselves. Clostridium bacteria are especially common in the intestines and feces of rats, guinea pigs, chickens, cats, dogs, sheep, cattle and horses. Approximately 5% of humans have clostridium tetani multiplying in their guts yet don’t even know it, although the 1940 text puts that figure at 25%.

Vaccines Do Not Prevent Tetanus

A tetanus vaccine does NOT protect you from getting tetanus. While the medical profession likes to take the credit for ALL the decline of tetanus courtesy of a vaccine, this is simply NOT true. The proof of that lies with neonatal tetanus in the developed world, which DISAPPEARED well before the existence of either anti-toxin or a vaccine. If we look at the documented Tetanus Mortality England & Wales from 1901 to 1999, we find that the administration of tetanus vaccine is likely to be pointless and puts children especially at risk of adverse reactions to the vaccines. http://preventdisease.com/.../0707272tetanus_large.jpg Deaths related to Tetanus and tetanus incidents overall, sharply decreased long before the vaccine was introduced widely during World War II. Debate as to whether humans can develop circulating antitoxin against tetanus in the absence of vaccination is futile since evidence of natural immunity has been observed globally. Although there have been conflicting results, some studies in Brazil, China, Ethiopia, India, Italy, Israel, Spain and the USSR
have shown substantial proportions of unimmunised populations with detectable levels of antitoxin. Specifically, up to 80% of persons in India and up to 95% of persons in a group of Ethiopian refugees had levels of antitoxin suggestive of protection. It is admitted by medical experts that this phenomenon has not been adequately studied, and yet it is apparent that when unexpected or undesirable findings emerge, rather than acknowledging the results, it is presented as an ongoing debate! The development of tetanus by a deep puncture injury is known not to induce any subsequent immunity, which then raises the serious question -- how is a vaccine able to produce any long-term immunity? Proper and natural immunity is achieved by the ingestion of tetanus spores through natural entry, stimulating the immune system at all levels in an appropriate way. Critics of vaccination often highlight the fact that injecting foreign antigen into the body by-passes a branch of the immune system leading to a compromised host. Dr Viera Scheibner, a researcher on the ineffectiveness and dangers of vaccination, points out that any injection is a deep-puncture wound, so that is why contracting tetanus through a wound does not produce any long-term proper immunity because of the similar action to a vaccination, i.e. the by-passing of our multi-levelled immune system due to unnatural entry. With an obvious lack of understanding on this aspect, from the world health 'experts' of the day, it is surprising that their general conclusion is that 'even if natural immunity occurs in some populations, it can not be relied on to control tetanus.' In 1973, of the estimated one million tetanus deaths throughout the world, 60 to 90% were due to neonatals (in otherwords most tetanus cases). Clearly the most simple and effective way to reduce this problem would be improved hygiene in childbirth practices, along side obvious health improvements for the population at large. The following is taken from the Medical Press, Nov 3, 1948. "The not infrequent failure of tetanus anti-toxin prophylactically is indicated by the fact that deaths from tetanus occur in 7% of civilian cases and 50% of military cases, in spite of its use." From the Medical History of the Second World War, Medicine and Pathology, we note, "It is disappointing to find that the case mortality is the same as in 1914-18. There is still no convincing evidence that anti-tetanic serum possesses curative value." Many more such statements from strictly "orthodox" sources could be quoted to consolidate our claim that the serum is incapable of affording any protection against tetanus. However, we must now turn to another important aspect concerning the employment of the serum. Is there any danger associated with the injection of the vaccine, and if there is, does any test exist which can show the probability of the development of "allergic reactions" in a particular patient. There can be serious effects following the introduction of tetanus anti-toxin into the body and there is no valid method of revealing the possibility of these side effects beforehand. Most textbooks on bacteriology point out the 'fallibility of the intradermal sensitivity test.' The so-called allergic manifestations may appear immediately following the injection or they may be delayed for 1-14 days. Early "reactions" to toxoid include anaphylactic shock, unconsciousness and death. The later reactions may be chills, fever, urticaria, angioneurotic oedema, swollen lymph glands, pains in the muscles and joints. The anti-toxin may prove fatal but there is also another hazard associated with the dangerous yet dramatic practice of transfusing blood. Dr Meyer in his book "Side Effects of Drugs," has this to say: "Six cases of transfusion reactions occurred in 8 recipients with blood of O donors previously vaccinated with anti-toxins (diphtheria and tetanus anti-toxins)." They refuse to blame the drugs, vaccine and sera for the "reactions" which follow their administration, but assert that the patient was "sensitive". All this means is that the drug was not to blame. The blame was the patient's.
He or she was "sensitive". To a greater or lesser degree, we are all sensitive to poisons, that is, when poisons are taken into the body through any channel, an attempt is made to resist these poisons, to expel them or to neutralise them, to get rid of them, to destroy them. In the process of neutralising, expelling and resisting the poisons acute symptoms are the actions of the body, not the drug or serum, actions of the body defending itself against the poison.

Tetanus Vaccine Ingredients

There are 15 different tetanus-containing vaccines manufactured by various drug companies, which are licensed in the U.S. The tetanus containing vaccines are licensed for adults only; four are licensed for use as booster shots; one of the vaccines contains tetanus only and is licensed for use by persons age 7 years and older; and the rest are combination vaccines that may contain one or more of the following vaccines: pertussis, diphtheria, hepatitis B, Hib, polio, and/or meningococcal. As of August 2012, there had been 22,143 adverse events in children and adults reported to the Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) following tetanus or tetanus containing vaccines combined with diphtheria vaccine (TT, TD, DT) and 67 deaths. Severe reported tetanus vaccine adverse events include shock; neuropathy; convulsions; encephalopathy; paralysis; Guillain-Barre Syndrome (GBS); and death; The vaccine is made from the tetanus toxoid inactivated with formaldehyde. To produce the toxoid the bacterium is cultured in liquid medium in large-capacity fermenters. The medium consists of digestive enzymes of milk protein, allegedly free of contaminants, which is harvested by filtration, purified and detoxified. The vaccine also contains aluminium hydroxide or phosphate, which acts as an adjuvant (any substance used in conjunction with another to enhance its activity), and thimerorsal, a mercury-containing compound, is found in the ingredients of some of the DTaP formulations which is claimed to prevent bacterial contaminant overgrowth.

The Risks of Tetanus Vaccines Outweigh Any Benefit

According to medical literature, tetanus toxoid is one of the most potent vaccinations used routinely in children with protective levels being obtained with schedules that start in the newborn period. Apparently in contrast to the diphtheria toxoid, which is clearly impeded in the presence of passively transferred maternal anti-toxin, the tetanus toxoid has been considered to be minimally inhibited by maternal antitoxin. However, interestingly enough, studies in US have shown that infants have high levels of circulating tetanus antitoxin, well above the protective level, at 2 months of age before beginning vaccination schedules. (Barkin RM et al. DTP reactions and serologic response with a reduced dose schedule, J Pediatr 105: 189-94, 1984. -- Barkin RM et al Pediatric diphtheria and tetanus toxoids vaccine. J Pediatr 106: 779-81, 1985).

In one study 11 healthy subjects receiving the tetanus booster vaccine produced a lowering of the t-lymphocyte helpers/suppressor ratio such as might be seen in patients with AIDS. (NEJM,1984, 310:198-9. Eibi MM et al Abnormal T-lymphocyte subpopulations in healthy subjects after tetanus booster.) In an article on tetanus by Dr Kris Gaublomme, a medically qualified homeopath and vaccine researcher, he concludes with:

'The overwhelming amount of literature on tetanus toxoid vaccine adverse side-effects and the severity of those complications make it absolutely impossible to ridicule them as rare and benign. Doing so
could only demonstrate a profound lack of knowledge of the literature concerned. Some medical professionals insist on having adrenalin readily available when tetanus toxoid is administered, thus admitting that the vaccination is in fact a life-threatening medical intervention, even in apparently healthy individuals. This speaks for itself. Risking one’s life by an intervention which is probably ineffective, to avoid a disease which will probably never occur, is not sound medical practice. All it takes, on a world scale, to avoid the majority of tetanus cases is clean scissors to cut the newborn’s cord. Information, soap and peroxide might do a far better job than tetanus vaccine.‘

Drugs, vaccines and anti-toxins are a hazard to health. The sick cannot be poisoned into good health.

Other worthy scientific publications linking tetanus vaccines with disease:

Vaccinations and Convulsions Citations.
Burmistrova AL, "[Change in the non-specific resistance of the body to influenza and acute respiratory diseases following immunization diphtheria-tetanus vaccine]," Zh Mikrobiol Epidemiol Immunobiol 1976; (3):89-91.
Pantazopoulos, PE, "Perceptive Deafness Following Prophylactic use of Tetanus antitoxin", "
West County Osteopathy:

"1. Whenever there are any "particulate contaminants" in my intravenous anesthetics, there is a MANDATORY recall of that entire lot.

2. Size matters, as we recently learned from the aluminum particle size study that showed SMALLER particles caused GREATER damage.

3. Vaccines are drugs and should be given the same respect.

4. These pieces of particulate matter are NOT needed as part of the intended immune response and have no business being in these vaccines.

5. These pieces of matter are NON BIODEGRADABLE (they ain't going anywhere) and are NON BIOCOMPATIBLE (there is no biologic function for them in the body.)"
"In order to supply new information, an electron-microscopy investigation method was applied to the study of vaccines, aimed at verifying the presence of solid contaminants by means of an Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope equipped with an X-ray microprobe.

The results of this new investigation show the presence of micro- and nanosized particulate matter composed of inorganic elements in vaccines’ samples which is not declared among the components and whose unduly presence is, for the time being, inexplicable.

A considerable part of those particulate contaminants have already been verified in other matrices and reported in literature as non biodegradable and non biocompatible."

New Quality-Control Investigations on Vaccines: Micro- and Nanocontamination

Vaccines are being under investigation for the possible side effects they can cause. In order to supply new information, an electron-microscopy…
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Just in case you missed why, as an ex-pharma employee, I signed up to fight the pharmaceutical industry's agenda to keep us all sick. Even though it doesn't make my life easy.

I wrote this a year ago and it is particularly relevant as I hear of more and more personal attacks on me -- from INSIDE our movement.

Attacks that break my heart because this is not about power, ego or drama. THIS IS ABOUT THE KIDS! And so many lose sight of that in their quest for glory, money or power. So here is why I take on an industry more powerful than most countries...

So let's pretend for a minute…

What if you were offered three jobs and chose the company you did because they seemed ethical…
What if you researched their river blindness volunteer program in Africa before you committed and thought it showed integrity. What if you then spent two months of your life away from family and friends with 40 others spending, 10 hours a day being told how great something is…What if you really believed, at 25 years old, that you were actually helping people who were in pain…What if you then won sales awards because you got doctors to help more people with arthritis by prescribing this MIRACLE drug called VIOXX….what if you then told your grandmother — the most important person in your life — to ask her doctor to switch her to ‘your’ product and she DID…what if then everything started to unravel before your eyes…what if you then realized EVERYTHING you were told and then TOLD OTHERS was a LIE…what if really shady things started to happen…what if you heard things on the inside that were being hidden from those on the outside…what if you then realized you were a part of an industry selling a drug that had, in fact, unnecessarily KILLED people…what if you then wondered not if but how much blood you have on your hands…what if you then realized your grandmother who raised you was on that drug…what if you got a little pissed off about all that…and what if you realized once you know the truth, you could NEVER go back.

I was disgusted and left Merck even before Vioxx was pulled from the market. But then...

What would you do if nine years later you saw that those SAME doctors pushing other drugs (vaccines!) that were harming people, this time without even giving them the product insert that proves it…and it was CHILDREN! And these doctors are lying by claiming the drugs are safe when studies clearly show otherwise… and because you know the drug companies sponsored ALL of these studies and they taught you how to read them so you know what a real safety study looks like and what product marketing looks like, and you felt compelled to speak out…and you see the damage all around you with record number of childhood illness and disorders…AND now they want your child too! The one you have kept VACCINE and DRUG FREE for 6 years -- Not one vaccine, not one drug prescription! And then you realize…it’s the SAME f***ing company.

People ask me all the time why I am in this fight…I always answer: how could I NOT be in this fight?! Don’t be fooled by those that claim I am in this for money or fame. I don’t take a salary, I make absolutely NO money related to this movement. I am extremely blessed to say I have alternative resources for now, although tens of thousands of my own money have gone to this fight and I can’t keep that up. But it does allow me to honestly say that EVERY cent of EVERY donation goes directly to this cause.

As for the fame…anyone who says I’m in this for fame clearly has no idea WHO they are talking about. I was (mostly) raised by a staunchly conservative, Presbyterian, extremely private and amazingly strong woman. The kind of woman who had the means and love for travel, but rarely did because of her strong work ethic and professionalism.

She was high up in the administration for a major university for 40 years. She divorced my alcoholic grandfather back in the 50s when that was frowned upon and raised my mother on her own. She taught me strength, she taught me integrity, she taught me professionalism and she taught me to be a very private person. Luckily, one lesson didn’t stick: obey authority. I was and still am the type that, when told what to do, I don’t say ‘ok’, I ask ‘why?’
I was told many times in my life that I should be in Hollywood, that I should be an actress. But I would laugh and say: “There is no way I would ever want to be famous.” I don’t want to live a life under a microscope. I don’t want to always feel like I’m being watched. I don’t want to be followed or for anyone outside my immediate circle to even know my name. These are just a few of the reasons I did NOT want to get involved with the vaccine issue publicly.

To me, fame makes no difference. I don’t care if you’re Brad Pitt or the stocker at Trader Joes — the most important thing is your character and your heart. To me, the most powerful people in this world are the ones who live in truth, integrity and with compassion — honoring their own truth and that of the world.

I knew my story was powerful, but like many others, I wanted to stay behind the scenes and lead by example. The spotlight is not something I crave or even welcome. With it comes that feeling of having to look over your shoulder every day. It comes with many personal attacks, even from people you know. I’ve being called a murderer, told that I should be in jail, burned at the stake, that my child will kill other children on the playground, that he should be taken away from me. All because I want to save other children from a lifetime of suffering — from autoimmune issues, from ear infections, from allergies, from asthma, from developmental disabilities, from ADHD, from heavy-metal induced brain damage, from leukemia, from diabetes,— from death.

Plus, I’m tired of all the LIES LIES LIES. The chemical additives in vaccines have absolutely no place injected into the human body and are causing irreparable damage. And we are being lied to for profit—vaccines are NOT safe. There are too many, too soon and this entire generation of children is suffering because of it. People have the RIGHT to know the risks before they do something that may change their lives forever — or the life of their innocent, healthy child.

In February 2015, I learned about SB277 in my home state of California, and I knew the real reason behind it — PROFIT. And not just any profit — profit being made at the expense of our children’s health. The pharmaceutical drug market is saturated and full of liability, while the vaccine market is the exact opposite.

And that SAME company that I worked for, has to make up for the $6 BILLION it had to pay out for the drug that I sold, the drug they got me to believe in — that one that killed people. A lot of people.

Before I made the decision to get involved, I cried for two weeks because I instinctively knew that life as I knew it — which was easy and relatively carefree— was over. I would very quickly fall onto the radar of those who would never allow my life to be easy again.

Last time with Vioxx, I did not speak up and it haunts me to this day. So now it was time to speak out. And I will not STOP speaking out...EVER!

Everything I have gone through in my life has been in preparation for this moment. This is why I am who I am. All the pieces of puzzle are coming together. This is why I am here in this world. This is my calling, my purpose. In fact, I often feel like this work is being done through me, not actually by me. I feel like I am floating in a river just going with the current — I don’t even have to swim and I’m fully in the flow.
Of course, it’s not all that fun, I speak about some pretty deep and dark stuff, and there are many, many long and stressful days. I’ve been yelled at by so-called friends at parties and even lost many of them. But they were never true friends, because those are the ones who will stand by you and listen to you, even if they aren’t ready to hear the truth. I’m under constant attack from the other side, and sometimes even from those who CLAIM to be on our side.

That said, I honored to be a part of such a passionate, eloquent, educated and fierce movement of parents who will protect their children no matter what — unfortunately because most often, they have seen the devastating effects of vaccine toxicity firsthand.

But I also get stories from those whose children have been injured — or, in the worst cases, died as a result of vaccines. These stories keep me going through the challenging times. Most of all, I just have to keep the faith and remember that everything is unfolding as it needs to right now. And I’m a true believer in KARMA 😃

The truth WILL come out. It’s only a matter of time…
We are part of a spiritual revolution where courage will conquer fear. Where compassionate will conquer hate. Where integrity will conquer greed. Where health will conquer illness. Where honesty will conquer their lies. And where love will conquer it all.
I chose courage. I chose compassion. I chose integrity. I chose health. I chose honesty. And most of all, I chose love.
Please join me ❤️
Dinah Everett Snyder shared March Against Monsanto's photo.
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Keit FJ LeBlanc Get'em
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Denise Williams Right.
Like · Reply · 22 hrs

Zachary Campbell Vaccines are only 90% effective. They don't work on everyone. The immunity they provide can decrease in time (hence the need for on time boosters.) Biologically speaking, a vaccine provides roughly a 90% passive immunity, meaning that given a significant exposure even a vaccinated
child or adult can contract an illness. Usually to a lesser extent than unvaccinated children or adults.

To anyone who thinks vaccines are BS, and it's been 10 years since your last tetanus booster, go step on a rusty nail. Get it a good inch into the flesh of your foot. Now, you have the option. Wait and see if you get tetanus, or you can get a booster and ensure you don't.

It's easy to criticize when you don't see an immediate harm.

Vaccines are 100% preservative free, and have been, for well over 10 years. If you think you have been injured by a vaccine, there is a trust fund set up by the government and manufactures... and yes, they will pay if you are the 1:2,000,000 that gets GBS. Small Pox, diphtheria, polio, pertussis... all ALMOST 100% victories, until people ignored the truth that vaccines work. NOW? We have resurgence of diseases that we almost eradicated from the planet. WHY? Oh, that's right... you don't need a vaccine. (Bullshit)

End PSA.

Allan St Denis I would recommend you watch this documentary. It is the story of a man who was told to get his tetanus shot after an injury and it turned his life into a nightmare.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6yFujShISI

Allan St Denis To believe is to not know. Do your own research. This vaccine insert clearly states that autism and SIDS is a side effect
Robert V Wise II The real reason the government wants you to get a vaccine is the same reason they put toxic additives like fluoride in your toothpaste and paint thinner in your lucky charms. They care about you and your health. 😛;
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Dinah Everett Snyder Zachary Campbell you absolutely 100% lost me at your first sentence. *bullshit*. i mean, i actually am floored. Dumbstruck. speechless, kudos because it takes a lot to render me thus and you did it with the above.

Never have i heard so much bullshit outside of the covers of a Merck manual or a seminar addressing black nurses in South Africa by a vaccine pharma rep!

where to go with this inside of an hour? Beyond the factual evidence that pasteurs germ theiry upon which vaccine quackery is premised in utterly completely laughably FALSE. A lie. Fraud. The terrain ( the body) is NOT perfectly immune from disease, but wholly susceptible to it. WHO has had to be honest in their agreement and recognition of inflamation as the single biggest driver of oxidative stress on the body which in turn leaves the immune susceptible to disease from within. Root canals leave a dead root in the jaw and bactarial seepage and oral spirochettes lead to low level inflamation that can flare and dies when the adrenals exhaust themselves and under increased stress from a secondary inflamation or stress overwhelming tge white blood cell count. Its no accident that breast cancer occurs on the side correlating to a root canal.

ooh ok, here goes: " vaccines are only about 90% effective" 🙄🙄 rubbish. not even close. the flu vaccine insert says" getting the flu vaccine will not protect against the flu". i shit you not. Further, the insert reveals that 70% of the time the vaccine gives people the flu. Given that you have a 50/50 chance of the flu why increase your odds by 20% ?

Passive immunity...🙄🙄 Nonsense. Passive immunity is a wholesale myth Vaccine adjuvants stimulate invariably a histamine driven response that subsides within days to weeks. Evidence to support my statements for the layperson: WHO suggests not breast feeding infants for 7-10 days post vaccine because her antibodies passed in milk and neutralized the response analogs of the vaccine. That, is NOT the same as " immunity conferred BY a vaccine". The quackery implies the vaccine primes the immune to recognize similar future pathogens but neglects the required steps and the very real facts that wild strains are not the same as lab creations and that piggybacking lab segments spliced with proteins from bovine, porcine, mammals and jerryrigged to polysorbate 80 or squaline and administered hyper dermically is NOT the immune defense pathway designed BY the body

And that bypassing that created a trove of issues including invalidation ( of entry-alt-delete) except that
the body still has to deal with the invader now rigged to the equivalent of a nuclear missile in the body. Where do you vaccine idiots get your science from exactly?
It is a fact that current measles outbreaks occur in vaccinated cluster communities and the pathogen is identified as NOT the wild strain but the patented one.
By the way, chicken pox is immuno protective against other worse pathogens which the body, after being primed with chicken pox naturally, can withstand.
You said " vaccines are 100% preservative free and have been fir 10 years". Bullshit. Sorry there simply is no polite way to address this
Vaccine courts? This is what you refer to.... You mean the zero liability protectionist racket the gov endorsed for vaccine makers? The arbitrary quassi secret court funded by each sale of a dose of a vaccine where the Special Master oversees groups of injuries where one case is selected as the representative case out of many thousands and is narrowly determined not on merit but to exclude all but the most significantly contributory factors pre determined by the vaccine makers to defy liability?
Is that what you attempt to justify with your offhand pat on the back old chap? You underestimate the numbers of vaccine damaged infants children teens the elderly and the compromised by significant numbers.
When people babble on about how vaccines almost eradicated the scary monsters like polio but then didn't because some people didn't get vaccinated I realize I am wasting time talking to them because the competent literature refutes each and every such ludicrous assertion. Polio was already in decline as was all illnesses due to the advent of refrigeration, closed sewer systems, running water and increasing understanding about personal hygiene. Time and temperature (refrigeration) is something people take for granted. Yet the hospitality industry knows well. Inattention to it gets your restaurant closed down.
As for tetanus.... Vitamin C. Works for tetanus.
In third world countries, infant mortality as a result of tetanus is due to umbilical cords being cut with household knives or an old blade used by people with no running water, open sewers and no understanding of personal hygiene. And no means. Tetanus is in third worlds a pathogen of poverty and ignorance.
In first world countries tetanus shot is now a vaccine of diphtheria and whooping cough and pertussis along with the tetanus. Historically this was the most dangerous of all the vaccines with the largest table of injuries overseen by the vaccine courts... Until the gardasil or HPV vaccine came along.... By the way that vaccine does not protect against cervical cancer and was approved for boys before it was ever tested on them for genital herpes. Globally one million children have been injured or killed by the vaccine but the incidence of cervical cancer deaths is incredibly low by comparison. HPV vaccines are not protective against the multitude of strains causal to cervical cancer, while also being the most expensive of the recommended vaccines which are cash cows for Pharma who spend a fraction on research and trials because they don't have to, they are immune. It's a fact that in every country where WHO or the Gates Foundation has rolled out vaccines (polio) is #1, that the countries see a gross margin increase in polio in target populations. In other words: the polio vaccine is responsible for the polio numbers. The polio vaccine is causing polio.

Your last two sentences are redundantly idiotically irrelevant.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 12 hrs

Dinah Everett Snyder http://traceamounts.com/ten-lies-told-about-mercury-in...

TRACE AMOUNTS – the documentary on mercury and its role in the...
traceamounts.com
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I urge you to study this.

Unlike · Reply · 1 · 12 hrs

Dinah Everett Snyder Department of Justice doesn't mince words. Read it and Weep.
https://vaccineimpact.com/.../vaccines-injuries-and...

Vaccines Injuries and Deaths Increase in Government Vaccine Court – June...
vaccineimpact.com
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Dinah Everett Snyder http://www.truthwiki.org/polio-a-true-investigative-history/
Polio - a true investigative history - TruthWiki
It was thought for years, and still is by many today, that Dr. Jonas Salk, the “God” of cult pharmacology, invented the polio vaccine, but in actuality, he really did nothing more than conduct illegal medical experiments on mental patients, and now his whole history has come into question regarding...
truthwiki.org
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1987: WHO Admits Its Smallpox Vaccine Caused AIDS - WHO Omits…
exopolitics.blogs.com

Fact, vaccines have never eradicated anything, ever – VacTruth.com
vactruth.com

Vitamin C | Suzanne Humphries, MD
Vitamin C is one of the safest medical wonders on the planet. The following link will show you Vitamin C’s success as published in medical literature since the 1940’s. It has been put down by the FDA and much disbelief exists within the medical community. Link to article
drsuzanne.net

The Medical Board doesn’t like Vit C.

The FDA has discontinued IV vitamin c which is criminal. Linus Pauling Research over rules all FDA quackery on the facts. So does empirical metabolic science.

Write a reply...
Death and disability following HPV vaccination #vaxwithme #vaxxed
vaccine-injury.info
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Dinah Everett Snyder http://21stcenturywire.com/.../us-measles-hoax-cdc-who/>

US Measles Hoax: CDC, WHO, Merck Documents Prove VACCINATED Are…
21stcenturywire.com
Like · Reply · 12 hrs

Dinah Everett Snyder Please note the above link. It's not a rumor that measles vaccinated kids are spreading the shed pathogen, it's the very agencies who keep mandating their " recommendations" for vaccines that are being forced to admit the truth. That vaccine shedding vaccinated kids pose the greatest danger towards spreading these oothogens.
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Dinah Everett Snyder It's important to note that when healthy kids get these scary monsters it makes their immune systems robust and better equipped to fight off these and more virulent pathogens as they age. Any immuno compromised child should be protected until they are better, older(?) and able to withstand the bodies need to produce natural antibodies and not horse and pony medical fraud theater rogue patent protected long term disease built in pathogens. Nuff said.
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Robyn B Holmes how? because vaccine induced herd immunity is actually a myth.

the only way to gain herd immunity is naturally.

Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs

Dinah Everett Snyder Over eons, the genes susceptible to diseSe are naturally culled and were. Only healthy genetics persisted to common exposures and the memory is part of that pseudo " junk DNA"
they assumed was irrelevant but wasn't. Currently we are genetically compromised by an over exposure to neurological drivers that have destroyed our genetic integrity. If you have a vaccination you are a genetic hybrid. Chimera. Compromised. Encoded with unnatural disease and have been genetically coded( linked) to bovine porcine poultry mammals (monkeys) insects snakes and cancer analogs from the genetics of cancer cell lines engineered in a lab originally belonging to individuals. Not to mention fetal tissue culture lines and stem cell lines. Vaccines. Have corrupted the human genome. And destroyed the immune integrity resulting in horizontal gene transfers and robust encoding if RNA transcription errors. This. Is your new normal.

Robyn B Holmes  most people dont even understand how tna and rna came into the mix and brought us to where we are. not to mention the tens of thousands of years spent adapting to everything in our environments.

Dinah Everett Snyder  Ironic. Given that they yap on about "the herd" 😁 I don't mean to be intolerant but, I am increasingly intolerant of ignorance because it's willful.

Dr. Suzanne Humphries

The conversation about potential "vaccine safety" continues. . .

Because I have researched what is known about the immune system in different phases of life, my conclusion is that there is no hope for safe vaccines.

But go ahead and do the research into "safe vaccines". If it is done properly, the CDC and presidential commission will come to the same determination.

What does safe mean to you? To me it means that the short and long term outcomes of the injection will be the same or better than doing no vaccine and no injection at all. This hypothesis regarding safe vaccines has yet to be tested. So until it is tested properly, the concept of safe vaccines is but a dream.

Suzanne Humphries MD
Risingfromthedead.com
The flu- is influenza. It is upper respiratory, not gastrointestinal.

The flu is viral.

All viral illnesses such as colds, hand foot and mouth, influenza, rotovirus etc. can not be treated by antibiotics. It will not help, not even a little, tiny, bit.

Here is why:

Antibiotics are meant for bacterial infections. Antibiotics are the opposite of probiotics. We need bacteria in our body. We have a TON of bacteria in or intestines and us ladies have it other areas too. We all are strategically designed to have a well balanced gut full of bacteria which helps keep everything working smoothly. Including OUR IMMUNE SYSTEM.

Bacteria is a defense of our immune system. SO when we take antibiotics they kill ALL bacteria. They don't filter out just the bad bacteria. They kill it all. The reduction of all bacteria weakens our immune system and leaves us susceptible for other illnesses for weeks after we finish the antibiotic. ( unless you take a probiotic regularly, taking a probiotic will replace the lost bacteria which will give you a quicker recovery time) Many people think that antibiotics are an immune system booster. That they help your immune system fight off the illness that you have but that is far from the truth. Their one and only purpose is to kill bacteria. Therefore they only work on bacterial infections. Not viral.

So yes antibiotics are great for bacterial infections. But remember there will be a side effect. But don't just blindly take antibiotics for viruses. It's counter productive.

Also- a fever is your bodies natural immune system response to a virus. It is how your body starts to fight the illness. Body temperature rises to kill off the antigen. Heat kills many viruses. Hence the fever.

Everyone is always so quick to snuff out a fever but it helps speed the process along. It's natural. A fever of 99 or even 100 is not bad. Your bodies doing it as a defense. Its working. Give it a high five dont punch it in the face with some tylenol.

So a Luke warm bath or a cool compress on the forehead will work ok to keep it manageable so it doesn't get too high.

Motrin is by far a better option for fevers then Tylenol is. It works better and Tylenol is really bad for you. Acetaminophen or Tylenol lowers the intracellular glutathione in your body.

Glutathione is the bodies most important endogenous antioxidant. Endogenous means the body produces it itself. It does not come from outside food sources.( like blueberries)

Here's a little biochemistry lesson that will seem annoying but will help you understand. Oxidation is a normal process in the body that happens when we use oxygen to create energy for the
cell. This process creates free radicals. Free radicals are bad. They cause DNA cell damage which cause cancer among other things. Antioxidants absorb and rid our body of free radicals. See what I'm getting at?

Ok so glutathione is an antioxidant that is very present in our brains. Our brains use it to protect our brain cells. When we take Tylenol it lowers our bodies glutathione levels in our brain, which raises our free radicals in our brain (and other parts of the body) but in doing so, those free radicals begin to cause cell damage. This can lead to autistic traits, ADHD, ADD and so much more.

The autism spectrum is wide. People don't have to be completely handicapped to have autism. Our nutrition and food plays a big part in our children's behavior and life. Food dyes, preservatives etc. we have to do research and THINK about what we put in our bodies.

Via Teysha Wheeler-LeManski

Aluminum is in the following vaccines given to minors: DTaP, Pediarix (DTaP-Hepatitis B-Polio combination), Pentacel (DTaP-HIB-Polio combination), Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B, Haemophilus influenzae B (HIB), Human Papilloma Virus (HPV), and Pneumococcal vaccines

INGESTION VS INJECTION
"In healthy subjects, only 0.3% of orally administered aluminum is absorbed via the GI tract, and the kidneys effectively eliminate aluminum from the human body. Only when the GI barrier is bypassed, such as by intravenous infusion or in the presence of advanced renal dysfunction, does aluminum have the potential to accumulate. As an example, with intravenously infused aluminum, 40% is retained in adults and up to 75% is retained in neonates.[4]"
"If a significant aluminum load exceeds the body's excretory capacity, the excess is deposited in various tissues, including bone, brain, liver, heart, spleen, and muscle. This accumulation causes morbidity and mortality through various mechanisms.[2]"
http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/165315-overview

"In adults, aluminum exposure can lead to apparently age-related neurological deficits resembling Alzheimer's and has been linked to this disease and to the Guamanian variant, ALS-PDC. Similar outcomes have been found in animal models. In addition, injection of aluminum adjuvants in an attempt to model Gulf War syndrome and associated neurological deficits leads to an ALS phenotype in young male mice.
In young children, a highly significant correlation exists between the number of pediatric aluminum-adjuvanted vaccines administered and the rate of autism spectrum disorders. Many of the features of aluminum-induced neurotoxicity may arise, in part, from autoimmune reactions, as part of the ASIA syndrome."
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23609067/

Abstract
"Immune challenges during early development, including those vaccine-induced, can lead to permanent detrimental alterations of the brain and immune function. Experimental evidence also shows that simultaneous administration of as little as two to three immune adjuvants can overcome genetic
resistance to autoimmunity. In some developed countries, by the time children are 4 to 6 years old, they will have received a total of 126 antigenic compounds along with high amounts of aluminum (Al) adjuvants through routine vaccinations. According to the US Food and Drug Administration, safety assessments for vaccines have often not included appropriate toxicity studies because vaccines have not been viewed as inherently toxic. Taken together, these observations raise plausible concerns about the overall safety of current childhood vaccination programs. When assessing adjuvant toxicity in children, several key points ought to be considered: (i) infants and children should not be viewed as "small adults" with regard to toxicological risk as their unique physiology makes them much more vulnerable to toxic insults; (ii) in adult humans Al vaccine adjuvants have been linked to a variety of serious autoimmune and inflammatory conditions (i.e., "ASIA"), yet children are regularly exposed to much higher amounts of Al from vaccines than adults; (iii) it is often assumed that peripheral immune responses do not affect brain function. However, it is now clearly established that there is a bidirectional neuro-immune cross-talk that plays crucial roles in immunoregulation as well as brain function. In turn, perturbations of the neuro-immune axis have been demonstrated in many autoimmune diseases encompassed in "ASIA" and are thought to be driven by a hyperactive immune response; and (iv) the same components of the neuro-immune axis that play key roles in brain development and immune function are heavily targeted by Al adjuvants. In summary, research evidence shows that increasing concerns about current vaccination practices may indeed be warranted. Because children may be most at risk of vaccine-induced complications, a rigorous evaluation of the vaccine-related adverse health impacts in the pediatric population is urgently needed.

"Anxiety-like behavior was more pronounced among mice immunized with alum. In conclusion, herein we report that immunization with the HBVv (hepatitis b vaccine) aggravated kidney disease in an animal model of SLE. Immunization with either HBVv or alum affected blood counts, neurocognitive functions and brain gliosis. Our data support the concept that different component of vaccines may be linked with immune and autoimmune mediated adverse events."

Aluminum hydroxide (which is in vaccines) injections lead to motor deficits and motor neuron degeneration

Aluminum adjuvant linked to Gulf War illness induces motor neuron death in mice.

"By applying Hill's criteria for establishing causality between exposure and outcome we investigated whether exposure to Al (aluminum) from vaccines could be contributing to the rise in ASD (autism spectrum disorders) prevalence in the Western world. Our results show that: (i) children from countries with the highest ASD prevalence appear to have the highest exposure to Al from vaccines; (ii) the increase in exposure to Al adjuvants significantly correlates with the increase in ASD prevalence in the United States observed over the last two decades"

How aluminum, an intracellular ROS generator promotes hepatic and neurological diseases: the
Metal pollutants are a global health risk due to their ability to contribute to a variety of diseases. Aluminum (Al), a ubiquitous environmental contaminant is implicated in anemia, osteomalacia, hepatic disorder, and neurological disorder. In this review, we outline how this intracellular generator of reactive oxygen species (ROS) triggers a metabolic shift towards lipogenesis in astrocytes and hepatocytes. This Al-evoked phenomenon is coupled to diminished mitochondrial activity, anerobiosis, and the channeling of α-ketoacids towards anti-oxidant defense. The resulting metabolic reconfiguration leads to fat accumulation and a reduction in ATP synthesis, characteristics that are common to numerous medical disorders. Hence, the ability of Al toxicity to create an oxidative environment promotes dysfunctional metabolic processes in astrocytes and hepatocytes. These molecular events triggered by Al-induced ROS production are the potential mediators of brain and liver disorders.”